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Appendices 

Appendix A: List of texts in database 
Agence France Press: Politics 
1. Blair promises positive poster campaign to rise above sleaze (AFP 31/03/97 -  

Database ID AF31c97a) [reporter voice]  
2. US frowns upon Arab League decision to freeze ties with Israel  (AFP 31/03/97 - 

ID AF31c97b) 
3. Le Pen eyes ballots after stormy congress (AFP 31/03/97 - AF31c97c) [reporter 
voice] 
4. Labour pulls economy on to election bandwagon (AFP 01/0497 - ID AF01d97a) 

[reporter voice] 
5. Former defense chiefs ask Senate to reject chemical  weapons ban (AFP 08/04/97 - 

ID AF08d97a) [reporter voice] 
 

The Guardian (online edition – News Section): Politics 
6. Labour warns off teachers (Guardian 01/04/97-  ID GU01c97c) [reporter voice] 
7. Tories accused of ousting chairman (Guardian 01/04/97 - ID GU01d97d) 

[correspondent voice] 
8. Tories split over isolating Hamilton Major, forced to fudge intervention (Guardian 

01/04/97 - GU01d97c) [correspondent voice] 
 

The Guardian (online edition – Analysis Section): Politics 
9. Labour hits back over job plans (Guardian 11/03/87 - ID GU11c97a) 

[correspondent voice] 
10. Hopes hang on telephone teams (Guardian 01/04/97 - ID GU01d97b) 

[correspondent voice] 
11. A challenge to our humanity (Guardian 13/04/97 - ID GU13d97b) [commentator 

voice] 
 

The Guardian (online edition – Comment Section): Politics 
12. Torn apart by cowardice and hatred (Guardian 02/04/97 - ID GU02d97d) 

[commentator voice] 
13. Silly stand-off that blocked a showdown (Guardian 02/04/97 - ID GU02d97c) 

[commentator voice] 
14. Private education is the election issue that dare not speak its name - except at a 

dinner party near you (Guardian 02/04/97 - GU03d97a) [commentator voice] 
 

The Sydney Morning Herald – analysis and commentary 
15. Spotlight off Bush's Houston party (Sydney Morning Herald  18/8/92 - ID 

SM18h92a) [correspondent voice] 
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16. Surrogacy no case for the law (Sydney Morning Herald  23/5/98 - ID SM23e98a) 
[commentator voice] 

 

The New York Times – analysis and commentary 
17. Strong Performance, Warm Reception, Lingering Troubles (The New York Times 

28/1/98 - ID ny28a98a) [correspondent voice] 
18. The Clinton M.O (The New York Times 05/02/98 - ID NY05b98a) [correspondent 

voice] 
 

News Agency: Police Rounds 
19. New York subway stabbing leaves teen dead (Reuters 01/12/97 - ID RE01l97a) 

[reporter voice] 
20. Italian PM: Plane Was Far Too Low (Associated Press 04/2/98 - ID AP04b98a) 

[reporter voice] 
 

Newspapers: Police Rounds 
21. 22 killed, 87 hurt in Spain's worst rail crash (The Times -1/04/97 - ID TT01d97a) 

[reporter voice] 
22. Youths Held in Thrill Killings of Pizza Deliverymen (The New York Times 

22/4/97 - ID NY22d97a) [reporter voice] 
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Appendix B: Text Analysis – in text display 
Guide to analysis 
The following analyses use a colour display in an endeavour to supply a global view 
of patterns of APPRAISAL in the texts. Colour is used so that, at a glance, it is possible to 
identify both the density of APPRAISAL values, the location of individual items in the 
text’s unfolding structure and any patterns of occurrence and co-occurrence in the 
text. My concern here was to avoid the decontextualisation which can so easily follow 
from statistical analyses. 

Two versions of the text are provided: an ATTITUDE  analysis (AFFECT, JUDGEMENT and 
APPRECIATION) and an ENGAGEMENT analysis. An intensity analysis (high values of FORCE  

plus FOCUS:sharpen) is also provided, accompanying either the ENGAGEMENT or the 
ATTITUDE analysis.  

The following display devices are employed 
General devices 
• Underlining = extra-vocalised contexts – the textual span is a projected clause, 

Verbiage, Matter etc 
• Italics = token of APPRAISAL 
• Bold is used to indicate interactional values (demands and offers). This includes 

not only modals of obligation, and imperatives but also projecting verbs which 
report the making of demands – he demanded that, he ordered them to, he 
promised to etc 

Underlining and bold interact to indicate extra-vocalised interactional values 
(PROPOSALS) – thus ‘Blair has promised to provide a positive campaign.’ indicates an 
interactional value (in this case an offer) has been supplied by an attributed source. 

Devices for ATTITUDE 
• JUDGEMENT: social sanction (propriety, veracity) in purple; social esteem (tenacity, 

capacity, normality) in blue. 
• APPRECIATION: values in green. 
• AFFECT: values in magenta (following the explanation in chapter 3, section III.4.(b)., 

values of connation – trying to, aiming to, attempt to – are included under this 
category). 

Underlining and italics are laid over these colours – thus ‘John said he was corrupt’ 
indicates an extra-vocalised inscription of social sanction and ‘They shot him at point 
blank range in the head’ indicates a token of social sanction. (Colour combined with 
underlining combined with italics indicates, of course, an extra-vocalised token – 
‘Police say he shot him in the head’) 

Devices for ENGAGEMENT (see figure 18, page 101 for categories) 
• Extra-vocalisation, as indicated above, by underlining. 
• Intra-vocalise: open (probabilisation, appearance, hearsay): values in light blue – 

(He may be the one.). (Values of FOCUS (soften) are also marked in light blue.) 
• Intra-vocalise: close: disclaim: counter-expect – values in light green  (Although he 

tried hard he failed; Amazingly he survived). 
• Intra-vocalise: close: disclaim: deny: values in dark red – (He never knew why.) 
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• Intra-vocalise: close: proclaim: expect: values  in dark cyan – (She, of course knew 
the answer; She read it because she wanted to be well briefed.). 

• Intra-vocalise: close: proclaim: pronounce: values in  olive green – (I contend she 
was the one. Indeed, he is the one.) 

Intensity includes high values of FORCE and sharpened values of FOCUS. These have 
been marked in red. 

In some case, an individual item carries more than one APPRAISAL value – for example 
values of AFFECT may provoke values of JUDGEMENT. A high value of JUDGEMENT or 
AFFECT may also carry intensification. Obviously in such instances, only one value 
could be indicated through colour.  

In some of the text displays, ENGAGEMENT values within extra-vocalised contexts have 
been excluded from the analysis (since these values were not considered in any of the 
accounts of the various journalistic voices.) That is, there will be no colour coding of 
ENGAGEMENT values within extra-vocalised spans. 

Full details of the analyses are provided in database form in Appendix F. below. 

[Texts follow] 
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Agence France Press: Politics 
1. Blair promises positive poster campaign to rise above sleaze (AFP 31/03/97) 
[reporter voice] 
Attitude and intensity analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Blair promises positive poster campaign to rise above sleaze </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> &Labour Party leader Tony Blair promised Monday to lift Britain's general election campaign out of 
the tide of scandal by addressing positive issues as he unveiled his party's election posters. 
<#L3S2:1/3> "It is time to rise above the sleaze which has coloured this election campaign so far and get on 
to the issues of direct concern to the British people.  
<#L4S3:1/4> That is what we will do," said Blair as the posters were unveiled in Maidstone, southeast of London. 
<#L5S4:1/5> "Today is more than the launch of a poster campaign.  
<#L6S5:1/6> It is an attempt to put some life and energy and hope into a campaign that is mired in Tory sleaze," he 
said. 
<#L7S6:1/7> &Blair said sleaze may hurt the Tories, "but it hurts politics too.  
<#L8S7:1/8> It hurts this election.  
<#L9S8:1/9> It helps nobody." 
<#L10S9:1/10> He said that the poster campaign, the biggest ever mounted by Labour, would be positive. 
<#L11S10:1/11> "The conventional wisdom is that only negative advertising works in elections, that you can only win 
by scaring the voters about your opponents.  
<#L12S11:1/12> We aim to prove that this is not the case.  
<#L13S12:1/13> I have issued instructions that all our posters between now and May 1 will be positive."  
<#L14S13:1/14> He said they would not run down the opposition, or engage in personality politics. 
<#L15S14:1/15> "They will be saying what we can do to make our country better," Blair said. 
<#L16S15:1/16> The Labour leader made no mention of the former Tory minister Neil Hamilton, who is at the centre 
of the so-called "cash-for-questions" allegations. 
<#L17S16:1/17> Hamilton has said he has no intention of withdrawing his candidacy for the election, despite growing 
calls for his resignation to ease the Conservatives' continuing agony. 
<#L18S17:1/18> The Tory leadership seemed resigned Monday to the fact that Hamilton would now stand, after he 
won the backing of his local party. 
<#L19S18:1/19> Senior party figure Dame Jill Knight, vice chairman of the Conservative backbench 1922 
Committee, called on the party to " talk about the real issues and doggedly keep going."  
<#L20S19:1/20> "We have a far better story to tell in the long run.  
<#L21S20:1/21> Mr. Jones in the High Street is far more interested in the economy and education for his children 
than who is having an affair," she said, referring to separate allegations that a married Tory MP had had a fling with a 
17-year-old nightclub hostess. 
<#L22S21:1/22> But Labour's deputy leader John Prescott kept the focus on the scandals, saying: "John Major's 
handling of the Neil Hamilton affair tells you all you need to know about his weak, dithering leadership." 
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Engagement and intensity analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Blair promises positive poster campaign to rise above sleaze </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> &Labour Party leader Tony Blair promised Monday to lift Britain's general election campaign out of 
the tide of scandal by addressing positive issues as he unveiled his party's election posters. 
<#L3S2:1/3> "It is time to rise above the sleaze which has coloured this election campaign so far and get on 
to the issues of direct concern to the British people.  
<#L4S3:1/4> That is what we will do," said Blair as the posters were unveiled in Maidstone, southeast of London. 
<#L5S4:1/5> "Today is more than the launch of a poster campaign.  
<#L6S5:1/6> It is an attempt to put some life and energy and hope into a campaign that is mired in Tory sleaze," he 
said. 
<#L7S6:1/7> &Blair said sleaze may hurt the Tories, "but it hurts politics too.  
<#L8S7:1/8> It hurts this election.  
<#L9S8:1/9> It helps nobody." 
<#L10S9:1/10> He said that the poster campaign, the biggest ever mounted by Labour, would be positive. 
<#L11S10:1/11> "The conventional wisdom is that only negative advertising works in elections, that you can only win 
by scaring the voters about your opponents.  
<#L12S11:1/12> We aim to prove that this is not the case.  
<#L13S12:1/13> I have issued instructions that all our posters between now and May 1 will be positive."  
<#L14S13:1/14> He said they would not run down the opposition, or engage in personality politics. 
<#L15S14:1/15> "They will be saying what we can do to make our country better," Blair said. 
<#L16S15:1/16> The Labour leader made no mention of the former Tory minister Neil Hamilton, who is at the centre 
of the so-called "cash-for-questions" allegations. 
<#L17S16:1/17> Hamilton has said he has no intention of withdrawing his candidacy for the election, despite growing 
calls for his resignation to ease the Conservatives' continuing agony. 
<#L18S17:1/18> The Tory leadership seemed resigned Monday to the fact that Hamilton would now stand, after he 
won the backing of his local party. 
<#L19S18:1/19> Senior party figure Dame Jill Knight, vice chairman of the Conservative backbench 1922 
Committee, called on the party to " talk about the real issues and doggedly keep going."  
<#L20S19:1/20> "We have a far better story to tell in the long run.  
<#L21S20:1/21> Mr. Jones in the High Street is far more interested in the economy and education for his children 
than who is having an affair," she said, referring to separate allegations that a married Tory MP had had a fling with a 
17-year-old nightclub hostess. 
<#L22S21:1/22> But Labour's deputy leader John Prescott kept the focus on the scandals, saying: "John Major's 
handling of the Neil Hamilton affair tells you all you need to know about his weak, dithering leadership." 
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2. US frowns upon Arab League decision to freeze ties with Israel  (AFP 31/03/97) 
Attitude and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> US frowns upon Arab League decision to freeze ties with Israel </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> The United States voiced disapproval Monday at an Arab League decision to freeze ties with Israel, 
saying that Mideast governments should help create a regional climate that advances peace.  
<#L3S2:1/3> "Our view is quite clear, and that is that sustaining a regional environment supportive of 
peacemaking is an essential part of promoting peace in the area," State Department spokesman John Dinger said. 
<#L4S3:1/4> "We hope the Arab League recognizes that it has a responsibility to shape such an 
environment," he added. 
<#L5S4:1/5> Foreign ministers of the 22-member Arab League called for a freeze in the normalisation of 
relations with Israel at a two-day meeting in Cairo that ended Monday. 
<#L6S5:1/6> The move was to protest the Israeli decision to build a Jewish settlement in east Jerusalem that has 
infuriated Palestinians who hope to establish the capital of a future independent state there. 
<#L7S6:1/7> The Arab League decision was the latest in a series of blows to the Middle East peace process that 
have prompted President Bill Clinton to consider launching an initiative to prevent a further deterioration. 
<#L8S7:1/8> The State Department's special Middle East coordinator briefed Clinton on the results of his talks last 
week with Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 
<#L9S8:1/9> Speculation was rife that Secretary of State Madeleine Albright was planning to make her first visit to 
the region to press the two sides into more conciliatory positions. 
<#L10S9:1/10> "She remains willing and ready to travel when it is helpful and useful," Dinger said. 
<#L11S10:1/11> The State Department linked the Arab League decision to the current crisis in relations between the 
Palestinians and Israel. 
<#L12S11:1/12> "The United States believes strongly that enhanced ties between Israel and her Arab neighbors ... 
facilitate progress, including in the bilateral negotiations toward a comprehensive peace," Dinger said. 
 

Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> US frowns upon Arab League decision to freeze ties with Israel </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> The United States voiced disapproval Monday at an Arab League decision to freeze ties with Israel, 
saying that Mideast governments should help create a regional climate that advances peace.  
<#L3S2:1/3> "Our view is quite clear, and that is that sustaining a regional environment supportive of 
peacemaking is an essential part of promoting peace in the area," State Department spokesman John Dinger said. 
<#L4S3:1/4> "We hope the Arab League recognizes that it has a responsibility to shape such an 
environment," he added. 
<#L5S4:1/5> Foreign ministers of the 22-member Arab League called for a freeze in the normalisation of 
relations with Israel at a two-day meeting in Cairo that ended Monday. 
<#L6S5:1/6> The move was to protest the Israeli decision to build a Jewish settlement in east Jerusalem that has 
infuriated Palestinians who hope to establish the capital of a future independent state there. 
<#L7S6:1/7> The Arab League decision was the latest in a series of blows to the Middle East peace process that 
have prompted President Bill Clinton to consider launching an initiative to prevent a further deterioration. 
<#L8S7:1/8> The State Department's special Middle East coordinator briefed Clinton on the results of his talks last 
week with Palestinian leader Yasser Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 
<#L9S8:1/9> Speculation was rife that Secretary of State Madeleine Albright was planning to make her first visit to 
the region to press the two sides into more conciliatory positions. 
<#L10S9:1/10> "She remains willing and ready to travel when it is helpful and useful," Dinger said. 
<#L11S10:1/11> The State Department linked the Arab League decision to the current crisis in relations between the 
Palestinians and Israel. 
<#L12S11:1/12> "The United States believes strongly that enhanced ties between Israel and her Arab neighbors ... 
facilitate progress, including in the bilateral negotiations toward a comprehensive peace," Dinger said. 
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3. Le Pen eyes ballots after stormy congress (AFP 31/03/97) [reporter voice] 
Attitude and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Le Pen eyes ballots after stormy congress </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> &French far-right leader Jean-Marie Le Pen wrapped up a controversial party congress Monday with a 
rousing political call to arms, saying the party could be set to make real electoral gains. 
<#L3S2:1/3> Brushing aside unprecedented protests which marred the three-day rally in the eastern city of 
Strasbourg, he said his anti-immigrant National Front (NF) could seize up to 20 seats in French legislative ballots due 
next spring. 
<#L4S3:1/4> "We are the alternative .. since the right and the left think the same way ... if people leave them to go 
elsewhere, there is only one alternative, the National Front," he said, unveiling the party's program for government 
including a proposal for a "France first"  amendment to the constitution. 
<#L5S4:1/5> In a closing speech, he said violence which erupted over the weekend was not the fault of the National 
Front, but rather anti-Front militants whipped up by mainstream politicians who fear the rise of the far-right. 
<#L6S5:1/6> "If there were more than 2,000 (police) here, it was because of the threat to public order of the counter-
protestors who came by subsidized coach and by train to intimidate and threaten .. our congress," he said. 
<#L7S6:1/7> The National Front had "an historic mission to France, and above all for the French people," he added. 
<#L8S7:1/8> &Strasbourg marked the final day of the congress by declaring a "dead city," with all public events 
called off until a huge public picnic in the evening to celebrate the end of the Easter weekend congress. 
<#L9S8:1/9> Up to 100,000 people took to the streets at the weekend to protest the policies of Le Pen's anti-
immigrant party, which is riding a wave of popular anger at France's economic and social woes. 
<#L10S9:1/10> At one point police and hundreds of demonstrators fought a running battle after clashes broke out at 
the end of a mass protest against the convention.  
<#L11S10:1/11> Four NF members, including a regional councillor, were among those arrested. 
<#L12S11:1/12> Amid the unrest outside, the congress nevertheless adopted its programme for government 
Monday, including a proposal for a "French first"  amendment to the country's constitution. 
<#L13S12:1/13> &Le Pen unveiled 13 legislative "bills" which amount effectively to a pre-election manifesto for next 
spring's ballots. 
<#L14S13:1/14> Other policies include restoring the death penalty, tightening laws on gaining French nationality and 
instituting a tax on employers hiring foreigners. 
<#L15S14:1/15> &Le Pen, re-elected unopposed as NF leader on Sunday, accused mainstream politicians and the 
media of redoubling their offensive against his party since its February local election victory in Vitrolles, southern 
France. 
<#L16S15:1/16> Speaking to reporters ahead of his final address, he said the party could win between 10-20 
National Assembly seats next spring "if the situation remains the same as it is now."  
<#L17S16:1/17> The party currently has no MPs. 
<#L18S17:1/18> While Le Pen was re-elected leader in Strasbourg, NF-watchers also noted the success of the 
party's number two, Bruno Megret, widely credited with building the modern face of the party. 
<#L19S18:1/19> &Megret, whose wife Catherine was elected mayor in Vitrolles, topped the poll for party's executive 
committee garnering 3,800 votes, some 450 ahead of NF secretary-general Bruno Gollnisch, seen by many as his 
main rival in an eventual battle to succeed the 68-year-old Le Pen. 
<#L20S19:1/20> There had been fears of major violence at the congress, which comes 12 months ahead of 
legislative elections in France in which both left and right fear the rise of Le Pen's far-right party. 
<#L21S20:1/21> In the event 27 people appeared in court in connection with public order offences.  
<#L22S21:1/22> In all 38 people including German and Dutch nationals were arrested in unrest which saw some 20 
shop windows smashed. 
<#L23S22:1/23> &Le Pen laid the blame for the unrest at the door of Strasbourg's socialist mayor, Catherine 
Trautmann, whom he called "Cathy the Red." 
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Le Pen eyes ballots after stormy congress </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> &French far-right leader Jean-Marie Le Pen wrapped up a controversial party congress Monday with a 
rousing political call to arms, saying the party could be set to make real electoral gains. 
<#L3S2:1/3> Brushing aside unprecedented protests which marred the three-day rally in the eastern city of 
Strasbourg, he said his anti-immigrant National Front (NF) could seize up to 20 seats in French legislative ballots due 
next spring. 
<#L4S3:1/4> "We are the alternative .. since the right and the left think the same way ... if people leave them to go 
elsewhere, there is only one alternative, the National Front," he said, unveiling the party's program for government 
including a proposal for a "France first"  amendment to the constitution. 
<#L5S4:1/5> In a closing speech, he said violence which erupted over the weekend was not the fault of the National 
Front, but rather anti-Front militants whipped up by mainstream politicians who fear the rise of the far-right. 
<#L6S5:1/6> "If there were more than 2,000 (police) here, it was because of the threat to public order of the counter-
protestors who came by subsidized coach and by train to intimidate and threaten .. our congress," he said. 
<#L7S6:1/7> The National Front had "an historic mission to France, and above all for the French people," he added. 
<#L8S7:1/8> &Strasbourg marked the final day of the congress by declaring a "dead city," with all public events 
called off until a huge public picnic in the evening to celebrate the end of the Easter weekend congress. 
<#L9S8:1/9> Up to 100,000 people took to the streets at the weekend to protest the policies of Le Pen's anti-
immigrant party, which is riding a wave of popular anger at France's economic and social woes. 
<#L10S9:1/10> At one point police and hundreds of demonstrators fought a running battle after clashes broke out at 
the end of a mass protest against the convention.  
<#L11S10:1/11> Four NF members, including a regional councillor, were among those arrested. 
<#L12S11:1/12> Amid the unrest outside, the congress nevertheless adopted its programme for government 
Monday, including a proposal for a "French first"  amendment to the country's constitution. 
<#L13S12:1/13> &Le Pen unveiled 13 legislative "bills" which amount effectively to a pre-election manifesto for next 
spring's ballots. 
<#L14S13:1/14> Other policies include restoring the death penalty, tightening laws on gaining French nationality and 
instituting a tax on employers hiring foreigners. 
<#L15S14:1/15> &Le Pen, re-elected unopposed as NF leader on Sunday, accused mainstream politicians and the 
media of redoubling their offensive against his party since its February local election victory in Vitrolles, southern 
France. 
<#L16S15:1/16> Speaking to reporters ahead of his final address, he said the party could win between 10-20 
National Assembly seats next spring "if the situation remains the same as it is now."  
<#L17S16:1/17> The party currently has no MPs. 
<#L18S17:1/18> While Le Pen was re-elected leader in Strasbourg, NF-watchers also noted the success of the 
party's number two, Bruno Megret, widely credited with building the modern face of the party. 
<#L19S18:1/19> &Megret, whose wife Catherine was elected mayor in Vitrolles, topped the poll for party's executive 
committee garnering 3,800 votes, some 450 ahead of NF secretary-general Bruno Gollnisch, seen by many as his 
main rival in an eventual battle to succeed the 68-year-old Le Pen. 
<#L20S19:1/20> There had been fears of major violence at the congress, which comes 12 months ahead of 
legislative elections in France in which both left and right fear the rise of Le Pen's far-right party. 
<#L21S20:1/21> In the event 27 people appeared in court in connection with public order offences.  
<#L22S21:1/22> In all 38 people including German and Dutch nationals were arrested in unrest which saw some 20 
shop windows smashed. 
<#L23S22:1/23> &Le Pen laid the blame for the unrest at the door of Strasbourg's socialist mayor, Catherine 
Trautmann, whom he called "Cathy the Red." 
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4. Labour pulls economy on to election bandwagon (AFP 01/0497) [reporter voice] 
Attitude and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &Labour pulls economy on to election bandwagon </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> The opposition Labour Party, hot favorites to win May 1 elections, pulled the national economy on to its 
campaign bandwagon on Tuesday, as electioneering for national polls entered the final month. 
<#L3S2:1/3> Economy spokesman Gordon Brown assured voters that "the economic argument works for Labour." 
<#L4S3:1/4> His words were designed to counter tactics used by the Conservative government which has sought to 
arouse fears among the electorate over Labour's inexperience in handling the economy. 
<#L5S4:1/5> &Brown chided the government for failing to lay the foundations for long-term growth of the British 
economy. 
<#L6S5:1/6> "We haven't invested properly in the future," Brown said, pointing specifically to the areas of "education 
and skills, the modern information economy" where a Labour government would target spending. 
<#L7S6:1/7> He told the BBC that "in the last 18 years, we have slipped as a country to 18th place in the world 
economic league." 
<#L8S7:1/8> He said that "we slipped not only behind France and Germany but behind Italy ... Sweden, Hong Kong 
and Singapore." 
<#L9S8:1/9> &Brown said that the Conservatives had made 22 tax increase since winning power in 1979 and had 
doubled the national debt which, he predicted, would amount to 19 billion pounds (30 billion dollars) next year. And 
one in five British households were now without a wage-earner. 
<#L10S9:1/10> The chancellor-in-waiting said that his proposed windfall tax on the "excessive profits" of the 
privatised utilities would raise funds to invest in training programmes for the unemployed.  
<#L11S10:1/11> The policy would "move people from welfare to work," he said. 
<#L12S11:1/12> &Labour has committed itself to operating within spending ceilings drafted by the 
government for the next two years, in a bid to ditch its former tax-and-spend image. 
<#L13S12:1/13> The party is also expected to adopt the Conservative Party's inflation target of 2.5 percent. 
<#L14S13:1/14> &Labour has promised not to raise the basic and top income tax rates for the next five years.  
<#L15S14:1/15> &Labour lost the last general election in 1992 after saying that it would raise taxes to finance 
public spending. 
<#L16S15:1/16> Despite Labour's pledge not to raise top income tax rates, leaked extracts of the party's election 
manifesto, which will be published on Thursday, in the Financial Times newspaper said that Labour would "review the 
corporate and capital gains tax regimes to see how the tax system can promote greater long-term investment." 
 

 
Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &Labour pulls economy on to election bandwagon </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> The opposition Labour Party, hot favorites to win May 1 elections, pulled the national economy on to its 
campaign bandwagon on Tuesday, as electioneering for national polls entered the final month. 
<#L3S2:1/3> Economy spokesman Gordon Brown assured voters that "the economic argument works for Labour." 
<#L4S3:1/4> His words were designed to counter tactics used by the Conservative government which has sought to 
arouse fears among the electorate over Labour's inexperience in handling the economy. 
<#L5S4:1/5> &Brown chided the government for failing to lay the foundations for long-term growth of the British 
economy. 
<#L6S5:1/6> "We haven't invested properly in the future," Brown said, pointing specifically to the areas of "education 
and skills, the modern information economy" where a Labour government would target spending. 
<#L7S6:1/7> He told the BBC that "in the last 18 years, we have slipped as a country to 18th place in the world 
economic league." 
<#L8S7:1/8> He said that "we slipped not only behind France and Germany but behind Italy ... Sweden, Hong Kong 
and Singapore." 
<#L9S8:1/9> &Brown said that the Conservatives had made 22 tax increase since winning power in 1979 and had 
doubled the national debt which, he predicted, would amount to 19 billion pounds (30 billion dollars) next year. And 
one in five British households were now without a wage-earner. 
<#L10S9:1/10> The chancellor-in-waiting said that his proposed windfall tax on the "excessive profits" of the 
privatised utilities would raise funds to invest in training programmes for the unemployed.  
<#L11S10:1/11> The policy would "move people from welfare to work," he said. 
<#L12S11:1/12> &Labour has committed itself to operating within spending ceilings drafted by the 
government for the next two years, in a bid to ditch its former tax-and-spend image. 
<#L13S12:1/13> The party is also expected to adopt the Conservative Party's inflation target of 2.5 percent. 
<#L14S13:1/14> &Labour has promised not to raise the basic and top income tax rates for the next five years.  
<#L15S14:1/15> &Labour lost the last general election in 1992 after saying that it would raise taxes to finance public 
spending. 
<#L16S15:1/16> Despite Labour's pledge not to raise top income tax rates, leaked extracts of the party's election 
manifesto, which will be published on Thursday, in the Financial Times newspaper said that Labour would "review the 
corporate and capital gains tax regimes to see how the tax system can promote greater long-term investment." 
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5. Former defense chiefs ask Senate to reject chemical  weapons ban (AFP 08/04/97) 
[reporter voice] 
Attitude and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Former defense chiefs ask Senate to reject chemical  weapons ban </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> Four former defense secretaries Tuesday urged the Senate not to  ratify a global convention to ban 
chemical weapons, saying it would afford little, if any, protection  against such weapons. 
<#L4S2:1/3> "This treaty will not serve to banish the threat of chemical weapons.  
<#L5S3:1/4> It will not aid in the fight against  terrorism," said James Schlesinger, who headed the Pentagon under 
President Richard Nixon. 
<#L6S4:1/5> &Donald Rumsfeld, who held the post under Gerald Ford, and Caspar Weinberger, defense secretary  
under Ronald Reagan, made similar comments during the first day of hearings on the treaty, while  Dick Cheney, the 
Pentagon chief under George Bush, gave his views in writing. 
<#L7S5:1/6> The White House is pressing for ratification of the Chemical Weapons Treaty before April 29, 
when  it is due to go into effect whether or not the United States ratifies it. 
<#L8S6:1/7> "It's obvious that it's the right thing to do for the world ...  
<#L9S7:1/8> If we don't ratify it then the rest of the world  will be forced to treat us like the rogue states ... and we'll 
deserve it," President Bill Clinton told  reporters Tuesday. 
<#L10S8:1/9> But Schlessinger told senators that "only the threat of effective retaliation" could protect US soldiers in  
the field as "most nations do not care a fig for 'international norms'". 
<#L11S9:1/10> To date 70 of the 161 countries that signed the treaty have ratified it. 
<#L12S10:1/11> The convention would give signatories access to technology developed to fight against chemical  
weapons and the right to inspect chemical weapons factories in other states that signed the treaty. 
<#L13S11:1/12> &Rumsfeld said that while it might reduce weapons arsenals in some countries, "it is debatable,  
however, whether this treaty would reduce the chemical arsenals of any of the nations potentially  hostile to the 
United States." 
<#L14S12:1/13> He also said that if it ratified the convention, Washington would be "misleading people into believing  
that there were reasonable international controls over the use of chemical weapons, despite the  certainty that this 
convention cannot provide that assurance." 
<#L15S13:1/14> &Weinberger suggested that since the United States has been asked to cover 25 percent of the 
costs  of the convention should give Washington a voice in its affairs even if it does not ratify the treaty by  April 
29. 
<#L16S14:1/15> &Jesse Helms, the head of the powerful Senate Foreign Relations Committee, also restated his  
opposition to the treaty, pointing out that neither North Korea, Libya, Iraq or Russia have ratified it. 
<#L17S15:1/16> "It is not global, it is not verifiable, it is not constitutional, and it will not work," said Helms, a  
Republican senator from North Carolina. 
 

Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Former defense chiefs ask Senate to reject chemical  weapons ban </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> Four former defense secretaries Tuesday urged the Senate not to  ratify a global convention to ban 
chemical weapons, saying it would afford little, if any, protection  against such weapons. 
<#L4S2:1/3> "This treaty will not serve to banish the threat of chemical weapons.  
<#L5S3:1/4> It will not aid in the fight against  terrorism," said James Schlesinger, who headed the Pentagon under 
President Richard Nixon. 
<#L6S4:1/5> &Donald Rumsfeld, who held the post under Gerald Ford, and Caspar Weinberger, defense secretary  
under Ronald Reagan, made similar comments during the first day of hearings on the treaty, while  Dick Cheney, the 
Pentagon chief under George Bush, gave his views in writing. 
<#L7S5:1/6> The White House is pressing for ratification of the Chemical Weapons Treaty before April 29, 
when  it is due to go into effect whether or not the United States ratifies it. 
<#L8S6:1/7> "It's obvious that it's the right thing to do for the world ...  
<#L9S7:1/8> If we don't ratify it then the rest of the world  will be forced to treat us like the rogue states ... and we'll 
deserve it," President Bill Clinton told  reporters Tuesday. 
<#L10S8:1/9> But Schlessinger told senators that "only the threat of effective retaliation" could protect US soldiers in  
the field as "most nations do not care a fig for 'international norms'". 
<#L11S9:1/10> To date 70 of the 161 countries that signed the treaty have ratified it. 
<#L12S10:1/11> The convention would give signatories access to technology developed to fight against chemical  
weapons and the right to inspect chemical weapons factories in other states that signed the treaty. 
<#L13S11:1/12> &Rumsfeld said that while it might reduce weapons arsenals in some countries, "it is debatable,  
however, whether this treaty would reduce the chemical arsenals of any of the nations potentially  hostile to the 
United States." 
<#L14S12:1/13> He also said that if it ratified the convention, Washington would be "misleading people into believing  
that there were reasonable international controls over the use of chemical weapons, despite the  certainty that this 
convention cannot provide that assurance." 
<#L15S13:1/14> &Weinberger suggested that since the United States has been asked to cover 25 percent of the 
costs  of the convention should give Washington a voice in its affairs even if it does not ratify the treaty by  April 
29. 
<#L16S14:1/15> &Jesse Helms, the head of the powerful Senate Foreign Relations Committee, also restated his  
opposition to the treaty, pointing out that neither North Korea, Libya, Iraq or Russia have ratified it. 
<#L17S15:1/16> "It is not global, it is not verifiable, it is not constitutional, and it will not work," said Helms, a  
Republican senator from North Carolina. 
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The Guardian (online edition – News Section): Politics 
6. Labour warns off teachers (Guardian 01/04/97) [reporter voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Labour warns off teachers </h> 
<#L2S-1:1/2> <k>Bullying strike action will win no favours or change, Blunkett tells NUT militants </k> 
<#L4S1:1/3> &Labour has delivered a sharp warning to teachers that a Blair government will never succumb to 
industrial action aimed at "bullying" the party into adopting more radical policies than those it is convinced will secure 
victory at the general election. 
<#L5S2:1/4> &David Blunkett, the shadow education and employment secretary, launched a head-on offensive 
against left-wingers at the National Union of Teachers conference in Harrogate - the gathering at which he was 
jostled and abused two years ago at the start of his drive to distance the party from professional interest groups. 
<#L6S3:1/5> "We're not looking for conflict with the teaching profession... but we will be governing for the whole 
nation.  
<#L7S4:1/6> We will not tolerate division or bullying or threats, not simply from those who attend union conferences 
but from anyone who has a vested interest in any party of our country," he said. 
<#L8S5:1/7> &Tony Blair last night also insisted he would stand firm against the unions, warning them: "I'll simply say 
'No'." 
<#L9S6:1/8> "Actually, we've been very good at doing that when we need to do that," he told Kirsty Young in an 
interview for Channel 5's first full-length evening news programme. 
<#L10S7:1/9> &Mr Blunkett was responding to conference resolutions threatening industrial action to change Labour 
policy to secure reduced class sizes and the abolition of grammar schools, performance league tables and the Office 
for &Standards in &Education, which is much hated by teachers. 
<#L11S8:1/10> But his remarks carried a wider resonance about Labour's determination not to be in hock to any 
union or interest group. 
<#L12S9:1/11> At a press conference he said Labour distinguished between strikes as a legitimate measure of last 
resort for trade unions to press grievances about their conditions of service, and industrial action taken to force a 
change in government policy. 
<#L13S10:1/12> There was not a democracy in the world that barred all strikes.  
<#L14S11:1/13> "But there is no place whatever for strike action in terms of government policy on admissions or 
inspection or the rigour of testing...  
<#L15S12:1/14> I don't think that withdrawing your labour and leaving children without a teacher assists in raising 
standards or raising the esteem of the teaching profession," he said. 
<#L16S13:1/15> "Our job is to ensure that every child in every school is given the opportunity that in the past has 
been confined to a few.  
<#L17S14:1/16> However important they think they are, they will not stand in the way of me and my colleagues 
delivering the changes to improve the education system." 
<#L18S15:1/17> &Gillian Shephard, the &Education and &Employment Secretary, said the militant resolutions 
agreed by the NUT were the real voice of Labour.  
<#L19S16:1/18> "I'm sure what we would see if Labour were elected is that Labour would reap what they have sown 
over the years."  
<#L20S17:1/19> The party had opposed all the Conservative education changes, as had the Liberal Democrats, she 
said. 
<#L21S18:1/20> &Ian Lang, the Trade and Industry Secretary, dismissed Mr Blunkett's assurances. 
<#L22S19:1/21> "This shows that Labour is impotent in the face of union behaviour.  
<#L23S20:1/22> They will do nothing to safeguard the education of our children if that risks upsetting the unions who 
give them cash for favours," he said. 
<#L24S21:1/23> In spite of Mr Blunkett's robust message, he got a standing ovation from more than half the 
delegates and no trouble from the rest.  
<#L25S22:1/24> This was due in part to a passionate conclusion in which he defied critics to challenge his personal 
commitment to improving education. 
<#L26S23:1/25> He pointed to the six years he had spent at evening classes to secure qualifications for university 
admission and time spent teaching at the heart of the South Yorkshire coalfield to help youngsters who were too 
easily written off by the education system. 
<#L27S24:1/26> "When my own children went into an inner-city comprehensive with very low academic standards, I 
determined we would liberate the children we represent from the past dogma and fighting about the elite succeeding 
and the rest being written off. 
<#L28S25:1/27> "Anyone who doubts my commitment to lifting the standards of education needs to take me on 
personally in terms of what they have done and what I have done."  
<#L29S26:1/28> &Mr Blunkett also won applause for pledges to scrap the nursery voucher scheme during the 
first term of a Labour government and to reduce class sizes for five to seven-year-olds to a maximum of 30.  
<#L30S27:1/29> "This is the start of a process of recognition that class size really does matter," he said. 
<#L31S28:1/30> &Doug McAvoy, the NUT general secretary, welcomed these proposals but warned that the union 
reserved the right to take industrial action in defence of the education needs of the pupils as well as members' pay 
and conditions. 
<#L32S29:1/31> "We will fight to retain that right.  
<#L33S30:1/32> That is not a union seeking to bully or threaten.  
<#L34S31:1/33> It is a union saying we believe in our policies, we believe they are the best for children," he said. 
<#L35S32:1/34> &Mr Blunkett took a further step to identify Labour with traditional methods of education when he 
recommended that children not use calculators at school until they were eight.  
<#L36S33:1/35> "Mental arithmetic is a key skill which children must learn. 
<#L37S34:1/36> They must also understand the basis on which the calculations are being made." 
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Engagement and intensity analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Labour warns off teachers </h> 
<#L2S-1:1/2> <k>Bullying strike action will win no favours or change, Blunkett tells NUT militants </k> 
<#L4S1:1/3> &Labour has delivered a sharp warning to teachers that a Blair government will never succumb to 
industrial action aimed at "bullying" the party into adopting more radical policies than those it is convinced will secure 
victory at the general election. 
<#L5S2:1/4> &David Blunkett, the shadow education and employment secretary, launched a head-on offensive 
against left-wingers at the National Union of Teachers conference in Harrogate - the gathering at which he was 
jostled and abused two years ago at the start of his drive to distance the party from professional interest groups. 
<#L6S3:1/5> "We're not looking for conflict with the teaching profession... but we will be governing for the whole 
nation.  
<#L7S4:1/6> We will not tolerate division or bullying or threats, not simply from those who attend union conferences 
but from anyone who has a vested interest in any party of our country," he said. 
<#L8S5:1/7> &Tony Blair last night also insisted he would stand firm against the unions, warning them: "I'll simply say 
'No'." 
<#L9S6:1/8> "Actually, we've been very good at doing that when we need to do that," he told Kirsty Young in an 
interview for Channel 5's first full-length evening news programme. 
<#L10S7:1/9> &Mr Blunkett was responding to conference resolutions threatening industrial action to change Labour 
policy to secure reduced class sizes and the abolition of grammar schools, performance league tables and the Office 
for &Standards in &Education, which is much hated by teachers. 
<#L11S8:1/10> But his remarks carried a wider resonance about Labour's determination not to be in hock to any 
union or interest group. 
<#L12S9:1/11> At a press conference he said Labour distinguished between strikes as a legitimate measure of last 
resort for trade unions to press grievances about their conditions of service, and industrial action taken to force a 
change in government policy. 
<#L13S10:1/12> There was not a democracy in the world that barred all strikes.  
<#L14S11:1/13> "But there is no place whatever for strike action in terms of government policy on admissions or 
inspection or the rigour of testing...  
<#L15S12:1/14> I don't think that withdrawing your labour and leaving children without a teacher assists in raising 
standards or raising the esteem of the teaching profession," he said. 
<#L16S13:1/15> "Our job is to ensure that every child in every school is given the opportunity that in the past has 
been confined to a few.  
<#L17S14:1/16> However important they think they are, they will not stand in the way of me and my colleagues 
delivering the changes to improve the education system." 
<#L18S15:1/17> &Gillian Shephard, the &Education and &Employment Secretary, said the militant resolutions 
agreed by the NUT were the real voice of Labour.  
<#L19S16:1/18> "I'm sure what we would see if Labour were elected is that Labour would reap what they have sown 
over the years."  
<#L20S17:1/19> The party had opposed all the Conservative education changes, as had the Liberal Democrats, she 
said. 
<#L21S18:1/20> &Ian Lang, the Trade and Industry Secretary, dismissed Mr Blunkett's assurances. 
<#L22S19:1/21> "This shows that Labour is impotent in the face of union behaviour.  
<#L23S20:1/22> They will do nothing to safeguard the education of our children if that risks upsetting the unions who 
give them cash for favours," he said. 
<#L24S21:1/23> In spite of Mr Blunkett's robust message, he got a standing ovation from more than half the 
delegates and no trouble from the rest.  
<#L25S22:1/24> This was due in part to a passionate conclusion in which he defied critics to challenge his personal 
commitment to improving education. 
<#L26S23:1/25> He pointed to the six years he had spent at evening classes to secure qualifications for university 
admission and time spent teaching at the heart of the South Yorkshire coalfield to help youngsters who were too 
easily written off by the education system. 
<#L27S24:1/26> "When my own children went into an inner-city comprehensive with very low academic standards, I 
determined we would liberate the children we represent from the past dogma and fighting about the elite succeeding 
and the rest being written off. 
<#L28S25:1/27> "Anyone who doubts my commitment to lifting the standards of education needs to take me on 
personally in terms of what they have done and what I have done."  
<#L29S26:1/28> &Mr Blunkett also won applause for pledges to scrap the nursery voucher scheme during the 
first term of a Labour government and to reduce class sizes for five to seven-year-olds to a maximum of 30.  
<#L30S27:1/29> "This is the start of a process of recognition that class size really does matter," he said. 
<#L31S28:1/30> &Doug McAvoy, the NUT general secretary, welcomed these proposals but warned that the union 
reserved the right to take industrial action in defence of the education needs of the pupils as well as members' pay 
and conditions. 
<#L32S29:1/31> "We will fight to retain that right.  
<#L33S30:1/32> That is not a union seeking to bully or threaten.  
<#L34S31:1/33> It is a union saying we believe in our policies, we believe they are the best for children," he said. 
<#L35S32:1/34> &Mr Blunkett took a further step to identify Labour with traditional methods of education when he 
recommended that children not use calculators at school until they were eight.  
<#L36S33:1/35> "Mental arithmetic is a key skill which children must learn. 
<#L37S34:1/36> They must also understand the basis on which the calculations are being made." 
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7. Tories accused of ousting chairman (Guardian 01/04/97) [correspondent voice] 
Attitude analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &Tories accused of ousting chairman </h> 
<#L1S-3:1/2> <s> Friends say Hirst was told to quit over a newspaper "gay affair" dossier that did not exist. </s> 
<#L2S-2:1/3> <s> Claims of coup plot against secretary </s> 
<#L5S1:1/4> The Conservative Party in Scotland was in virtual meltdown last night, with senior officials being 
accused of forcing its former chairman out of office under false pretences, and rumours of an impending coup against 
the Secretary of State, Michael Forsyth. 
<#L6S2:1/5> Friends of Sir Michael Hirst, who resigned as the Scottish party chairman on Saturday after admitting to 
"past indiscretions" in his private life, claimed party officials had falsely told him a newspaper dossier detailing his 
private life was about to be published and he should quit for the good of the party. 
<#L7S3:1/6> "There was no dossier and no story.  
<#L8S4:1/7> Without the resignation statement by Hirst the newspapers would have had nothing to write about - he 
was duped," one source said. 
<#L9S5:1/8> As insiders painted a picture of organisational chaos at the party's Edinburgh headquarters, Sir 
Michael's replacement as chairman, Annabel Goldie, was forced to write to all local Tory chairmen in Scotland, 
urging them to ignore "outrageous"  media coverage of recent events and concentrate on the election 
campaign itself, and the visit of John Major this week. 
<#L10S6:1/9> But last night there appeared little chance of that. 
<#L11S7:1/10> The party's leadership will come under further pressure to explain fully the circumstances of Sir 
Michael's resignation when Mr Forsyth makes his first public appearance of the campaign in Edinburgh today. 
<#L12S8:1/11> &Mr Forsyth, who has forged a formidable reputation as a defender of the Government's position in 
Scotland since entering the Cabinet, has been a conspicuous absentee amid the furore of recent days.  
<#L13S9:1/12> Explanations for his absence, from "resting up before the campaign" to "taking care of ministerial 
business", have failed to stem disquiet within the party or media speculation. 
<#L14S10:1/13> There was ferocious briefing going on yesterday by two camps within the Scottish party, with Mr 
Forsyth's friends insisting he was "ready for the campaign" and his opponents insisting that "after Hirst, Forsyth was 
the target". 
<#L15S11:1/14> Left-wing Tories in Scotland have still not forgotten Mr Forsyth's period as party chairman in the late 
Eighties, when he removed pro-devolutionists from the hierarchy in Edinburgh.  
<#L16S12:1/15> They have seized on his discomfort as a chance to settle old scores.  
<#L17S13:1/16> "If this anarchy continues then the party in London will have to send people up to take control," 
one said yesterday. 
<#L18S14:1/17> Last night's chaos has its roots in two events.  
<#L19S15:1/18> The first was the announcement last week by Eastwood MP Allan Stewart that he would not be 
seeking re-election for the safest Tory seat in Scotland.  
<#L20S16:1/19> This was followed by Sir Michael making it clear he wanted the nomination. 
<#L21S17:1/20> The second was a speculative telephone call from the newsdesk of a tabloid newspaper in Glasgow 
to Conservative Central Office in Edinburgh last Thursday, asking for a comment on rumours about the party 
chairman's private life.  
<#L22S18:1/21> The request sent officials into a state of "complete and utter panic", according to one source.  
<#L23S19:1/22> After a series of meetings between senior party officials and Sir Michael last Friday, it was agreed 
he should resign. 
<#L24S20:1/23> A story on Saturday morning, headlined "Top Scots Tory's Gay Love", detailed an alleged affair 
between a senior party figure and a researcher, but did not name names.  
<#L25S21:1/24> It did not need to.  
<#L26S22:1/25> &Sir Michael resigned at noon. 
<#L27S23:1/26> That afternoon, senior editors on Glasgow's Sunday Mail and the News of the World made frantic 
efforts to find out whether either had "bought the story".  
<#L28S24:1/27> The fact was that neither newspaper had anything beyond the information provided by Sir Michael 
in his own resignation statement. 
<#L29S25:1/28> "When he resigned there was no evidence to substantiate these allegations.  
<#L30S26:1/29> So who was telling him that the evidence did exist - perhaps we will find that out in the next few 
days," one source close to the story said last night.  
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &Tories accused of ousting chairman </h> 
<#L1S-3:1/2> <s> Friends say Hirst was told to quit over a newspaper "gay affair" dossier that did not exist. </s> 
<#L2S-2:1/3> <s> Claims of coup plot against secretary </s> 
<#L5S1:1/4> The Conservative Party in Scotland was in virtual meltdown last night, with senior officials being 
accused of forcing its former chairman out of office under false pretences, and rumours of an impending coup against 
the Secretary of State, Michael Forsyth. 
<#L6S2:1/5> Friends of Sir Michael Hirst, who resigned as the Scottish party chairman on Saturday after admitting to 
"past indiscretions" in his private life, claimed party officials had falsely told him a newspaper dossier detailing his 
private life was about to be published and he should quit for the good of the party. 
<#L7S3:1/6> "There was no dossier and no story.  
<#L8S4:1/7> Without the resignation statement by Hirst the newspapers would have had nothing to write about - he 
was duped," one source said. 
<#L9S5:1/8> As insiders painted a picture of organisational chaos at the party's Edinburgh headquarters, Sir 
Michael's replacement as chairman, Annabel Goldie, was forced to write to all local Tory chairmen in Scotland, 
urging them to ignore "outrageous"  media coverage of recent events and concentrate on the election 
campaign itself, and the visit of John Major this week. 
<#L10S6:1/9> But last night there appeared little chance of that. 
<#L11S7:1/10> The party's leadership will come under further pressure to explain fully the circumstances of Sir 
Michael's resignation when Mr Forsyth makes his first public appearance of the campaign in Edinburgh today. 
<#L12S8:1/11> &Mr Forsyth, who has forged a formidable reputation as a defender of the Government's position in 
Scotland since entering the Cabinet, has been a conspicuous absentee amid the furore of recent days.  
<#L13S9:1/12> Explanations for his absence, from "resting up before the campaign" to "taking care of ministerial 
business", have failed to stem disquiet within the party or media speculation. 
<#L14S10:1/13> There was ferocious briefing going on yesterday by two camps within the Scottish party, with Mr 
Forsyth's friends insisting he was "ready for the campaign" and his opponents insisting that "after Hirst, Forsyth was 
the target". 
<#L15S11:1/14> Left-wing Tories in Scotland have still not forgotten Mr Forsyth's period as party chairman in the late 
Eighties, when he removed pro-devolutionists from the hierarchy in Edinburgh.  
<#L16S12:1/15> They have seized on his discomfort as a chance to settle old scores.  
<#L17S13:1/16> "If this anarchy continues then the party in London will have to send people up to take control," 
one said yesterday. 
<#L18S14:1/17> Last night's chaos has its roots in two events.  
<#L19S15:1/18> The first was the announcement last week by Eastwood MP Allan Stewart that he would not be 
seeking re-election for the safest Tory seat in Scotland.  
<#L20S16:1/19> This was followed by Sir Michael making it clear he wanted the nomination. 
<#L21S17:1/20> The second was a speculative telephone call from the newsdesk of a tabloid newspaper in Glasgow 
to Conservative Central Office in Edinburgh last Thursday, asking for a comment on rumours about the party 
chairman's private life.  
<#L22S18:1/21> The request sent officials into a state of "complete and utter panic", according to one source.  
<#L23S19:1/22> After a series of meetings between senior party officials and Sir Michael last Friday, it was agreed 
he should resign. 
<#L24S20:1/23> A story on Saturday morning, headlined "Top Scots Tory's Gay Love", detailed an alleged affair 
between a senior party figure and a researcher, but did not name names.  
<#L25S21:1/24> It did not need to.  
<#L26S22:1/25> &Sir Michael resigned at noon. 
<#L27S23:1/26> That afternoon, senior editors on Glasgow's Sunday Mail and the News of the World made frantic 
efforts to find out whether either had "bought the story".  
<#L28S24:1/27> The fact was that neither newspaper had anything beyond the information provided by Sir Michael 
in his own resignation statement. 
<#L29S25:1/28> "When he resigned there was no evidence to substantiate these allegations.  
<#L30S26:1/29> So who was telling him that the evidence did exist - perhaps we will find that out in the next few 
days," one source close to the story said last night.  
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8. Tories split over isolating Hamilton Major forced to fudge intervention (Guardian 
01/04/97) [correspondent voice] 
Attitude analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &Tories split over isolating Hamilton </h> 
<#L1S-4:1/2> <s> &Major forced to fudge intervention. </s> 
<#L2S-3:1/3> <s> &MP defies whips' orders to stand down. </s> 
<#L3S-2:1/4> <s> Central office hamstrung by rifts and confusion </s> 
<#L6S1:1/5> Deep divisions have opened up in the heart of the Tory election machine over how to scotch the Neil 
Hamilton cash-for-questions affair. 
<#L7S2:1/6> During the weekend Tory right-wingers blocked a plan by John Major and Brian Mawhinney, the 
Conservative chairman, to deal decisively with Mr Hamilton. 
<#L8S3:1/7> &Mr Major had to settle for a fudge, sending out a letter last night warning Tory constituency 
associations they were taking a risk if they continued to back the MPs under suspicion. 
<#L9S4:1/8> He said that Mr Hamilton and other Tory MPs would lose the whip if criticised in Sir Gordon Downey's 
report on cash-for-questions. 
<#L10S5:1/9> But he was careful neither to back nor disown Mr Hamilton and the other MPs. 
<#L11S6:1/10> Reflecting the panic at Conservative Central Office over its campaign being overshadowed by the 
allegations, Mr Major said: "Unsubstantiated allegations, still under consideration against a handful of individuals, 
should not cheat the electorate of the debate about which party is best suited to form the government for the 
next five years." 
<#L12S7:1/11> The in-fighting at Central Office invoked memories of the 1987 campaign wobble in which Lord Tebbit 
and Lord Young were at odds over strategy. 
<#L13S8:1/12> &Mr Mawhinney and Mr Major, according to a Tory source, had planned a press conference to 
make a clean break with Mr Hamilton. 
<#L14S9:1/13> But this was dropped after protests from the No Turning Back group, the 20-strong clutch of MPs 
fiercely loyal to Baroness Thatcher, which includes Mr Hamilton.  
<#L15S10:1/14> The group also includes Alan Duncan, who is in the Tory campaign team, and ministers such as 
Michael Portillo, the Defence Secretary. 
<#L16S11:1/15> Government whips, according to a Tory source, met Mr Hamilton last week but he refused to stand 
down.  
<#L17S12:1/16> They have since been collecting damaging material to prise Mr Hamilton from his candidacy in the 
Tatton constituency. 
<#L18S13:1/17> The internal battle has been reflected in the muddled response of Central Office over the past three 
days.  
<#L19S14:1/18> On Saturday, Central Office briefed journalists that Mr Major wanted Mr Hamilton out.  
<#L20S15:1/19> On Sunday this remained the line, but, following the intervention of the rightwing, yesterday morning 
the message was that the party was backing off Mr Hamilton.  
<#L21S16:1/20> At least one MP expressed "bewilderment" at the sudden changes. 
<#L22S17:1/21> There will have been even more bewilderment last night when Mr Major came up with another 
version, aimed at bringing an end to the controversy.  
<#L23S18:1/22> In a letter sent to all Conservative constituency chairmen, Mr Major denied accusations that he had 
deliberately prorogued Parliament early to avoid publication of the Downey report. 
<#L24S19:1/23> He also rejected the charge that he had been indecisive in failing to force the Tatton constituency 
party to drop Mr Hamilton.  
<#L25S20:1/24> " It has been suggested that I disband constituency associations and impose new candidates.  
<#L26S21:1/25> But under our Conservative Party constitution, the selection of a candidate is the responsibility of 
the association, the decision to contest the seat is for the candidate." 
<#L27S22:1/26> He added that the Downey report after the general election "may exonerate members from all, or 
most, serious criticisms.  
<#L28S23:1/27> If so, well and good."  
<#L29S24:1/28> But if it is "unfavourable, the Conservative Party will put the interest of Parliament and its reputation 
above all other matters". 
<#L30S25:1/29> &Mr Major is almost certain to face questioning on sleaze this morning at the official launch of the 
Conservative campaign. 
<#L31S26:1/30> Any hopes he harbours that the row can be quickly brought to an end will be dashed if, as expected, 
the Liberal Democrats stand down in Tatton and join Labour in support of an anti-corruption candidate, who could be 
announced before the end of the week. 
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Engagement and intensity analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &Tories split over isolating Hamilton </h> 
<#L1S-4:1/2> <s> &Major forced to fudge intervention. </s> 
<#L2S-3:1/3> <s> &MP defies whips' orders to stand down. </s> 
<#L3S-2:1/4> <s> Central office hamstrung by rifts and confusion </s> 
<#L6S1:1/5> Deep divisions have opened up in the heart of the Tory election machine over how to 
scotch the Neil Hamilton cash-for-questions affair. 
<#L7S2:1/6> During the weekend Tory right-wingers blocked a plan by John Major and Brian 
Mawhinney, the Conservative chairman, to deal decisively with Mr Hamilton. 
<#L8S3:1/7> &Mr Major had to settle for a fudge, sending out a letter last night warning Tory 
constituency associations they were taking a risk if they continued to back the MPs under suspicion. 
<#L9S4:1/8> He said that Mr Hamilton and other Tory MPs would lose the whip if criticised in Sir 
Gordon Downey's report on cash-for-questions. 
<#L10S5:1/9> But he was careful neither to back nor disown Mr Hamilton and the other MPs. 
<#L11S6:1/10> Reflecting the panic at Conservative Central Office over its campaign being 
overshadowed by the allegations, Mr Major said: "Unsubstantiated allegations, still under consideration 
against a handful of individuals, should not cheat the electorate of the debate about which party is 
best suited to form the government for the next five years." 
<#L12S7:1/11> The in-fighting at Central Office invoked memories of the 1987 campaign wobble in 
which Lord Tebbit and Lord Young were at odds over strategy. 
<#L13S8:1/12> &Mr Mawhinney and Mr Major, according to a Tory source, had planned a press 
conference to make a clean break with Mr Hamilton. 
<#L14S9:1/13> But this was dropped after protests from the No Turning Back group, the 20 -strong 
clutch of MPs fiercely loyal to Baroness Thatcher, which includes Mr Hamilton.  
<#L15S10:1/14> The group also includes Alan Duncan, who is in the Tory campaign team, and 
ministers such as Michael Portillo, the Defence Secretary. 
<#L16S11:1/15> Government whips, according to a Tory source, met Mr Hamilton last week but he 
refused to stand down.  
<#L17S12:1/16> They have since been collecting damaging material to prise Mr Hamilton from his 
candidacy in the Tatton constituency. 
<#L18S13:1/17> The internal battle has been reflected in the muddled response of Central Office over 
the past three days.  
<#L19S14:1/18> On Saturday, Central Office briefed journalists that Mr Major wanted Mr Hamilton out.  
<#L20S15:1/19> On Sunday this remained the line, but, following the intervention of the rightwing, 
yesterday morning the message was that the party was backing off Mr Hamilton.  
<#L21S16:1/20> At least one MP expressed "bewilderment" at the sudden changes. 
<#L22S17:1/21> There will have been even more bewilderment last night when Mr Major came up with 
another version, aimed at bringing an end to the controversy.  
<#L23S18:1/22> In a letter sent to all Conservative constituency chairmen, Mr Major denied accusations 
that he had deliberately prorogued Parliament early to avoid publication of the Downey report. 
<#L24S19:1/23> He also rejected the charge that he had been indecisive in failing to force the Tatton 
constituency party to drop Mr Hamilton.  
<#L25S20:1/24> " It has been suggested that I disband constituency associations and impose new 
candidates.  
<#L26S21:1/25> But under our Conservative Party constitution, the selection of a candidate is the 
responsibility of the association, the decision to contest the seat is for the candidate." 
<#L27S22:1/26> He added that the Downey report after the general election "may exonerate members 
from all, or most, serious criticisms.  
<#L28S23:1/27> If so, well and good."  
<#L29S24:1/28> But if it is "unfavourable, the Conservative Party will put the interest of Parliament and 
its reputation above all other matters". 
<#L30S25:1/29> &Mr Major is almost certain to face questioning on sleaze this morning at the official 
launch of the Conservative campaign. 
<#L31S26:1/30> Any hopes he harbours that the row can be quickly brought to an end will be dashed if, 
as expected, the Liberal Democrats stand down in Tatton and join Labour in support of an anti -
corruption candidate, who could be announced before the end of the week. 
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The Guardian (online edition – Analysis Section): Politics 
9. Labour hits back over job plans (Guardian 11/03/87) [correspondent voice] 
Attitude analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Labour hits back over job plans </h> 
<#L1S-2:1/2> <s> Tory claim that figures fail to add up misses the point, expert says </s> 
<#L4S1:1/3> &John Major claimed yesterday that Labour's policy for drastically reducing youth unemployment, one 
of its five key pledges, was "falling apart at the seams". 
<#L5S2:1/4> Shadow chancellor Gordon Brown had promised to get 250,000 under-25s who had been out of 
work for more than six months off the dole.  
<#L6S3:1/5> &Mr Major said his sums did not add up. 
<#L7S4:1/6> "His numbers are wrong. There haven't been 250,000 young people out of work for more than six 
months," he said.  
<#L8S5:1/7> The Tories claimed there are only 198,000. 
<#L9S6:1/8> It looked a very nasty moment for Mr Brown.  
<#L10S7:1/9> An arithmetical gaffe by Labour, brought on by the Conservatives' economic miracle? 
<#L11S8:1/10> The answer lies in the relationship between how many under-25s out of work for more than six 
months are claiming benefit at any one time and the flow of youth unemployment throughout the year.  
<#L12S9:1/11> In November 1995, when Mr Brown launched his policy of welfare-to-work paid for by a utilities 
windfall tax, there were indeed 249,900 young people who had been out of work for more than six months, according 
to the Labour Force Survey, drawn up by civil servants.  
<#L13S10:1/12> The pledge matched the figure. 
<#L14S11:1/13> But since then the numbers of young jobless have fallen.  
<#L15S12:1/14> So Gillian Shephard, Education and Employment Secretary, was strictly accurate to quote a figure 
of 198,000 as the number of young jobless who claimed benefit in January. 
<#L16S13:1/15> However, a narrow snapshot of claimants in one month does not give an accurate picture of youth 
unemployment spread over the whole year.  
<#L17S14:1/16> This point was quickly picked up by Labour's spin doctors after they had been temporarily 
flummoxed.  
<#L18S15:1/17> The Conservative figure, they pointed out, simply captures the number of young people who are 
currently in the six months-plus unemployed group.  
<#L19S16:1/18> No attempt is made to include those who are about to hit the six-month trigger point. 
<#L20S17:1/19> &Labour is relying on this flow through the system over a year to retain the credibility of its round-
figure promise of a mixture of jobs and training.  
<#L21S18:1/20> It wants to help those already in the target group - the "stock" - but also to offer the scheme to the 
new entrants, or the "flow". 
<#L22S19:1/21> According to Paul Gregg, a labour market expert at the London School of Economics, about 25,000 
young people become long-term unemployed every month.  
<#L23S20:1/22> This means that, over a year, 300,000 people will enter the group - and there are already a shade 
below 200,000 in it. 
<#L24S21:1/23> &Dr Gregg says that while the Conservative figure is accurate it misses the point. 
<#L25S22:1/24> "Saying that only 198,000 are now in this group does demonstrate that unemployment is coming 
down quickly," he said.  
<#L26S23:1/25> "The point of a scheme like Labour's, though, is to help people already stuck in long-term 
unemployment but also to help those who are going to end up in this position in the future." 
<#L27S24:1/26> There are, therefore, half a million youngsters for Labour to help in the course of a year, and the job 
schemes outlined by Gordon Brown are intended to last six months. 
<#L28S25:1/27> Divide 500,000 by two, and the magic 250,000 number reappears. 
<#L29S26:1/28> Although this analysis seems to get Labour off the hook, it also raises some questions about the 
policy, according to Dr Gregg.  
<#L30S27:1/29> A look at the figures for January 1997 shows that while 198,000 young people have been 
unemployed for more than six months, the number drops to 106,000 for those who stay on the dole for more than a 
year. 
<#L31S28:1/30> As Dr Gregg points out, this means that almost half the people who will be helped by Labour's 
scheme would have found work in any case, which amounts, in the jargon, to a "deadweight" cost of 50 per cent.  
<#L32S29:1/31> Once in office, he muses, Labour might therefore decide to push back the start date to a year rather 
than six months.  
<#L33S30:1/32> Which would, of course, render all of yesterday's numbers redundant all over again. 
<#L34S31:1/33> While there have been 33 changes in the way the unemployment figures have been calculated 
since 1979, nearly all bringing the official figures down, the argument yesterday was not over hidden unemployment. 
Both sides accepted the snapshot figure of 198,000 claimants in January this year. 
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Engagement and intensity analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Labour hits back over job plans </h> 
<#L1S-2:1/2> <s> Tory claim that figures fail to add up misses the point, expert says </s> 
<#L4S1:1/3> &John Major claimed yesterday that Labour's policy for drastically reducing youth 
unemployment, one of its five key pledges, was "falling apart at the seams". 
<#L5S2:1/4> Shadow chancellor Gordon Brown had promised to get 250,000 under-25s who had 
been out of work for more than six months off the dole.  
<#L6S3:1/5> &Mr Major said his sums did not add up. 
<#L7S4:1/6> "His numbers are wrong. There haven't been 250,000 young people out of work for more 
than six months," he said.  
<#L8S5:1/7> The Tories claimed there are only 198,000. 
<#L9S6:1/8> It looked a very nasty moment for Mr Brown.  
<#L10S7:1/9> An arithmetical gaffe by Labour, brought on by the Conservatives' economic miracle? 
<#L11S8:1/10> The answer lies in the relationship between how many under-25s out of work for more 
than six months are claiming benefit at any one time and the flow of youth unemploymen t throughout the 
year.  
<#L12S9:1/11> In November 1995, when Mr Brown launched his policy of welfare-to-work paid for by a 
utilities windfall tax, there were indeed 249,900 young people who had been out of work for more than 
six months, according to the Labour Force Survey, drawn up by civil servants.  
<#L13S10:1/12> The pledge matched the figure. 
<#L14S11:1/13> But since then the numbers of young jobless have fallen.  
<#L15S12:1/14> So Gillian Shephard, Education and Employment Secretary, was strictly accurate to 
quote a figure of 198,000 as the number of young jobless who claimed benefit in January.  
<#L16S13:1/15> However, a narrow snapshot of claimants in one month does not give an accurate 
picture of youth unemployment spread over the whole year.  
<#L17S14:1/16> This point was quickly picked up by Labour's spin doctors after they had been 
temporarily flummoxed.  
<#L18S15:1/17> The Conservative figure, they pointed out, simply captures the number of young 
people who are currently in the six months-plus unemployed group.  
<#L19S16:1/18> No attempt is made to include those who are about to hit the six-month trigger point. 
<#L20S17:1/19> &Labour is relying on this flow through the system over a year to retain the credibility of 
its round-figure promise of a mixture of jobs and training.  
<#L21S18:1/20> It wants to help those already in the target group - the "stock"  - but also to offer 
the scheme to the new entrants, or the " flow" . 
<#L22S19:1/21> According to Paul Gregg, a labour market expert at the London School of Economics, 
about 25,000 young people become long-term unemployed every month.  
<#L23S20:1/22> This means that, over a year, 300,000 people will enter the group - and there are 
already a shade below 200,000 in it. 
<#L24S21:1/23> &Dr Gregg says that while the Conservative figure is accurate it misses the point. 
<#L25S22:1/24> "Saying that only 198,000 are now in this group does demonstrate that unemployment 
is coming down quickly," he said.  
<#L26S23:1/25> "The point of a scheme like Labour's, though, is to help people already stuck in long-
term unemployment but also to help those who are going to end up in this position in the future."  
<#L27S24:1/26> There are, therefore, half a million youngsters for Labour to help in the course of a 
year, and the job schemes outlined by Gordon Brown are intended to last six months. 
<#L28S25:1/27> Divide 500,000 by two, and the magic 250,000 number reappears.  
<#L29S26:1/28> Although this analysis seems to get Labour off the hook, it also raises some questions 
about the policy, according to Dr Gregg.  
<#L30S27:1/29> A look at the figures for January 1997 shows that while 198,000 young people have 
been unemployed for more than six months, the number drops to 106,000 for those who stay on the 
dole for more than a year. 
<#L31S28:1/30> As Dr Gregg points out, this means that almost half the people who will be helped by 
Labour's scheme would have found work in any case, which amounts, in the jargon, to a "deadweight" 
cost of 50 per cent.  
<#L32S29:1/31> Once in office, he muses, Labour might therefore decide to push back the start date to 
a year rather than six months.  
<#L33S30:1/32> Which would, of course, render all of yesterday's numbers redundant all over again. 
<#L34S31:1/33> While there have been 33 changes in the way the unemployment figures have been 
calculated since 1979, nearly all bringing the official figures down, the argument yesterday was not over 
hidden unemployment. Both sides accepted the snapshot figure of 198,000 claimants in January this 
year. 
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10. Hopes hang on telephone teams (Guardian 01/04/97) [correspondent voice] 
11. A challenge to our humanity [commentator voice] (Guardian 13/04/97) 
[correspondent voice] 
Attitude analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Hopes hang on telephone teams </h> 
<#L3S-1:1/2> <k> &Tory campaign strategy: John Major's 1992 win was decided in 10 marginals. Now the party 
plans to put the efforts of its most immobile supporters to best use </k> 
<#L4S1:1/3> One secret ingredient in the Conservatives' surprise general election victory in 1992 was the 
introduction of computerised direct mailshots to shore up their support in key marginals. This time Central Office 
hopes to make it the year of the telephone canvasser. 
<#L5S2:1/4> It will, of course, be a highly defensive campaign but then it was for the Conservative constituency 
associations last time. 
<#L6S3:1/5> In 1992 Central Office identified 70 seats for target treatment. This time many of their targets will also 
be on Labour's list, and the task facing local party workers will be to stem defections sufficiently to hold onto the seat. 
<#L7S4:1/6> However, even the Conservatives can be expected to make some gains on 1 May, including retaking 
by-election losses such as Christchurch from the Liberal Democrats and Perth and Kinross from the SNP. 
<#L8S5:1/7> For the Tories, election strategy is based on the simple fact that the first-past-post electoral system 
meant that John Major's majority of 21 was decided by 40,000 voters in the 10 most marginal seats. 
<#L9S6:1/8> This was despite polling 14 million votes, more than any other party at any previous election. 
<#L10S7:1/9> Then the Conservatives had more than 300 full-time agents in the constituencies - more than three 
times Labour's strength. 
<#L11S8:1/10> Although the recent internal battles will have depleted the party organisation at the local level, it is 
probably still stronger than Labour's. All the Conservative target seats can expect to have an agent, dedicated 
supervision from the area office and a designated MP, as well as financial aid and first call on the time of visiting 
frontbenchers on regional tours. 
<#L12S9:1/11> The reported haemorrhage of support among Tory grassroots activists may be partly compensated 
for by the fact that 1997 will see the computerised general election come of age. 
<#L13S10:1/12> The last general election was the first where the electoral roll was available on computer disc. 
<#L14S11:1/13> The technology was there but, as one Conservative MP put it: "We used computers for the first 
time. But we hadn't the manpower to use them properly. I'd say they were a disadvantage. Certainly the Central 
Office recommended programme had serious deficiencies." 
<#L15S12:1/14> Despite the result the Central Office campaign team were proud of their operation during the Wirral 
by-election. 
<#L16S13:1/15> They had more "voter contact" than ever before and telephone canvassing and direct mail enabled 
them to "hit" the soft Tory vote three times during the campaign with letters warning about the fate of grammar 
schools and with tailored messages from both the Prime Minister and the local candidate. 
<#L17S14:1/16> Telephone canvassing is now one of the main ways of contacting the key floating voters in an 
election. For the Conservatives it has the added advantage that it is a perfect occupation for the elderly and the 
infirm. 
<#L18S15:1/17> It is now the stuff of electoral legend that in 1992 a phonebank of Tory ladies in a highly organised 
safe seat in the South-East made more than 8,000 long distance phone calls to a northern marginal. 
<#L19S16:1/18> Their accents did not seem to be an impediment. Electoral law is highly ambiguous about whether 
such spending is legitimate. 
<#L20S17:1/19> The nationally organised direct mail campaigns have started. Millions of shareholders in the 
privatised utilities have already received warning letters about the impact of Gordon Brown's windfall tax. More will 
follow. 
<#L21S18:1/20> But whether all this targeted technology will be enough to compensate for the loss of local 
canvassing support among the once Tory faithful will prove decisive to the outcome on 1 May.  
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Engagement and intensity analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Hopes hang on telephone teams </h> 
<#L3S-1:1/2> <k> &Tory campaign strategy: John Major's 1992 win was decided in 10 marginals. Now the party 
plans to put the efforts of its most immobile supporters to best use </k> 
<#L4S1:1/3> One secret ingredient in the Conservatives' surprise general election victory in 1992 was the 
introduction of computerised direct mailshots to shore up their support in key marginals. This time Central Office 
hopes to make it the year of the telephone canvasser. 
<#L5S2:1/4> It will, of course, be a highly defensive campaign but then it was for the Conservative constituency 
associations last time. 
<#L6S3:1/5> In 1992 Central Office identified 70 seats for target treatment. This time many of their targets will also 
be on Labour's list, and the task facing local party workers will be to stem defections sufficiently to hold onto the seat. 
<#L7S4:1/6> However, even the Conservatives can be expected to make some gains on 1 May, including retaking 
by-election losses such as Christchurch from the Liberal Democrats and Perth and Kinross from the SNP. 
<#L8S5:1/7> For the Tories, election strategy is based on the simple fact that the first-past-post electoral system 
meant that John Major's majority of 21 was decided by 40,000 voters in the 10 most marginal seats. 
<#L9S6:1/8> This was despite polling 14 million votes, more than any other party at any previous election. 
<#L10S7:1/9> Then the Conservatives had more than 300 full-time agents in the constituencies - more than three 
times Labour's strength. 
<#L11S8:1/10> Although the recent internal battles will have depleted the party organisation at the local level, it is 
probably still stronger than Labour's. All the Conservative target seats can expect to have an agent, dedicated 
supervision from the area office and a designated MP, as well as financial aid and first call on the time of visiting 
frontbenchers on regional tours. 
<#L12S9:1/11> The reported haemorrhage of support among Tory grassroots activists may be partly compensated 
for by the fact that 1997 will see the computerised general election come of age. 
<#L13S10:1/12> The last general election was the first where the electoral roll was available on computer disc. 
<#L14S11:1/13> The technology was there but, as one Conservative MP put it: "We used computers for the first 
time. But we hadn't the manpower to use them properly. I'd say they were a disadvantage. Certainly the Central 
Office recommended programme had serious deficiencies." 
<#L15S12:1/14> Despite the result the Central Office campaign team were proud of their operation during the Wirral 
by-election. 
<#L16S13:1/15> They had more "voter contact" than ever before and telephone canvassing and direct mail enabled 
them to "hit" the soft Tory vote three times during the campaign with letters warning about the fate of grammar 
schools and with tailored messages from both the Prime Minister and the local candidate. 
<#L17S14:1/16> Telephone canvassing is now one of the main ways of contacting the key floating voters in an 
election. For the Conservatives it has the added advantage that it is a perfect occupation for the elderly and the 
infirm. 
<#L18S15:1/17> It is now the stuff of electoral legend that in 1992 a phonebank of Tory ladies in a highly organised 
safe seat in the South-East made more than 8,000 long distance phone calls to a northern marginal. 
<#L19S16:1/18> Their accents did not seem to be an impediment. Electoral law is highly ambiguous about whether 
such spending is legitimate. 
<#L20S17:1/19> The nationally organised direct mail campaigns have started. Millions of shareholders in the 
privatised utilities have already received warning letters about the impact of Gordon Brown's windfall tax. More will 
follow. 
<#L21S18:1/20> But whether all this targeted technology will be enough to compensate for the loss of local 
canvassing support among the once Tory faithful will prove decisive to the outcome on 1 May.  
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The Guardian (online edition – Comment Section): Politics 
12. Torn apart by cowardice and hatred [commentator voice] (Guardian 02/04/97) 
[commentator voice] 
Attitude analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Torn apart by cowardice and hatred </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> It is not often you can say that a great political party stinks in the public nostrils, meaning that it has 
acquired almost universal contempt even among its own supporters.  
<#L4S2:1/3> Yet that would be true, this morning, of the Scottish Conservative Party. 
<#L5S3:1/4> It is being torn apart not by its traditional foes in the other parties or by its many critics in the Scottish 
press.  
<#L6S4:1/5> It is being devoured from within, by a parasite compounded of cowardice, distrust and mutual hatred 
rather than ideological division. 
<#L7S5:1/6> That is what makes this crisis so extreme.  
<#L8S6:1/7> This is what makes a Tory wipeout in Scotland at the election a real possibility rather than a nationalist 
pipedream.  
<#L9S7:1/8> And if that happens can independence - and not just home rule - be far behind? 
<#L10S8:1/9> The resignation of Sir Michael Hirst as party chairman is not an edifying tale.  
<#L11S9:1/10> Its circumstances break every rule in the Tory book.  
<#L12S10:1/11> It is not just that Sir Michael, kirk elder and paterfamilias, admitted a "past indiscretion" in his 
personal life, involving a gay liaison.  
<#L13S11:1/12> It is not the hypocrisy which in retrospect can be seen to have underlain the right he claimed to 
rebuke the Church for political interference, or his habit at party functions of paying graceful tribute to his wife Naomi 
and their three children. 
<#L14S12:1/13> It is not even about the "gay clique" said to exercise undue influence in the party.  
<#L15S13:1/14> That such a group, centred on former councillor Paul Martin, has existed is not in doubt.  
<#L16S14:1/15> It is a group noted for its impudence and its promiscuity.  
<#L17S15:1/16> But it is an embarrassment, a pimple on the party rather than a cancerous growth.  
<#L18S16:1/17> It is not an offence to be gay, though to mix a gay relationship with marriage is no less a betrayal 
than a heterosexual dalliance. 
<#L19S17:1/18> Let us allow, even, that at a time of heightened sensitivity to sleaze, Sir Michael's attempt to secure 
the blue-chip Eastwood candidacy left vacant by the resignation of Allan Stewart was ill-judged.  
<#L20S18:1/19> It would have given a hostage to fortune.  
<#L21S19:1/20> It could have caused further embarrassment as the election approached.  
<#L22S20:1/21> It might have caused even more if he had been elected and in, the absence of other senior Scottish 
Tories defeated in marginal seats, had attained frontbench office. 
<#L23S21:1/22> It should be acknowledged, also, that a genuine grassroots front to "stop Micky"  - as 
candidate, though, not as chairman - emerged in the west of Scotland.  
<#L24S22:1/23> First of all, there was genuine anger in the Eastwood constituency association that he had been 
presumptuous in putting his name forward, even making it a condition of his candidacy that he should be unopposed. 
<#L25S23:1/24> The anger surfaced with the explicit statement by his old enemy Anna McCurley - one of 11 Tory 
MPs, including Sir Michael himself, defeated in the 1987 election - that she would rather see Donald Duck as 
candidate than Micky.  
<#L26S24:1/25> But those who rang round the tabloids, reminding them of Sir Michael's gay affiliations, swam in 
deeper pools.  
<#L27S25:1/26> The thought that Sir Michael might walk off with the safest seat in Scotland, while Malcolm Rifkind, 
Ian Lang and Scottish Secretary Michael Forsyth teetered in their marginals, was too much for many to bear. 
<#L28S26:1/27> It is, of course, not the first time civil war has rent the party but its grubbiness is unparalleled.  
<#L29S27:1/28> Bitter infighting broke out after the party's disastrous performance in the 1987 election.  
<#L30S28:1/29> &Lady Thatcher lost complete confidence in the then Scottish Secretary, Malcolm Rifkind, and the 
traditionalist old guard. 
<#L31S29:1/30> She put in the right-wing radical Michael Forsyth as chairman to cleanse the stable.  
<#L32S30:1/31> He brought in fresh young talent, some of which happened to be gay.  
<#L33S31:1/32> Heads rolled.  
<#L34S32:1/33> The grassroots were appalled, and among those who formed an alliance with grandees like William 
Whitelaw to get rid of Mr Forsyth was the young Michael Hirst. 
<#L35S33:1/34> Such things are not forgotten.  
<#L36S34:1/35> &Sir Michael would not have looked for support from Mr Forsyth when he was bounced out of office 
by party brass on Friday.  
<#L37S35:1/36> As he himself recalls, the chairmanship is in the gift of the Prime Minister. 
<#L38S36:1/37> And there's the rub.  
<#L39S37:1/38> What sticks in the craw is the complete breakdown of that trumpeted Tory virtue - loyalty and trust.  
<#L40S38:1/39> If it hadn't been for Mr Major's moral McCarthyism - which offers natural justice to Neil Hamilton but 
would punish if it could the first whiff of sexual scandal with instant resignation - Sir Michael would still have a political 
career of sorts.  
<#L41S39:1/40> By attempting to excise the cancer of sexual peccadillo, Mr Major has perversely magnified its 
malignance. 
<#L42S40:1/41> Had it not been for the dictum that sinners should not stand upon the order of their going, the 
party bosses in Edinburgh would not have been thrown into blind panic when a resourceful tabloid reporter 
bushwhacked them into thinking she had the goods on Micky.  
<#L43S41:1/42> She hadn't [the goods on Micky]. 
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<#L44S42:1/43> It was Sir Michael's statement itself that gave the papers the peg to run allegations about his past 
that had been kicking around for months and even years. 
<#L45S43:1/44> There is still just time for a recovery.  
<#L46S44:1/45> I have always thought that the natural support for the Tory party, amounting to around 24 per cent of 
the vote, would re-emerge.  
<#L47S45:1/46> And there is a thrawness in the Scottish nature which may make voters go against the media tide.  
<#L48S46:1/47> Yet there has surely been too much cowardice, too much betrayal, too much incompetence, too 
much hypocrisy even for the most pig-headed Tory loyalist.  
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Engagement and intensity analysis 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Torn apart by cowardice and hatred </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> It is not often you can say that a great political party stinks in the public nostrils, meaning that it has 
acquired almost universal contempt even among its own supporters.  
<#L4S2:1/3> Yet that would be true, this morning, of the Scottish Conservative Party. 
<#L5S3:1/4> It is being torn apart not by its traditional foes in the other parties or by its many critics in the Scottish 
press.  
<#L6S4:1/5> It is being devoured from within, by a parasite compounded of cowardice, distrust and mutual hatred 
rather than ideological division. 
<#L7S5:1/6> That is what makes this crisis so extreme.  
<#L8S6:1/7> This is what makes a Tory wipeout in Scotland at the election a real possibility rather than a nationalist 
pipedream.  
<#L9S7:1/8> And if that happens can independence - and not just home rule - be far behind? 
<#L10S8:1/9> The resignation of Sir Michael Hirst as party chairman is not an edifying tale.  
<#L11S9:1/10> Its circumstances break every rule in the Tory book.  
<#L12S10:1/11> It is not just that Sir Michael, kirk elder and paterfamilias, admitted a "past indiscretion" in his 
personal life, involving a gay liaison.  
<#L13S11:1/12> It is not the hypocrisy which in retrospect can be seen to have underlain the right he claimed to 
rebuke the Church for political interference, or his habit at party functions of paying graceful tribute to his wife Naomi 
and their three children. 
<#L14S12:1/13> It is not even about the "gay clique" said to exercise undue influence in the party.  
<#L15S13:1/14> That such a group, centred on former councillor Paul Martin, has existed is not in doubt.  
<#L16S14:1/15> It is a group noted for its impudence and its promiscuity.  
<#L17S15:1/16> But it is an embarrassment, a pimple on the party rather than a cancerous growth.  
<#L18S16:1/17> It is not an offence to be gay, though to mix a gay relationship with marriage is no less a betrayal 
than a heterosexual dalliance. 
<#L19S17:1/18> Let us allow, even, that at a time of heightened sensitivity to sleaze, Sir Michael's attempt to secure 
the blue-chip Eastwood candidacy left vacant by the resignation of Allan Stewart was ill-judged.  
<#L20S18:1/19> It would have given a hostage to fortune.  
<#L21S19:1/20> It could have caused further embarrassment as the election approached.  
<#L22S20:1/21> It might have caused even more if he had been elected and in, the absence of other senior Scottish 
Tories defeated in marginal seats, had attained frontbench office. 
<#L23S21:1/22> It should be acknowledged, also, that a genuine grassroots front to "stop Micky"  - as 
candidate, though, not as chairman - emerged in the west of Scotland.  
<#L24S22:1/23> First of all, there was genuine anger in the Eastwood constituency association that he had been 
presumptuous in putting his name forward, even making it a condition of his candidacy that he should be un 
opposed. 
<#L25S23:1/24> The anger surfaced with the explicit statement by his old enemy Anna McCurley - one of 11 Tory 
MPs, including Sir Michael himself, defeated in the 1987 election - that she would rather see Donald Duck as 
candidate than Micky.  
<#L26S24:1/25> But those who rang round the tabloids, reminding them of Sir Michael's gay affiliations, swam in 
deeper pools.  
<#L27S25:1/26> The thought that Sir Michael might walk off with the safest seat in Scotland, while Malcolm Rifkind, 
Ian Lang and Scottish Secretary Michael Forsyth teetered in their marginals, was too much for many to bear. 
<#L28S26:1/27> It is, of course, not the first time civil war has rent the party but its grubbiness is un paralleled.  
<#L29S27:1/28> Bitter infighting broke out after the party's disastrous performance in the 1987 election.  
<#L30S28:1/29> &Lady Thatcher lost complete confidence in the then Scottish Secretary, Malcolm Rifkind, and the 
traditionalist old guard. 
<#L31S29:1/30> She put in the right-wing radical Michael Forsyth as chairman to cleanse the stable.  
<#L32S30:1/31> He brought in fresh young talent, some of which happened to be gay.  
<#L33S31:1/32> Heads rolled.  
<#L34S32:1/33> The grassroots were appalled, and among those who formed an alliance with grandees like William 
Whitelaw to get rid of Mr Forsyth was the young Michael Hirst. 
<#L35S33:1/34> Such things are not forgotten.  
<#L36S34:1/35> &Sir Michael would not have looked for support from Mr Forsyth when he was bounced out of office 
by party brass on Friday.  
<#L37S35:1/36> As he himself recalls, the chairmanship is in the gift of the Prime Minister. 
<#L38S36:1/37> And there's the rub.  
<#L39S37:1/38> What sticks in the craw is the complete breakdown of that trumpeted Tory virtue - loyalty and trust.  
<#L40S38:1/39> If it hadn't been for Mr Major's moral McCarthyism - which offers natural justice to Neil Hamilton but 
would punish if it could the first whiff of sexual scandal with instant resignation - Sir Michael would still have a political 
career of sorts.  
<#L41S39:1/40> By attempting to excise the cancer of sexual peccadillo, Mr Major has perversely magnified its 
malignance. 
<#L42S40:1/41> Had it not been for the dictum that sinners should not stand upon the order of their going, the 
party bosses in Edinburgh would not have been thrown into blind panic when a resourceful tabloid reporter 
bushwhacked them into thinking she had the goods on Micky.  
<#L43S41:1/42> She hadn't [the goods on Micky]. 
<#L44S42:1/43> It was Sir Michael's statement itself that gave the papers the peg to run allegations about his past 
that had been kicking around for months and even years. 
<#L45S43:1/44> There is still just time for a recovery.  
<#L46S44:1/45> I have always thought that the natural support for the Tory party, amounting to around 24 per cent of 
the vote, would re-emerge.  
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<#L47S45:1/46> And there is a thrawness in the Scottish nature which may make voters go against the media tide.  
<#L48S46:1/47> Yet there has surely been too much cowardice, too much betrayal, too much incompetence, too 
much hypocrisy even for the most pig-headed Tory loyalist.  
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13. Silly stand-off that blocked a showdown (Guardian 02/04/97) [commentator 
voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Silly stand-off that blocked a showdown </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> The campaign, they all say, must now move on.  
<#L4S2:1/3> It must get serious and positive.  
<#L5S3:1/4> So say all of us.  
<#L6S4:1/5> Yet the most enticing way this might have happened has been eliminated.  
<#L7S5:1/6> Short of a change of mind by two party leaders, there will be no television debates between them.  
<#L8S6:1/7> These could have been the most riveting, serious and unpredictable part of the 1997 election, a glowing 
contribution pro bono publico.  
<#L9S7:1/8> Instead, the story of why they won't happen reveals the opposite: the littleness of party managers, their 
sole interest in positional advantage, their mistrust of anything they cannot absolutely control, and let the bloody 
voters take the hindmost. 
<#L10S8:1/9> There only ever was one genuine problem about staging such debates, and that was what to do about 
Paddy Ashdown.  
<#L11S9:1/10> Everything else was marginal cosmetics.  
<#L12S10:1/11> If Major and Blair were to be believed in their expressions of keenness to debate, it was all 
negotiable.  
<#L13S11:1/12> The negotiation, however, was not completed, and the reason was that the Conservatives were 
inept enough to let Labour walk away.  
<#L14S12:1/13> While both sides talked a sincere game, neither really meant it.  
<#L15S13:1/14> What for the public was a high priority became, for the politicians, a low one. 
<#L16S14:1/15> The Ashdown problem was partly legal and partly political.  
<#L17S15:1/16> The law required him to get proper exposure in any debate programme, but the public's sense 
of fairness said this should not be as a bystander.  
<#L18S16:1/17> The Tories shouldn't be able to relegate him to the sidelines.  
<#L19S17:1/18> He plainly needed to have some position in direct debate, and last week a formula came close to 
being agreed: a 75-minute programme, with opening statements by the three leaders, followed by 42 minutes of a 
three-sided debate and 21 minutes of a Major-Blair debate, with some audience participation thrown in. 
<#L20S18:1/19> The Tories wanted to reverse the 42-minute and 21-minute slots, which the Liberal Democrats 
wouldn't have swallowed but which exposed the possibility of a Tory concession on Ashdown's status as a full, 
debating participant.  
<#L21S19:1/20> There were the makings of a deal.  
<#L22S20:1/21> However, the Tories were bedevilled from the beginning by the presence, calling many of the shots, 
of Brian Mawhinney, the party chairman, whose aptitude for negotiation makes Ian Paisley look like a refined version 
of Henry Kissinger.  
<#L23S21:1/22> &Michael Dobbs, the man at the table, was equipped, but Mawhinney showed his entirely political 
colours from the start.  
<#L24S22:1/23> After the broadcasters had made their first proposals, which were closer to what Major wanted than 
Ashdown, the chairman went on the screen to snarl that anyone who rejected them plainly didn't want to debate. 
<#L25S23:1/24> This wasn't the posture of a negotiator, but of a cheap point-scorer: also of a man consummately 
unfitted to his task.  
<#L26S24:1/25> For plainly the Tories were very keen for debates to happen, as long as Ashdown could be 
minimised.  
<#L27S25:1/26> It was their best chance of changing the weather.  
<#L28S26:1/27> Being miles behind, they had nothing to lose.  
<#L29S27:1/28> They wanted two 90-minute debates, as the BBC and ITV proposed; they wanted mutual cross-
examination; and they came round to the presence of an audience so long as this was "dignified". 
<#L30S28:1/29> &Major wasn't too pleased with some of the concessions Dobbs seemed ready to entertain, but the 
party's need and zeal for debates were close to being met - until the egregious Mawhinney, whose bile seems to be 
uncontrollable, let the world know that Labour was running away and Blair was "chicken". 
<#L31S29:1/30> This, of course, brought negotiations to a close.  
<#L32S30:1/31> It was precisely the wrong signal to give to a party which, as Mawhinney must have known, had 
rather less interest than he did in ensuring debates took place.  
<#L33S31:1/32> Taking high-minded umbrage, Labour walked off the hook, having previously adopted positions 
towards the cosmetic aspects of the matter that cast some doubt upon their commitment to serious debating in the 
first place. 
<#L34S32:1/33> The Labour negotiator, Lord Irvine of Lairg, insisted on only one debate not two, and wanted it 
to last only 60 minutes.  
<#L35S33:1/34> This was the position agreed with the campaign director Peter Mandelson and, one must suppose, 
with Blair himself.  
<#L36S34:1/35> Although the broadcasters were prepared to commit 90 minutes each, Labour sonorously declared 
the public would not want this and could not pay attention for so long.  
<#L37S35:1/36> Furthermore, said Labour, there must be no cross-examining of one leader by another, on the 
grounds that, while Blair would naturally deploy his brilliant barrister's skills, Major didn't know how to respond other 
than with the personal abuse of which he has shown himself such a master at Prime Minister's Questions in the 
Commons. 
<#L38S36:1/37> Most of this strikes me as tactical tendentiousness, an impression increased by the preposterous 
contention that it wouldn't, in any case, be possible to "find time" in a busy campaign for two long debates.  
<#L39S37:1/38> The fact is that in 75 minutes, however they divided it, it would not be possible for three men to do 
more than scratch the surface of half-a-dozen questions.  
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<#L40S38:1/39> Two 90-minute debates, however structured, would be seriously testing contributions, in an idiom 
that would make it quite impossible for Major, even if he were so inclined (which I doubt), to get away with the kind of 
bear-pit ruderies that both he and Blair profess to deplore about their exchanges in the Commons. 
<#L41S39:1/40> In that timespan, there would be a better chance than there will ever otherwise be for our two quasi-
presidential leaders, with Ashdown having a fair presence alongside, to engage directly on issues where, in every 
other election forum, they will be finding ways to talk past each other - to the intense frustration of the interested 
voter. 
<#L42S40:1/41> That large, attractive possibility should have made every little detail - audience, interrogators, 
sequence, proportionality, etc, etc - resolvable.  
<#L43S41:1/42> But first it had to be taken seriously.  
<#L44S42:1/43> There needed to be the spirit of compromise and a readiness for minor risk-taking, in an 
arena that was admittedly a little imponderable but where the actual effects on the voting intentions of viewers, to 
judge from the international research instructively gathered together in a new study by the Hansard Society, are less 
than seismic. 
<#L45S43:1/44> The first to blame for failure are the Conservatives, whom shrill, neurotic ineptitude has rendered 
blind to their own best interests.  
<#L46S44:1/45> But Labour were willing accessories.  
<#L47S45:1/46> It is the old equation.  
<#L48S46:1/47> Being 20 points ahead, they do not need debates.  
<#L49S47:1/48> If there had to be one, they wanted it over as soon as possible: a token of sincerity, without being 
a hostage to fortune.  
<#L50S48:1/49> As it is, they're free to declare the matter closed, which suits them nicely but the public not at all.  
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Silly stand-off that blocked a showdown </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> The campaign, they all say, must now move on.  
<#L4S2:1/3> It must get serious and positive.  
<#L5S3:1/4> So say all of us.  
<#L6S4:1/5> Yet the most enticing way this might have happened has been eliminated.  
<#L7S5:1/6> Short of a change of mind by two party leaders, there will be no television debates between them.  
<#L8S6:1/7> These could have been the most riveting, serious and unpredictable part of the 1997 election, a glowing 
contribution pro bono publico.  
<#L9S7:1/8> Instead, the story of why they won't happen reveals the opposite: the littleness of party managers, their 
sole interest in positional advantage, their mistrust of anything they cannot absolutely control, and let the bloody 
voters take the hindmost. 
<#L10S8:1/9> There only ever was one genuine problem about staging such debates, and that was what to do about 
Paddy Ashdown.  
<#L11S9:1/10> Everything else was marginal cosmetics.  
<#L12S10:1/11> If Major and Blair were to be believed in their expressions of keenness to debate, it was all 
negotiable.  
<#L13S11:1/12> The negotiation, however, was not completed, and the reason was that the Conservatives were 
inept enough to let Labour walk away.  
<#L14S12:1/13> While both sides talked a sincere game, neither really meant it.  
<#L15S13:1/14> What for the public was a high priority became, for the politicians, a low one. 
<#L16S14:1/15> The Ashdown problem was partly legal and partly political.  
<#L17S15:1/16> The law required him to get proper exposure in any debate programme, but the public's sense 
of fairness said this should not be as a bystander.  
<#L18S16:1/17> The Tories shouldn't be able to relegate him to the sidelines.  
<#L19S17:1/18> He plainly needed to have some position in direct debate, and last week a formula came close to 
being agreed: a 75-minute programme, with opening statements by the three leaders, followed by 42 minutes of a 
three-sided debate and 21 minutes of a Major-Blair debate, with some audience participation thrown in. 
<#L20S18:1/19> The Tories wanted to reverse the 42-minute and 21-minute slots, which the Liberal Democrats 
wouldn't have swallowed but which exposed the possibility of a Tory concession on Ashdown's status as a full, 
debating participant.  
<#L21S19:1/20> There were the makings of a deal.  
<#L22S20:1/21> However, the Tories were bedevilled from the beginning by the presence, calling many of the shots, 
of Brian Mawhinney, the party chairman, whose aptitude for negotiation makes Ian Paisley look like a refined version 
of Henry Kissinger.  
<#L23S21:1/22> &Michael Dobbs, the man at the table, was equipped, but Mawhinney showed his entirely political 
colours from the start.  
<#L24S22:1/23> After the broadcasters had made their first proposals, which were closer to what Major wanted than 
Ashdown, the chairman went on the screen to snarl that anyone who rejected them plainly didn't want to debate. 
<#L25S23:1/24> This wasn't the posture of a negotiator, but of a cheap point-scorer: also of a man consummately 
unfitted to his task.  
<#L26S24:1/25> For plainly the Tories were very keen for debates to happen, as long as Ashdown could be 
minimised.  
<#L27S25:1/26> It was their best chance of changing the weather.  
<#L28S26:1/27> Being miles behind, they had nothing to lose.  
<#L29S27:1/28> They wanted two 90-minute debates, as the BBC and ITV proposed; they wanted mutual cross-
examination; and they came round to the presence of an audience so long as this was "dignified". 
<#L30S28:1/29> &Major wasn't too pleased with some of the concessions Dobbs seemed ready to entertain, but the 
party's need and zeal for debates were close to being met - until the egregious Mawhinney, whose bile seems to be 
uncontrollable, let the world know that Labour was running away and Blair was "chicken". 
<#L31S29:1/30> This, of course, brought negotiations to a close.  
<#L32S30:1/31> It was precisely the wrong signal to give to a party which, as Mawhinney must have known, had 
rather less interest than he did in ensuring debates took place.  
<#L33S31:1/32> Taking high-minded umbrage, Labour walked off the hook, having previously adopted positions 
towards the cosmetic aspects of the matter that cast some doubt upon their commitment to serious debating in the 
first place. 
<#L34S32:1/33> The Labour negotiator, Lord Irvine of Lairg, insisted on only one debate not two, and wanted it 
to last only 60 minutes.  
<#L35S33:1/34> This was the position agreed with the campaign director Peter Mandelson and, one must suppose, 
with Blair himself.  
<#L36S34:1/35> Although the broadcasters were prepared to commit 90 minutes each, Labour sonorously 
declared the public would not want this and could not pay attention for so long.  
<#L37S35:1/36> Furthermore, said Labour, there must be no cross-examining of one leader by another, on the 
grounds that, while Blair would naturally deploy his brilliant barrister's skills, Major didn't know how to respond other 
than with the personal abuse of which he has shown himself such a master at Prime Minister's Questions in the 
Commons. 
<#L38S36:1/37> Most of this strikes me as tactical tendentiousness, an impression increased by the preposterous 
contention that it wouldn't, in any case, be possible to "find time" in a busy campaign for two long debates.  
<#L39S37:1/38> The fact is that in 75 minutes, however they divided it, it would not be possible for three men to do 
more than scratch the surface of half-a-dozen questions.  
<#L40S38:1/39> Two 90-minute debates, however structured, would be seriously testing contributions, in an idiom 
that would make it quite impossible for Major, even if he were so inclined (which I doubt), to get away with the kind of 
bear-pit ruderies that both he and Blair profess to deplore about their exchanges in the Commons. 
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<#L41S39:1/40> In that timespan, there would be a better chance than there will ever otherwise be for our two quasi-
presidential leaders, with Ashdown having a fair presence alongside, to engage directly on issues where, in every 
other election forum, they will be finding ways to talk past each other - to the intense frustration of the interested 
voter. 
<#L42S40:1/41> That large, attractive possibility should have made every little detail - audience, interrogators, 
sequence, proportionality, etc, etc - resolvable.  
<#L43S41:1/42> But first it had to be taken seriously.  
<#L44S42:1/43> There needed to be the spirit of compromise and a readiness for minor risk-taking, in an 
arena that was admittedly a little imponderable but where the actual effects on the voting intentions of viewers, to 
judge from the international research instructively gathered together in a new study by the Hansard Society, are less 
than seismic. 
<#L45S43:1/44> The first to blame for failure are the Conservatives, whom shrill, neurotic ineptitude has rendered 
blind to their own best interests.  
<#L46S44:1/45> But Labour were willing accessories.  
<#L47S45:1/46> It is the old equation.  
<#L48S46:1/47> Being 20 points ahead, they do not need debates.  
<#L49S47:1/48> If there had to be one, they wanted it over as soon as possible: a token of sincerity, without being 
a hostage to fortune.  
<#L50S48:1/49> As it is, they're free to declare the matter closed, which suits them nicely but the public not at all.  
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14. Private education is the election issue that dare not speak its name - except at a 
dinner party near you [commentator voice] (Guardian 02/04/97) [commentator voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Don't mention it </h> 
<#L1S-2:1/2> <s> Private education is the election issue that dare not speak its name - except at a dinner party near 
you </s> 
<#L4S1:1/3> As Tony Blair has said of his three priorities for power, there's education, education and education.  
<#L5S2:1/4> There's the education you buy.  
<#L6S3:1/5> There's the education you make, out of a bit of research and a clever house-move.  
<#L7S4:1/6> And there's the education you're given. 
<#L8S5:1/7> &Mr Blair will be trying to fit all three through the door of 10 Downing Street - even though until only a 
few years ago the Labour Party promised it would leave private education out with the dustbins.  
<#L9S6:1/8> Were it to be pointed out to him that the door, even after the trimming away of the Assisted Places 
Scheme, isn't wide enough for all three, we can be assured that still none of his priorities will be left outside.  
<#L10S7:1/9> Costly and illogical though it might seem, the door will just have to be made wider. 
<#L11S8:1/10> The debate about private education has, it seems, itself been privatised.  
<#L12S9:1/11> The sector's unfairness and iniquity have been overlooked in this campaign. 
<#L13S10:1/12> It is the hot potato of the dinner party rather than the political platform, a moral chaser to both the 
warm beer of the provincial Tory and the champagne socialism of the middle-class liberal.  
<#L14S11:1/13> You may have no more intention of sending your child to a state school than you have of going to 
prison, but as a taxpayer - and don't forget, when it comes to education you paid them twice! - you have a great big 
say in the choice of social wallpaper. 
<#L15S12:1/14> It has been pointed out, most notably and volubly by the retiring Tory MP George Walden, that the 
two- and increasingly three-tiered engineering miracle of our education system might in fact conceal the recondite 
social woodworm of intolerance, an infestation of which perhaps we believe ourselves to have been long since cured. 
<#L16S13:1/15> The small, noisy but assiduously courted percentile of taxpayers who also have nothing at stake 
have until now felt they had no more idea of where their money was going than if they'd put a coin in a box for Africa. 
<#L17S14:1/16> Furthermore, teaching, a career already regarded by graduates as the penultimate resort, demands 
in addition a missionary selflessness to go the full mile to the last resort of the state sector, a career decision on a par 
with voluntary martyrdom. 
<#L18S15:1/17> &Mr Blair's talk of the many and the few - as in, we intend to give to the many what in the past was 
available only to the few - merely relocates the arguments on the other side of the chasm.  
<#L19S16:1/18> It does nothing to bridge it, and indeed it ought not to be bridged.  
<#L20S17:1/19> It ought to be filled in, or left to fend for itself, an interesting social colony where the purchase of 
superiority provides a breeding ground for endlessly reproducing heirarchies. 
<#L21S18:1/20> It is convenient for the private education system that at the one time in recent history in which it 
ought to feel mildly threatened it should be rescued by the white knight of injustice: consumerism.  
<#L22S19:1/21> That education can be bought protects it, according to our whizzkid grasp of our rights as 
consumers, from being taken away. 
<#L23S20:1/22> The nature of precisely what is being purchased has changed, too.  
<#L24S21:1/23> Private schools merely exist.  
<#L25S22:1/24> If they didn't, no one would bother to invent them.  
<#L26S23:1/25> What began as the institutionalised British fear of sentiment - send your child away to be 
depersonalised, to have your biological connection beaten out of him and social fitness beaten in at a fee-paying 
borstal - has become an expensive indulgence in it. Only the best for my child.  
<#L27S24:1/26> What else could I do?  
<#L28S25:1/27> You tell me. 
<#L29S26:1/28> The stock political arguments for abolishing private schools are as slim as their chances of being so.  
<#L30S27:1/29> The incursions usually suggested are also relatively pointless.  
<#L31S28:1/30> Removing their charitable status would merely make them more expensive - and hence more élitist 
- while at the same time discouraging them from practices which actually are charitable.  
<#L32S29:1/31> The same can be said of imposing VAT on school fees.  
<#L33S30:1/32> At least Labour's commitment to abolish the Assisted Places Scheme will have some effect, 
contributing as it does to the perceived desirability of private schools, and of state schools as places from which it is 
necessary for clever children to escape. 
<#L34S31:1/33> A Mori study found that while 71 per cent of group A and B parents - that swotty lot - were aware of 
the scheme, only 29 per cent of D and E parents knew of it.  
<#L35S32:1/34> Only 14 per cent of pupils on the scheme have working-class or unemployed parents. 
<#L36S33:1/35> The debate about the three Es - education, education and education - is a debate not for those who 
govern a society, but for the society itself.  
<#L37S34:1/36> We need to ask why we persist in separating ourselves, what it is we so fear in each other, 
what stops us taking the " them" out of "us and them" . 
<#L38S35:1/37> If we so deplore the state system, then why consign 93 per cent of children to it?  
<#L39S36:1/38> If we don't, then why are we buying ours places on the lifeboat?  
<#L40S37:1/39> It only gives rise to rumours that the ship is sinking - and we are, after all, in it together. 
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Engagement 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Don't mention it </h> 
<#L1S-2:1/2> <s> Private education is the election issue that dare not speak its name - except at a dinner party near 
you </s> 
<#L4S1:1/3> As Tony Blair has said of his three priorities for power, there's education, education and education.  
<#L5S2:1/4> There's the education you buy.  
<#L6S3:1/5> There's the education you make, out of a bit of research and a clever house-move.  
<#L7S4:1/6> And there's the education you're given. 
<#L8S5:1/7> &Mr Blair will be trying to fit all three through the door of 10 Downing Street - even though until only a 
few years ago the Labour Party promised it would leave private education out with the dustbins.  
<#L9S6:1/8> Were it to be pointed out to him that the door, even after the trimming away of the Assisted Places 
Scheme, isn't wide enough for all three, we can be assured that still none of his priorities will be left outside.  
<#L10S7:1/9> Costly and illogical though it might seem, the door will just have to be made wider. 
<#L11S8:1/10> The debate about private education has, it seems, itself been privatised.  
<#L12S9:1/11> The sector's unfairness and iniquity have been overlooked in this campaign. 
<#L13S10:1/12> It is the hot potato of the dinner party rather than the political platform, a moral chaser to both the 
warm beer of the provincial Tory and the champagne socialism of the middle-class liberal.  
<#L14S11:1/13> You may have no more intention of sending your child to a state school than you have of going to 
prison, but as a taxpayer - and don't forget, when it comes to education you paid them twice! - you have a great big 
say in the choice of social wallpaper. 
<#L15S12:1/14> It has been pointed out, most notably and volubly by the retiring Tory MP George Walden, that the 
two- and increasingly three-tiered engineering miracle of our education system might in fact conceal the recondite 
social woodworm of intolerance, an infestation of which perhaps we believe ourselves to have been long since cured. 
<#L16S13:1/15> The small, noisy but assiduously courted percentile of taxpayers who also have nothing at stake 
have until now felt they had no more idea of where their money was going than if they'd put a coin in a box for Africa. 
<#L17S14:1/16> Furthermore, teaching, a career already regarded by graduates as the penultimate resort, demands 
in addition a missionary selflessness to go the full mile to the last resort of the state sector, a career decision on a par 
with voluntary martyrdom. 
<#L18S15:1/17> &Mr Blair's talk of the many and the few - as in, we intend to give to the many what in the past was 
available only to the few - merely relocates the arguments on the other side of the chasm.  
<#L19S16:1/18> It does nothing to bridge it, and indeed it ought not to be bridged.  
<#L20S17:1/19> It ought to be filled in, or left to fend for itself, an interesting social colony where the purchase of 
superiority provides a breeding ground for endlessly reproducing heirarchies. 
<#L21S18:1/20> It is convenient for the private education system that at the one time in recent history in which it 
ought to feel mildly threatened it should be rescued by the white knight of injustice: consumerism.  
<#L22S19:1/21> That education can be bought protects it, according to our whizzkid grasp of our rights as 
consumers, from being taken away. 
<#L23S20:1/22> The nature of precisely what is being purchased has changed, too.  
<#L24S21:1/23> Private schools merely exist.  
<#L25S22:1/24> If they didn't, no one would bother to invent them.  
<#L26S23:1/25> What began as the institutionalised British fear of sentiment - send your child away to be 
depersonalised, to have your biological connection beaten out of him and social fitness beaten in at a fee-paying 
borstal - has become an expensive indulgence in it. Only the best for my child.  
<#L27S24:1/26> What else could I do?  
<#L28S25:1/27> You tell me. 
<#L29S26:1/28> The stock political arguments for abolishing private schools are as slim as their chances of being so.  
<#L30S27:1/29> The incursions usually suggested are also relatively pointless.  
<#L31S28:1/30> Removing their charitable status would merely make them more expensive - and hence more élitist 
- while at the same time discouraging them from practices which actually are charitable.  
<#L32S29:1/31> The same can be said of imposing VAT on school fees.  
<#L33S30:1/32> At least Labour's commitment to abolish the Assisted Places Scheme will have some effect, 
contributing as it does to the perceived desirability of private schools, and of state schools as places from which it is 
necessary for clever children to escape. 
<#L34S31:1/33> A Mori study found that while 71 per cent of group A and B parents - that swotty lot - were aware of 
the scheme, only 29 per cent of D and E parents knew of it.  
<#L35S32:1/34> Only 14 per cent of pupils on the scheme have working-class or unemployed parents. 
<#L36S33:1/35> The debate about the three Es - education, education and education - is a debate not for those who 
govern a society, but for the society itself.  
<#L37S34:1/36> We need to ask why we persist in separating ourselves, what it is we so fear in each other, 
what stops us taking the " them" out of "us and them" . 
<#L38S35:1/37> If we so deplore the state system, then why consign 93 per cent of children to it?  
<#L39S36:1/38> If we don't, then why are we buying ours places on the lifeboat?  
<#L40S37:1/39> It only gives rise to rumours that the ship is sinking - and we are, after all, in it together. 
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The Sydney Morning Herald – analysis and commentary 
15. Spotlight off Bush's Houston party (Sydney Morning Herald  18/8/92) 
[correspondent voice] 
Attitude 
<#L3S1:1/1> All the glitzy balloons and brass bands ready to be unleashed for this week's Republican 
national convention suddenly looked rather small and dowdy yesterday as attention was diverted to the 
showdown looming between President Bush and Iraq's President Saddam Hussein. 
<#L4S2:1/2> And that is a pity, because this year's convention was shaping up to be one of the most 
interesting Republican gatherings in a long time. 
<#L5S3:1/3> Usually it is the Democrats who strain desperately, and unsuccessfully, to disguise their 
inner tensions and divisions at convention time. 
<#L6S4:1/4> For the past two presidential elections, for instance, the Democratic nominee's attempts to 
placate the Rev Jesse Jackson have provided lively sport for onlookers. 
<#L7S5:1/5> But this year the two major parties appear to have swapped roles.  
<#L8S6:1/6> The Democrat's convention in New York last month was notable for its general harmony 
and unified support for its nominee, Mr Bill Clinton. 
<#L9S7:1/7> A great Republican convention, was how many described the event. 
<#L10S8:1/8> In sharp contrast, the Republican platform writers last week actually made front -page 
news as they fought over what they wanted to say about abortion and Mr Bush's contentious 1990 
agreement on a budget deficit-reducing deal which raised taxes. 
<#L11S9:1/9> In the end, after some deft arm-twisting by Mr Bush's campaign, the platform ended up 
pledging a commitment to a constitutional amendment banning abortion, much to the chagrin of pro-
choice Republicans. 
<#L12S10:1/10> And an attempt to label in the platform the 1990 tax increases a "mistake" was 
eventually watered down to read "recessionary". 
<#L13S11:1/11> But evidence of the tensions remained as the 2,210 Republican delegates rolled into 
this big oil town over the weekend, with abortion set to provide the greatest confrontations.  
<#L14S12:1/12> Pro-choice and pro-life protesters have clashed busily over the streets of Houston this 
weekend as out-of-town "Operation Rescue" activists tried to block some of the city's abortion clinics.  
<#L15S13:1/13> Feminist groups organised their own guerilla-style tactics to match their opponents, 
which resulted in several arrests.  
<#L16S14:1/14> When Mr Bush arrives for the start of the convention today he will do so under a cloud 
of opinion polls showing him trailing Mr Clinton by at least 17 percentage points.  
<#L17S15:1/15> Unlike Mr Clinton, who was able to use his convention to appeal to swinging voters 
and Republicans in order to maximise his chances, Mr Bush faces a battle to retain s upport among his 
own party base.  
<#L18S16:1/16> Hence the convention begins tonight  with a speech by a conservative hero, former 
President Ronald Reagan.  
<#L19S17:1/17> Other key conservatives, such as TV evangelist Mr P Robertson and renegade Bush 
challenger Mr Pat Buchanan, will take to the podium to back Mr Bush.  
<#L20S18:1/18> And the President is widely mooted to be preparing to announce in his acceptance 
speech on Thursday night that he will introduce major tax cuts if re -elected.  
<#L21S19:1/19> The problem with this ploy is that Americans keenly remember the pledge on taxes 
&Mr Bush made them in his 1988 convention acceptance speech in New Orleans when he said "Read 
my lips -- no new taxes".  
<#L22S20:1/20> One of the jokes doing the rounds yesterday was about Republican Senate minority 
leader, Senator Bob Dole, who told Mr Bush "stop lying about my record" when both were contesting 
their party's nomination in the 1988 campaign.  
<#L23S21:1/21> When Senator Dole makes his keynote speech here this week some suggest he 
should tell  Bush to start lying about his record over the past 31/2 years, so dismal is it perceived 
by voters. 
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L3S1:1/1> All the glitzy balloons and brass bands ready to be unleashed for this week's Repub lican 
national convention suddenly looked rather small and dowdy yesterday as attention was diverted to the 
showdown looming between President Bush and Iraq's President Saddam Hussein. 
<#L4S2:1/2> And that is a pity, because this year's convention was shap ing up to be one of the most 
interesting Republican gatherings in a long time. 
<#L5S3:1/3> Usually it is the Democrats who strain desperately, and unsuccessfully, to disguise their 
inner tensions and divisions at convention time. 
<#L6S4:1/4> For the past two presidential elections, for instance, the Democratic nominee's attempts to 
placate the Rev Jesse Jackson have provided lively sport for onlookers. 
<#L7S5:1/5> But this year the two major parties appear to have swapped roles.  
<#L8S6:1/6> The Democrat's convention in New York last month was notable for its general harmony 
and unified support for its nominee, Mr Bill Clinton. 
<#L9S7:1/7> A great Republican convention, was how many described the event. 
<#L10S8:1/8> In sharp contrast, the Republican platform writers last week actually made front-page 
news as they fought over what they wanted to say about abortion and Mr Bush's contentious 1990 
agreement on a budget deficit-reducing deal which raised taxes. 
<#L11S9:1/9> In the end, after some deft arm-twisting by Mr Bush's campaign, the platform ended up 
pledging a commitment to a constitutional amendment banning abortion, much to the chagrin of 
pro-choice Republicans. 
<#L12S10:1/10> And an attempt to label in the platform the 1990 tax increases a "mistake" was 
eventually watered down to read "recessionary". 
<#L13S11:1/11> But evidence of the tensions remained as the 2,210 Republican delegates rolled into 
this big oil town over the weekend, with abortion set to provide the greatest confrontations.  
<#L14S12:1/12> Pro-choice and pro-life protesters have clashed busily over the streets of Houston this 
weekend as out-of-town "Operation Rescue" activists tried to block some of the city's abortion clinics.  
<#L15S13:1/13> Feminist groups organised their own guerilla-style tactics to match their opponents, 
which resulted in several arrests.  
<#L16S14:1/14> When Mr Bush arrives for the start of the convention today he will do so under a cloud 
of opinion polls showing him trailing Mr Clinton by at least 17 percentage points.  
<#L17S15:1/15> Unlike Mr Clinton, who was able to use his convention to appeal to swinging voters 
and Republicans in order to maximise his chances, Mr Bush faces a battle to retain support among his 
own party base.  
<#L18S16:1/16> Hence the convention begins tonight  with a speech by a conservative hero, former 
President Ronald Reagan.  
<#L19S17:1/17> Other key conservatives, such as TV evangelist Mr P Robertson and renegade Bush 
challenger Mr Pat Buchanan, will take to the podium to back Mr Bush.  
<#L20S18:1/18> And the President is widely mooted to be preparing to announce in his acceptance 
speech on Thursday night that he will introduce major tax cuts if re -elected.  
<#L21S19:1/19> The problem with this ploy is that Americans keenly remember the pledge on taxes 
&Mr Bush made them in his 1988 convention acceptance speech in New Orleans when he said "Read 
my lips -- no new taxes".  
<#L22S20:1/20> One of the jokes doing the rounds yesterday was about Republican Senate minority 
leader, Senator Bob Dole, who told Mr Bush "stop lying about my record" when both were contesting 
their party's nomination in the 1988 campaign.  
<#L23S21:1/21> When Senator Dole makes his keynote speech here this week some suggest he 
should tell  Bush to start lying about his record over the past 31/2 years, so dismal is it perceived 
by voters. 
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16. Surrogacy no case for the law (Sydney Morning Herald  23/5/98) [commentator 
voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Surrogacy no case for the law </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> Would you endure months of nausea vomiting, sleepless nights and varicose veins to help out your best 
friend?  
<#L4S2:1/3> Would you volunteer to go through the worst pain known to woman (unfortunately not to man) as a 
favour to your bosom buddy?  
<#L5S3:1/4> Maybe I'm just selfish.  
<#L6S4:1/5> But there are limits to my friendship.  
<#L7S5:1/6> In the latest case of surrogacy gone wrong, a woman promised to give her infertile friend a child.  
<#L8S6:1/7> All she intended to keep were the stretch marks. Instead she stretched the meaning of the friendship to 
breaking point.  
<#L9S7:1/8> This week the Family Court ordered that the child - now about 18 months old - be taken from the 
infertile friend and given back to the surrogate mother who had changed her mind.  
<#L10S8:1/9> She had made a promise she could not keep.  
<#L11S9:1/10> She gave her friend a gift, then demanded it back.  
<#L12S10:1/11> The case of baby "Evelyn" was utterly predictable.  
<#L13S11:1/12> It was bound to happen sooner or later in Australia.  
<#L14S12:1/13> Till now, the publicised surrogacy cases here have been good news stories - of sisters and sisters-
in-law who bore babies for each other, and claimed to feel no attachment to the infant.  
<#L15S13:1/14> They were giving the "gift of life", and happy to do so.  
<#L16S14:1/15> Laws and contracts seemed superfluous in a world of mutual understandings, altruism and happy 
endings.  
<#L17S15:1/16> People have made their own arrangements.  
<#L18S16:1/17> The temptation now to step in and regulate this area will be strong.  
<#L19S17:1/18> Lawyers are already calling for enforceable contracts, so that a deal is a deal.  
<#L20S18:1/19> There should be absolute legal restraint on commercial surrogacy.  
<#L21S19:1/20> But the temptation to regulate altruistic surrogacy, I think, should be resisted.  
<#L22S20:1/21> This was the surrogacy case Australia had to have.  
<#L23S21:1/22> We have not experienced the courtroom brawls famous in America between surrogate mothers who 
changed their minds and commissioning couples who had signed on the dotted line for a baby.  
<#L24S22:1/23> In America, the birth mothers have been big losers.  
<#L25S23:1/24> The courts have barely seen them as human beings, let alone mothers. Poorer and less educated 
than the childless couples that have rented their wombs for thousands of dollars, they have lost out when Judges 
were asked to decide.  
<#L26S24:1/25> Now Australia has a cautionary tale to remind us that human emotions are more complex than deals 
and promises.  
<#L27S25:1/26> The woman who promises to give birth and bow out of the picture may be making a promise 
she cannot keep. 
<#L28S26:1/27> A surrogate mother is more than her womb.  
<#L29S27:1/28> By any definition, she is a mother-not automatically a good one-but a mother nevertheless who is 
surrendering her child.  
<#L30S28:1/29> She is in a similar position to those unmarried mothers of the '60s and '70s who regretted all their 
lives having given up their babies for adoption.  
<#L31S29:1/30> The message for infertile couples is surely to beware of friends bearing the gift of life. 
<#L32S30:1/31> But the call for enforceable contracts is not the way to go, no more than calls to ban surrogacy 
outright.  
<#L33S31:1/32> If custody disputes arise - and it may be many years before we see another such case-the Family 
Court should be the final arbiter, acting in the "best interest of the child". 
<#L34S32:1/33> I don't think we should ask surrogate mothers to sign away their rights before the nausea has 
set in before they have seen the baby. 
<#L35S33:1/34> On the other hand, there should be a point after which surrogate mothers cannot retrieve their 
babies - three months? one year?  
<#L36S34:1/35> But surely this, too, could be a matter for the Family Court to consider. 
<#L37S35:1/36> Surrogacy is enormously complex.  
<#L38S36:1/37> Some sisters and friends work out of motives that have more to do with power than love.  
<#L39S37:1/38> But I also accept that surrogacy arrangements can work.  
<#L40S38:1/39> Though I would never endure a minute more of morning sickness for anyone, I know there are 
women more generous than I who would do anything for their best friend.  
<#L41S39:1/40> People need all the help and counselling they can get before they offer and accept the gift of a 
baby.  
<#L42S40:1/41> But because altruistic surrogacy is such a fraught area, it seems a good reason for the law to butt 
out. 
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Surrogacy no case for the law </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> Would you endure months of nausea vomiting, sleepless nights and varicose veins to help out your best 
friend?  
<#L4S2:1/3> Would you volunteer to go through the worst pain known to woman (unfortunately not to man) as a 
favour to your bosom buddy?  
<#L5S3:1/4> Maybe I'm just selfish.  
<#L6S4:1/5> But there are limits to my friendship.  
<#L7S5:1/6> In the latest case of surrogacy gone wrong, a woman promised to give her infertile friend a child.  
<#L8S6:1/7> All she intended to keep were the stretch marks. Instead she stretched the meaning of the friendship to 
breaking point.  
<#L9S7:1/8> This week the Family Court ordered that the child - now about 18 months old - be taken from the 
infertile friend and given back to the surrogate mother who had changed her mind.  
<#L10S8:1/9> She had made a promise she could not keep.  
<#L11S9:1/10> She gave her friend a gift, then demanded it back.  
<#L12S10:1/11> The case of baby "Evelyn" was utterly predictable.  
<#L13S11:1/12> It was bound to happen sooner or later in Australia.  
<#L14S12:1/13> Till now, the publicised surrogacy cases here have been good news stories - of sisters and sisters-
in-law who bore babies for each other, and claimed to feel no attachment to the infant.  
<#L15S13:1/14> They were giving the "gift of life", and happy to do so.  
<#L16S14:1/15> Laws and contracts seemed superfluous in a world of mutual understandings, altruism and happy 
endings.  
<#L17S15:1/16> People have made their own arrangements.  
<#L18S16:1/17> The temptation now to step in and regulate this area will be strong.  
<#L19S17:1/18> Lawyers are already calling for enforceable contracts, so that a deal is a deal.  
<#L20S18:1/19> There should be absolute legal restraint on commercial surrogacy.  
<#L21S19:1/20> But the temptation to regulate altruistic surrogacy, I think, should be resisted.  
<#L22S20:1/21> This was the surrogacy case Australia had to have.  
<#L23S21:1/22> We have not experienced the courtroom brawls famous in America between surrogate mothers who 
changed their minds and commissioning couples who had signed on the dotted line for a baby.  
<#L24S22:1/23> In America, the birth mothers have been big losers.  
<#L25S23:1/24> The courts have barely seen them as human beings, let alone mothers. Poorer and less educated 
than the childless couples that have rented their wombs for thousands of dollars, they have lost out when Judges 
were asked to decide.  
<#L26S24:1/25> Now Australia has a cautionary tale to remind us that human emotions are more complex than deals 
and promises.  
<#L27S25:1/26> The woman who promises to give birth and bow out of the picture may be making a promise 
she cannot keep. 
<#L28S26:1/27> A surrogate mother is more than her womb.  
<#L29S27:1/28> By any definition, she is a mother-not automatically a good one-but a mother nevertheless who is 
surrendering her child.  
<#L30S28:1/29> She is in a similar position to those unmarried mothers of the '60s and '70s who regretted all their 
lives having given up their babies for adoption.  
<#L31S29:1/30> The message for infertile couples is surely to beware of friends bearing the gift of life. 
<#L32S30:1/31> But the call for enforceable contracts is not the way to go, no more than calls to ban surrogacy 
outright.  
<#L33S31:1/32> If custody disputes arise - and it may be many years before we see another such case-the Family 
Court should be the final arbiter, acting in the "best interest of the child". 
<#L34S32:1/33> I don't think we should ask surrogate mothers to sign away their rights before the nausea has 
set in before they have seen the baby. 
<#L35S33:1/34> On the other hand, there should be a point after which surrogate mothers cannot retrieve their 
babies - three months? one year?  
<#L36S34:1/35> But surely this, too, could be a matter for the Family Court to consider. 
<#L37S35:1/36> Surrogacy is enormously complex.  
<#L38S36:1/37> Some sisters and friends work out of motives that have more to do with power than love.  
<#L39S37:1/38> But I also accept that surrogacy arrangements can work.  
<#L40S38:1/39> Though I would never endure a minute more of morning sickness for anyone, I know there are 
women more generous than I who would do anything for their best friend.  
<#L41S39:1/40> People need all the help and counselling they can get before they offer and accept the gift of a 
baby.  
<#L42S40:1/41> But because altruistic surrogacy is such a fraught area, it seems a good reason for the law to butt 
out. 
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The New York Times – analysis and commentary 
17. Strong Performance, Warm Reception, Lingering Troubles (The New York Times 
28/1/98) [correspondent voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Strong performance, warm reception, lingering troubles </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> What is usually a gladiator's arena was instead a soothing cocoon.  
<#L4S2:1/3> As thundering applause rolled over him from both sides of the aisle, President Clinton took 
command with a steady smile and smooth diction, and the suspense quickly ebbed. 
<#L5S3:1/4> For a little more than an hour, Bill Clinton escaped from the noise, humiliation and danger 
that has surrounded him ever since the Monica Lewinsky scandal erupted, and reigned over a close 
universe of order, decorum and civility. 
<#L6S4:1/5> As is his wont, he performed brilliantly in the midst of extraordinary adversity.  
<#L7S5:1/6> He sounded a note of dignity and sobriety, and the political establishment - for a moment, 
at least - gave him unstinting support, interrupting him 90 times to applaud. 
<#L8S6:1/7> But even in that reassuring setting of the House chamber, there was a reminder of the 
problems that haunt him beyond those doors.  
<#L9S7:1/8> Directly in front of Clinton sat five Supreme Court justices in black robes, staring 
expressionessly.  
<#L10S8:1/9> It was a Supreme Court decision to allow Paula Jones to sue Clinton while he remained 
in office that started off a process that could roll on inexorably. 
<#L11S9:1/10> And Attorney General Janet Reno, who had asked a three-judge panel to permit the 
special prosecutor to investigate the president's relationship with Lewinsky, sat at his right. 
<#L12S10:1/11> "The strength of our country really does lie in the fact that when the president of the 
United States gives the State of the Union address, we all rise and we all salute that office,"  said Rep. 
John Kasich, R-Ohio. 
<#L13S11:1/12> "Anyone who thought that the president would get any other reception doesn't know 
Washington, " said Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., noting that the positive response did not really mean 
much in terms of the president's scandal.  
<#L14S12:1/13> "If anybody had acted disrespectful, it would have been an egregious breach of 
etiquette."  
<#L15S13:1/14> Asked if he was surprised at the ebullient reaction of the Democrats, he smiled slyly 
and said, "No, he's their horse." 
<#L16S14:1/15> It seemed like a sign that that some things resembled normality for the president that in 
the moshpit of Statuary hall, where lawmakers gathered to give interviews afterward, many Republicans 
members of Congress complained about the length of the speech instead of the president's morals. 
<#L17S15:1/16> &Frank Luntz, the Republican pollster who wrote a memo advising Republicans to 
stay away from discussing the scandal, and let the president struggle in his own morass, was 
advising a change of strategy Tuesday night. 
<#L18S16:1/17> "I think we are going to start seeing Republican senators ask questions, we have a 
right to know and Americans have a right to know. We cooled it for nine days and the president has not 
responded. We're not going to mention the "I" word or "R" word " - Impeachment or resignation, but 
we're going to ask legitimate questions and see where it leads." 
<#L19S17:1/18> "If it is a sex scandal he lives," said Luntz.  
<#L20S18:1/19> "If it is an integrity scandal, he may not."  
<#L21S19:1/20> He added, "I am scared, if he gets away with this, what example it sets for kids, and 
what example it sets politically as a license to behave in any fashion." 
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> Strong performance, warm reception, lingering troubles </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> What is usually a gladiator's arena was instead a soothing cocoon.  
<#L4S2:1/3> As thundering applause rolled over him from both sides of the aisle, President Clinton took 
command with a steady smile and smooth diction, and the suspense quickly ebbed.  
<#L5S3:1/4> For a little more than an hour, Bill Clinton escaped from the noise, humiliation and danger 
that has surrounded him ever since the Monica Lewinsky scandal erupted, and reigned over a close 
universe of order, decorum and civility. 
<#L6S4:1/5> As is his wont, he performed brilliantly in the midst of extraordinary adversity.  
<#L7S5:1/6> He sounded a note of dignity and sobriety, and the political establishment - for a moment, 
at least - gave him unstinting support, interrupting him 90 times to applaud. 
<#L8S6:1/7> But even in that reassuring setting of the House chamber, there was a reminder of the 
problems that haunt him beyond those doors.  
<#L9S7:1/8> Directly in front of Clinton sat five Supreme Court justices in black robes, staring 
expressionessly.  
<#L10S8:1/9> It was a Supreme Court decision to allow Paula Jones to sue Clinton while he remained 
in office that started off a process that could roll on inexorably. 
<#L11S9:1/10> And Attorney General Janet Reno, who had asked a three-judge panel to permit the 
special prosecutor to investigate the president's relationship with Lewinsky, sat at his right. 
<#L12S10:1/11> "The strength of our country really does lie in the fact that when the president of the 
United States gives the State of the Union address, we all rise and we all salute that office,"  said Rep. 
John Kasich, R-Ohio. 
<#L13S11:1/12> "Anyone who thought that the president would get any other reception doesn't know 
Washington, " said Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., noting that the positive response did not really mean 
much in terms of the president's scandal.  
<#L14S12:1/13> "If anybody had acted disrespectful, it would have been an egregious breach of 
etiquette."  
<#L15S13:1/14> Asked if he was surprised at the ebullient reaction of the Democrats, he smiled slyly 
and said, "No, he's their horse." 
<#L16S14:1/15> It seemed like a sign that that some things resembled normality for the president that in 
the moshpit of Statuary hall, where lawmakers gathered to give interviews afterward, many Republicans 
members of Congress complained about the length of the speech instead of the president's morals. 
<#L17S15:1/16> &Frank Luntz, the Republican pollster who wrote a memo advising Republicans to 
stay away from discussing the scandal, and let the president struggle in his own morass, was 
advising a change of strategy Tuesday night. 
<#L18S16:1/17> "I think we are going to start seeing Republican senators ask questions, we have a 
right to know and Americans have a right to know. We cooled it for nine days and the president has not 
responded. We're not going to mention the "I" word or "R" word " - Impeachment or resignation, but 
we're going to ask legitimate questions and see where it leads." 
<#L19S17:1/18> "If it is a sex scandal he lives," said Luntz.  
<#L20S18:1/19> "If it is an integrity scandal, he may not."  
<#L21S19:1/20> He added, "I am scared, if he gets away with this, what example it sets for kids, and 
what example it sets politically as a license to behave in any fashion." 
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18. The Clinton M.O (The New York Times 05/02/98) [correspondent voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> The Clinton M.O.  </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> The President's poll numbers are up and large numbers of Americans are trying to cover 
their ears and close their eyes to any further developments in the Clinton-Lewinsky saga.  
<#L4S2:1/3> They are counseling the media to let the story go.  
<#L5S3:1/4> &Bill Clinton's sex life is his business. His and Mrs. Clinton's.  
<#L6S4:1/5> And if the President can't keep his hands off the White House help -- well, at least the 
economy is in good shape.  
<#L7S5:1/6> But willful ignorance never works.  
<#L8S6:1/7> If we had paid close enough attention to the Gennifer Flowers fiasco in 1992 we would 
have realized by now that these matters are not just about Mr. Clinton's sex life.  
<#L9S7:1/8> They are about patterns of lying and abuses of governmental power that are at least as 
corrupt as accepting money in return for government favors.  
<#L10S8:1/9> In the fall of 1990 Ms. Flowers was broke and out of work.  
<#L11S9:1/10> She called her friend Bill Clinton, then Governor of Arkansas, and asked for a state 
job.  
<#L12S10:1/11> Not much happened.  
<#L13S11:1/12> The following February Ms. Flowers sent the Governor a letter suggesting she was 
ready to do something drastic.  
<#L14S12:1/13> "Bill, I've tried to explain my financial situation to you and how badly I need a job . . .,"  
she wrote. "Unfortunately it looks like I will have to pursue the lawsuit to hopefully get some money to 
live on, until I can get employment."  
<#L15S13:1/14> &Ms. Flowers was threatening to press a very public lawsuit against a radio station that 
had claimed she was Mr. Clinton's mistress.  
<#L16S14:1/15> The Governor got the message.  
<#L17S15:1/16> &Ms. Flowers was hired as an administrative assistant at a state agency called the 
Arkansas Board of Review.  
<#L18S16:1/17> Fast forward to Monica Lewinsky.  
<#L19S17:1/18> Like Ms. Flowers, Ms. Lewinsky was a close friend of Mr. Clinton's.  
<#L20S18:1/19> And she was looking for a job.  
<#L21S19:1/20> She landed a position at the Pentagon with a top-secret clearance and lots of travel, 
but it didn't pay much and didn't seem to be working out.  
<#L22S20:1/21> She was offered a job by U.N. Ambassador Bill Richardson, who had breakfast with 
her at the Watergate.  
<#L23S21:1/22> She declined the offer. Last month she accepted a $40,000-a-year job with Revlon, 
whose chairman, Ronald O. Perelman, is a major contributor to Mr. Clinton.  
<#L24S22:1/23> &Ms. Lewinsky was recommended for the position by the President's good friend, 
Vernon Jordan.  
<#L25S23:1/24> Even as the Revlon offer was coming through (it was rescinded when the scandal 
broke), Ms. Lewinsky was preparing a sworn affidavit, in connection with the Paula Jones suit, in which 
she denied that she had ever had sex with the President.  
<#L26S24:1/25> As with Gennifer Flowers, there is a convergence here of matters public and private 
that is dangerous and repellent.  
<#L27S25:1/26> It is about more than Mr. Clinton's sex life.  
<#L28S26:1/27> It is about a governing style that is so reckless and so contemptuous of both the truth 
and the public that potentially paralyzing scandals are all but inevitable.  
<#L29S27:1/28> It is about deceit as a way of life. The public may not want to know, but it has a right to 
know.  
<#L30S28:1/29> Ten days ago Mr. Clinton looked the American people squarely in the eye and said, 
emphatically: "I did not have sexual relations with that woman. Ms. Lewinsky."  
<#L31S29:1/30> The polls show that the public, on the whole, does not believe him.  
<#L32S30:1/31> Not even his closest friends believe him.  
<#L33S31:1/32> But the economy is doing well. So we are supposed to sift through the moral wreckage 
that is the Clinton White House and find those bits and pieces of Presidential credibility that might have 
survived.  
<#L34S32:1/33> You would think a great country like America would deserve better.   
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> The Clinton M.O.  </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> The President's poll numbers are up and large numbers of Americans are trying to cover 
their ears and close their eyes to any further developments in the Clinton-Lewinsky saga.  
<#L4S2:1/3> They are counseling the media to let the story go.  
<#L5S3:1/4> &Bill Clinton's sex life is his business. His and Mrs. Clinton's.  
<#L6S4:1/5> And if the President can't keep his hands off the White House help -- well, at least the 
economy is in good shape.  
<#L7S5:1/6> But willful ignorance never works.  
<#L8S6:1/7> If we had paid close enough attention to the Gennifer Flowers fiasco in 1992 we would 
have realized by now that these matters are not just about Mr. Clinton's sex life.  
<#L9S7:1/8> They are about patterns of lying and abuses of governmental power that are at least as 
corrupt as accepting money in return for government favors.  
<#L10S8:1/9> In the fall of 1990 Ms. Flowers was broke and out of work.  
<#L11S9:1/10> She called her friend Bill Clinton, then Governor of Arkansas, and asked for a state 
job.  
<#L12S10:1/11> Not much happened.  
<#L13S11:1/12> The following February Ms. Flowers sent the Governor a letter suggesting she was 
ready to do something drastic.  
<#L14S12:1/13> "Bill, I've tried to explain my financial situation to you and how badly I need a job . . .,"  
she wrote. "Unfortunately it looks like I will have to pursue the lawsuit to hopefully get some money to 
live on, until I can get employment."  
<#L15S13:1/14> &Ms. Flowers was threatening to press a very public lawsuit against a radio station that 
had claimed she was Mr. Clinton's mistress.  
<#L16S14:1/15> The Governor got the message.  
<#L17S15:1/16> &Ms. Flowers was hired as an administrative assistant at a state agency called the 
Arkansas Board of Review.  
<#L18S16:1/17> Fast forward to Monica Lewinsky.  
<#L19S17:1/18> Like Ms. Flowers, Ms. Lewinsky was a close friend of Mr. Clinton's.  
<#L20S18:1/19> And she was looking for a job.  
<#L21S19:1/20> She landed a position at the Pentagon with a top-secret clearance and lots of travel, 
but it didn't pay much and didn't seem to be working out.  
<#L22S20:1/21> She was offered a job by U.N. Ambassador Bill Richardson, who had breakfast with 
her at the Watergate.  
<#L23S21:1/22> She declined the offer. Last month she accepted a $40,000-a-year job with Revlon, 
whose chairman, Ronald O. Perelman, is a major contributor to Mr. Clinton.  
<#L24S22:1/23> &Ms. Lewinsky was recommended for the position by the President's good friend, 
Vernon Jordan.  
<#L25S23:1/24> Even as the Revlon offer was coming through (it was rescinded when the scandal 
broke), Ms. Lewinsky was preparing a sworn affidavit, in connection with the Paula Jones suit, in which 
she denied that she had ever had sex with the President.  
<#L26S24:1/25> As with Gennifer Flowers, there is a convergence here of matters public and private 
that is dangerous and repellent.  
<#L27S25:1/26> It is about more than Mr. Clinton's sex life.  
<#L28S26:1/27> It is about a governing style that is so reckless and so contemptuous of both the truth 
and the public that potentially paralyzing scandals are all but inevitable.  
<#L29S27:1/28> It is about deceit as a way of life. The public may not want to know, but it has a right to 
know.  
<#L30S28:1/29> Ten days ago Mr. Clinton looked the American people squarely in the eye and said, 
emphatically: "I did not have sexual relations with that woman. Ms. Lewinsky."   
<#L31S29:1/30> The polls show that the public, on the whole, does not believe him.  
<#L32S30:1/31> Not even his closest friends believe him.  
<#L33S31:1/32> But the economy is doing well. So we are supposed to sift through the moral 
wreckage that is the Clinton White House and find those bits and pieces of Presidential credibility that 
might have survived.  
<#L34S32:1/33> You would think a great country like America would deserve better.   
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News Agency: Police Rounds 
19. New York subway stabbing leaves teen dead (Reuters 01/12/97) [reporter voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &New York subway stabbing leaves teen dead </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> A 17-year-old boy was stabbed to death and his girlfriend was seriously injured in an 
attack at a New York subway station, police said Saturday. 
<#L3S2:1/3> The victims were attacked at about 8 p.m. EST Friday as they were about to board a 
Manhattan-bound train from their home in the borough of Queens, police said. 
<#L4S3:1/4> &Hang Chen, 17, was pronounced dead at the scene, and his 16 -year-old girlfriend was in 
serious condition at a local hospital.  
<#L5S4:1/5> Police did not release her name. 
<#L6S5:1/6> Two suspects were caught as they attempted to flee the station, and one of them had a 
knife which they believe was used in the attack, police said. 
<#L7S6:1/7> Police have charged Jian Ting Gao, 18, and Sheng Liang Lin, 16, with second-degree 
murder and attempted murder. 
<#L8S7:1/8> According to police, Chen had a previous argument with the suspects earlier in the day.  
"We believe the argument involved a lover's triangle," a police spokeswoman said. 
<#L9S8:1/9> Police said that the two suspects confronted Chen on the subway platform and stabbed 
him repeatedly.  
<#L10S9:1/10> "During the confrontation, Chen's girlfriend went to his aide and was stabbed," the 
spokeswoman said.  
 
Engagement 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &New York subway stabbing leaves teen dead </h> 
<#L2S1:1/2> A 17-year-old boy was stabbed to death and his girlfriend was seriously injured in an 
attack at a New York subway station, police said Saturday. 
<#L3S2:1/3> The victims were attacked at about 8 p.m. EST Friday as they were about to board a 
Manhattan-bound train from their home in the borough of Queens, police said. 
<#L4S3:1/4> &Hang Chen, 17, was pronounced dead at the scene, and his 16 -year-old girlfriend was in 
serious condition at a local hospital.  
<#L5S4:1/5> Police did not released her name. 
<#L6S5:1/6> Two suspects were caught as they attempted to flee the station, and one of them had a 
knife which they believe was used in the attack, police said. 
<#L7S6:1/7> Police have charged Jian Ting Gao, 18, and Sheng Liang Lin, 16, with second-degree 
murder and attempted murder. 
<#L8S7:1/8> According to police, Chen had a previous argument with the suspects earlier in the day.  
"We believe the argument involved a lover's triangle," a police spokeswoman said. 
<#L9S8:1/9> Police said that the two suspects confronted Chen on the subway platform and stabbed 
him repeatedly.  
<#L10S9:1/10> "During the confrontation, Chen's girlfriend went to his aide and was stabbed," the 
spokeswoman said.  
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20. Italian PM: Plane Was Far Too Low (Associated Press 04/2/98) [reporter voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &Italian PM: plane was far too low </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> The U.S. Marine jet that severed a ski lift cable, plunging 20 people to their deaths, 
violated Italian air safety regulations with its "earth-shaving flight" across a snowy hillside, the prime 
minister of this angry nation said Wednesday.  
<#L4S2:1/3> The defense minister said the American pilot should be prosecuted, several influential 
lawmakers said U.S. bases in Italy should be closed, and Italian and American investigators started 
looking into the accident near Trento, about 90 miles east of Milan.  
<#L5S3:1/4> "This is not about a low-level flight, but a terrible act, a nearly earth-shaving flight, beyond 
any limit allowed by the rules and laws," Premier Romano Prodi told reporters.  
<#L6S4:1/5> Witnesses said the Marine EA-6B Prowler swooped through the valley just above the 
treetops on Tuesday. Its tail severed two, fist-sized, steel cables, sending a gondola full of European 
skiers and the operator to their deaths.  
<#L7S5:1/6> Startled by an unusually loud boom, 66-year-old Carla Naia looked up and saw the jet 
"coming at me at an incredible speed."  
<#L8S6:1/7> "I've seen lots of planes and I've often cursed them,"  the Cavalese resident said. "But this 
one seemed completely out of control, far lower and faster than the others."   
<#L9S7:1/8> Residents of this valley have long complained about low-flying jets out of Aviano Air Base 
at the foot of the Italian Alps.  
<#L10S8:1/9> "We are fed up," said Mauro Gilmozi, the mayor of this picturesque town of 3,600. "This 
'Top Gun' stuff has got to stop."  
<#L11S9:1/10> An EA-6B pilot who flew missions in the area last year said it is standard procedure for 
pilots based at Aviano to fly low-level training routes in the Dolomite Mountains, but for safety reasons 
they are not supposed to be at altitudes below 1,000 feet.  
<#L12S10:1/11> Anger continued to build in Italy, an important U.S. ally and home to seven major U.S. 
military installations.  
<#L13S11:1/12> &U.S. flights over Italy have increased dramatically since the international intervention 
in Bosnia, one of Aviano's most important jobs.  
<#L14S12:1/13> The U.S. planes provide support for the international peacekeeping mission in Bosnia.  
<#L15S13:1/14> Foreign Minister Lamberto Dini deplored the accident but said that it would not "distort 
our alliances and our collective security structures."  
<#L16S14:1/15> &Defense Minister Beniamino Andreatta took a harsher line, demanding that the pilot 
be prosecuted.  
<#L17S15:1/16> "We are not asking for revenge, but that the law on criminal responsibility be applied to 
the commander of the airplane," he was quoted as saying by the ANSA news agency.  
<#L18S16:1/17> The prosecutors' office in Trento said that its investigators have questioned the pilot 
and the three other crew members, but no charges have been filed .  
<#L19S17:1/18> The defense committees of both houses of parliament planned to meet in joint session 
on Thursday and Valdo Spini, head of the lower house's defense committee, said they planned to 
investigate the incident from "360 degrees."  
<#L20S18:1/19> The cable car was on its way down Cermis mountain when it plunged to the valley 
floor, crushing everyone inside. It was just minutes away from reaching the base lodge when it fell.  
<#L21S19:1/20> All that remains is a mangled heap of yellow metal on the bloodstained snow.  
<#L22S20:1/21> &President Clinton issued a statement Tuesday saying he was "deeply saddened" by 
the accident.  
<#L23S21:1/22> &Pope John Paul II also extended his condolences to the families of the victims, 
expressing his "pain and preoccupation," the Vatican said.  
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> &Italian PM: plane was far too low </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> The U.S. Marine jet that severed a ski lift cable, plunging 20 people to their deaths, 
violated Italian air safety regulations with its "earth-shaving flight" across a snowy hillside, the prime 
minister of this angry nation said Wednesday.  
<#L4S2:1/3> The defense minister said the American pilot should be prosecuted, several influential 
lawmakers said U.S. bases in Italy should be closed, and Italian and American investigators started 
looking into the accident near Trento, about 90 miles east of Milan.  
<#L5S3:1/4> "This is not about a low-level flight, but a terrible act, a nearly earth-shaving flight, beyond 
any limit allowed by the rules and laws," Premier Romano Prodi told reporters.  
<#L6S4:1/5> Witnesses said the Marine EA-6B Prowler swooped through the valley just above the 
treetops on Tuesday. Its tail severed two, fist-sized, steel cables, sending a gondola full of European 
skiers and the operator to their deaths.  
<#L7S5:1/6> Startled by an unusually loud boom, 66-year-old Carla Naia looked up and saw the jet 
"coming at me at an incredible speed."  
<#L8S6:1/7> "I've seen lots of planes and I've often cursed them," the Cavalese resident said. "But this 
one seemed completely out of control, far lower and faster than the others."  
<#L9S7:1/8> Residents of this valley have long complained about low-flying jets out of Aviano Air Base 
at the foot of the Italian Alps.  
<#L10S8:1/9> "We are fed up," said Mauro Gilmozi, the mayor of this picturesque town of 3,600. "This 
'Top Gun' stuff has got to stop."  
<#L11S9:1/10> An EA-6B pilot who flew missions in the area last year said it is standard procedure for 
pilots based at Aviano to fly low-level training routes in the Dolomite Mountains, but for safety reasons 
they are not supposed to be at altitudes below 1,000 feet.  
<#L12S10:1/11> Anger continued to build in Italy, an important U.S. ally and home to seven major U.S. 
military installations.  
<#L13S11:1/12> &U.S. flights over Italy have increased dramatically since the international intervention 
in Bosnia, one of Aviano's most important jobs.  
<#L14S12:1/13> The U.S. planes provide support for the international peacekeeping mission in Bosnia.  
<#L15S13:1/14> Foreign Minister Lamberto Dini deplored the accident but said that it would not "distort 
our alliances and our collective security structures."  
<#L16S14:1/15> &Defense Minister Beniamino Andreatta took a harsher line, demanding that the pilot 
be prosecuted.  
<#L17S15:1/16> "We are not asking for revenge, but that the law on criminal responsibility be applied to 
the commander of the airplane," he was quoted as saying by the ANSA news agency.  
<#L18S16:1/17> The prosecutors' office in Trento said that its investigators have questioned the pilot 
and the three other crew members, but no charges have been filed .  
<#L19S17:1/18> The defense committees of both houses of parliament planned to meet in joint session 
on Thursday and Valdo Spini, head of the lower house's defense committee, said they planned to 
investigate the incident from "360 degrees."  
<#L20S18:1/19> The cable car was on its way down Cermis mountain when it plunged to the valley 
floor, crushing everyone inside. It was just minutes away from reaching the base lodge when it fell.  
<#L21S19:1/20> All that remains is a mangled heap of yellow metal on the bloodstained snow.  
<#L22S20:1/21> &President Clinton issued a statement Tuesday saying he was "deeply saddened" by 
the accident.  
<#L23S21:1/22> &Pope John Paul II also extended his condolences to the families of the victims, 
expressing his "pain and preoccupation," the Vatican said.  
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Newspapers: Police Rounds 
22 killed, 87 hurt in Spain's worst rail crash (The Times -1/04/97) [reporter voice] 
Attitude and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> 22 killed, 87 hurt in Spain's worst rail crash </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> At  least 22 passengers were killed after an inter-city train full of Easter holidaymakers, 
many of whom were returning home from Barcelona, careered off the rails last night in the northern 
Spanish province of Navarre.  
<#L4S2:1/3> Eighty-seven travellers were injured, 18 seriously. 
<#L5S3:1/4> Rescuers worked under searchlights as the sun set to free people, some of whom were 
children, trapped in the wreckage.  
<#L6S4:1/5> It was feared the toll would rise.  
<#L7S5:1/6> Ambulances took the injured to hospitals at Pamplona, 20 miles away, and Vitoria. 
<#L8S6:1/7> Rescuers pulled out bodies, laying them in a row on the tracks and covering them with 
blankets. 
<#L9S7:1/8> &Renfe, the Spanish railway company, ordered an immediate investigation.  
<#L10S8:1/9> National radio said that it was the worst accident in Spanish rail history.  
<#L11S9:1/10> In September 1980, 26 people died when a train collided with a bus. 
<#L12S10:1/11> "It all happened in a second," an unidentified woman survivor said.  
<#L13S11:1/12> "The suitcases tumbled down, people were thrown into the aisles. Everything was 
crushed together and the people inside were screaming. It was horrible. Horrible." 
<#L14S12:1/13> The Guardi_Civil said that the train, with 248 passengers, might have been going too 
fast when it crashed.  
<#L15S13:1/14> It was to have gone through Huarte_Araquil without stopping.  
<#L16S14:1/15> Authorities were also checking the track switching system. 
<#L17S15:1/16> &Jose_Manuel_Velasco, a Renfe spokesman, said it was too early to tell what caused 
the accident, which happened at about 5.30 local time.  
<#L18S16:1/17> It added to a heavy weekend death toll in Spain as 132 people died in road accidents.  
<#L19S17:1/18> Last night King Juan_Carlos expressed his condolences to the families of the dead. 
 
Engagement 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h> 22 killed, 87 hurt in Spain's worst rail crash </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> At  least 22 passengers were killed after an inter-city train full of Easter holidaymakers, 
many of whom were returning home from Barcelona, careered off the rails last night in the northern 
Spanish province of Navarre.  
<#L4S2:1/3> Eighty-seven travellers were injured, 18 seriously. 
<#L5S3:1/4> Rescuers worked under searchlights as the sun set to free people, some of whom were 
children, trapped in the wreckage.  
<#L6S4:1/5> It was feared the toll would rise.  
<#L7S5:1/6> Ambulances took the injured to hospitals at Pamplona, 20 miles away, and Vitoria.  
<#L8S6:1/7> Rescuers pulled out bodies, laying them in a row on the tracks and covering them with 
blankets. 
<#L9S7:1/8> &Renfe, the Spanish railway company, ordered an immediate investigation.  
<#L10S8:1/9> National radio said that it was the worst accident in Spanish rail history.  
<#L11S9:1/10> In September 1980, 26 people died when a train collided with a bus. 
<#L12S10:1/11> "It all happened in a second," an unidentified woman survivor said.  
<#L13S11:1/12> "The suitcases tumbled down, people were thrown into the aisles. Everything was 
crushed together and the people inside were screaming. It was horrible. Horrible." 
<#L14S12:1/13> The Guardi_Civil said that the train, with 248 passengers, might have been going too 
fast when it crashed.  
<#L15S13:1/14> It was to have gone through Huarte_Araquil without stopping.  
<#L16S14:1/15> Authorities were also checking the track switching system. 
<#L17S15:1/16> &Jose_Manuel_Velasco, a Renfe spokesman, said it was too early to tell what caused 
the accident, which happened at about 5.30 local time.  
<#L18S16:1/17> It added to a heavy weekend death toll in Spain as 132 people died in road accidents. 
<#L19S17:1/18> Last night King Juan_Carlos expressed his condolences to the families of the dead. 
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Youths Held in Thrill Killings of Pizza Deliverymen (The New York Times 22/4/97) 
[reporter voice] 
Attitude 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h>  youths held in thrill killings of pizza deliverymen </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> &NEW-YORK -- Two small town New-Jersey teenagers [teenagers_New-Jersey] were arrested on 
Monday and charged with what officials called the brutal, senseless and elaborately plotted murders of two pizza 
deliverymen, [pizza_deliverymen] who were lured to an abandoned house in a remote area of Sussex-County on 
Saturday night and shot to death when they drew up in a car. 
<#L4S2:1/3> The victims appeared to have been chosen randomly, their wallets and cash untouched. Officials said 
the slayers' motive -- if there was one -- may have been the thrill of killing. 
<#L5S3:1/4> "They [teenagers_New-Jersey] just wanted to see what it would be like to kill somebody," said one law 
enforcement official. 
<#L6S4:1/5> &Sussex-County investigators said the killers had called four pizza parlors before finding one willing to 
deliver to an isolated spot in Franklin, a hamlet in the northwest corner of New-Jersey where domestic trouble and 
shoplifting are the usual police blotter items.  
<#L7S5:1/6> The gunmen were waiting in the dark when the deliverymen arrived at the ramshackle house sometime 
after 10:30 p.m. 
<#L8S6:1/7> Reconstructing what happened from shell casings, bullet holes, shattered glass and other evidence at 
the scene, investigators said that the passenger side window of the car was apparently rolled down so two cheese 
pizzas could be handed over, and the assailants opened fire with .45  and .22 caliber pistols. 
<#L9S7:1/8> The victims were both shot repeatedly in the head and upper body.  
<#L10S8:1/9> Their [pizza-deliverymen] car then rolled 30 yards down the road and veered into the edge of a marsh.  
<#L11S9:1/10> There, officials said, the victims were both pulled from the blood spattered car, laid face down on the 
ground and each shot again in the back of the head. 
<#L12S10:1/11> The pizzas were not eaten, officials said.  
<#L13S11:1/12> Parts of them were found on the car's floor, and the rest in the bog near the victims. 
<#L14S12:1/13> The Sussex-County prosecutor, Dennis O'Leary, called the murders chilling and unlike anything in 
his experience.  
<#L15S13:1/14> "Any homicides I've been involved with, even as senseless as they appear, were rooted in some 
motive you could place some logic behind," he [O'Leary] said.  
<#L16S14:1/15> "This [homicides] appears to be a particularly senseless act.  
<#L17S15:1/16> There's nothing to indicate they [teenagers_New-Jersey] cared much who the deliverymen were." 
<#L18S16:1/17> The final shots were like an execution, said William Geffken, the chief of detectives for the 
prosecutor's office, even though the victims may already have been dead.  
<#L19S17:1/18> An hour after the shootings, a motorist saw the car nosed into the bog with its headlights on and 
called the police, who found the bodies of Georgio Gallara, 24, of Augusta, N.J., and Jeremy Giordano, 22, of 
Hardyston. 
<#L20S18:1/19> Investigators later traced calls made Saturday night to Tony's Pizza and Pasta Restaurant  --  
Gallara was the owner and Giordano his employee -- on Route 94 in Hamburg, just north of Franklin Borough, and to 
four other pizza shops in the area.  
<#L21S19:1/20> All [calls] had come from a pay phone at a Dunkin' Donuts shop in Franklin.  
<#L22S20:1/21> People who had been there Saturday night identified two youths who made a series of calls from 
the pay phone. 
<#L23S21:1/22> At 2:30 a.m. on Monday, the police arrested Thomas Koskovich, 18, at his home in Franklin, and 
three hours later a 17 year-old [Vreeland] was picked up at his home in nearby Vernon Township.  
<#L24S22:1/23> His name was withheld by officials because he is a juvenile, but neighbors and acquaintances 
identified him as Jay Vreeland.  
<#L25S23:1/24> Both were charged in the murders and with possession of .45- and .22 caliber handguns stolen in a 
recent burglary and found at Koskovich home. 
<#L26S24:1/25> &Koskovich was arraigned before Judge Lorraine Parker in Superior &Court in Newton and ordered 
held at the Sussex-County &Jail in $1 million bail.  
<#L27S25:1/26> His lawyer, [Koskovich] David Nufrio, a public defender, entered a plea of not guilty but did not 
contest the bail.  
<#L28S26:1/27> The 17 year-old appeared in a closed proceeding and was ordered held at a jail for juveniles.  
<#L29S27:1/28> Both suspects were described by acquaintances and the authorities as troubled youths: Koskovich, 
who brought guns to his vocational school before he dropped out two weeks ago and has lived with grandparents 
since his parents divorced; Vreeland, who has a record of arrests, including one for shooting pellet guns at people 
recently, who broke up with a girlfriend not long ago and, though still in vocational school, seemed to be leading an 
aimless existence. 
<#L30S28:1/29> The murders and arrests stunned residents of Franklin, Hamburg, Vernon and other small 
communities in the rolling hills of largely rural Sussex-County, where unemployment is high, opportunity limited and 
poverty present but largely hidden among the natural beauty of forests and lakes in northwest New-Jersey. 
<#L31S29:1/30> In sharp contrast to the profiles of the suspects, friends and relatives of Giordano and Gallara said 
that the victims were both unmarried, hard working, friendly young men whose lives could not be measured by 
money, academic achievement or business accomplishments, but were made meaningful by countless little things 
that they did every day for their neighbors. 
<#L32S30:1/31> " [Giordano] was always volunteering to help me, shoveling snow or chopping ice outside my store 
in winter," said Donna Rockafellow, the owner of Donna's Boutique, a few doors down from Tony's Pizza in a small 
strip mall called the Hardyston Mercantile on Route 94.  
<#L33S31:1/32> She [Rockafellow] said she went into Tony's every day for lunch.  
<#L34S32:1/33> She [Rockafellow] said of Gallara: "He walked with a bounce. He was a sweet man. He was always 
giving us extra treats, powdered pastries, appetizers, and never charged for them." 
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<#L35S33:1/34> Just across the highway, Giordano lived with his father, Joseph, mother, Loretta, and two sisters.  
<#L36S34:1/35> He [Giordano] graduated from Walkill High School in 1994, and on the living room mantle was a 
plaque for wrestling.  
<#L37S35:1/36> "He [Giordano] didn't do that well, but he tried like hell," said his father, eyes brimming with tears.  
<#L38S36:1/37> "Somehow this whole thing [homicide] has to impart a meaning, a lesson for people." 
<#L39S37:1/38> John Veltri, a wrecking company owner, said Gallara opened the pizzeria several years ago and, 
trying hard to build business, had been willing to deliver anytime, anywhere. That, apparently, was a factor in his 
death. 
<#L40S38:1/39> Investigators said Vreeland, a student at the Sussex County Vocational Technical School, and 
Koskovich, a recent dropout from that school, made a series of calls to pizzerias from the pay phone at the Dunkin' 
Donuts shop on Route 23 in Franklin between 10 and 10:30 p.m. on Saturday. 
<#L41S39:1/40> Three shops said they did not deliver, and a fourth, the Inn-Pasta Family Restaurant, declined to 
deliver because the caller sounded suspicious.  
<#L42S40:1/41> Tim Kiester, the manager, said the caller said he had just moved into his house and could not give a 
phone number, and was even vague about the address.  
<#L43S41:1/42> But Gallara agreed to deliver two cheese pizzas to 196 Scott Road, on a lonely rural lane west of 
Franklin. 
<#L44S42:1/43> He [Koskovich] and Giordano set out shortly before 10:30 p.m., driving south on Route 94 and east 
on Route 631, then turning onto Scott Road.  
<#L45S43:1/44> A sign there says: "road closed. bridge under repair."  
<#L46S44:1/45> After passing a cluster of homes, the road winds through an unpopulated and dreary landscape: a 
company that makes holding tanks for septic systems, a tumbledown farmhouse, a cemetery. 
<#L47S45:1/46> A mile up the road, in a depression out of sight of the surrounding countryside, they found 
[deliverymen_pizza] the place, a desolate old house with broken shingles on the roof and sides, shattered and 
boarded up windows, a sagging porch and an untended overgrown yard: a mausoleum out of Poe.  
<#L48S46:1/47> It [place] had been empty for a decade, people down the road would recall. 
<#L49S47:1/48> "The location was thought out in advance," O'Leary, the prosecutor, said of the ambush site.  
<#L50S48:1/49> He [O'Leary] said it had been chosen for its remoteness. 
<#L51S49:1/50> The assailants were waiting in the dark at the curb, investigators said, and when the passenger side 
window was rolled down, apparently to pass pizzas through, the gunmen opened fire through the window, striking 
both victims repeatedly in the head and upper body.  
<#L52S50:1/51> Most of the shell casings were found at the curbside. 
<#L53S51:1/52> The car, pointed north, rolled 30 yards beyond the house and veered off into a bog, officials said.  
<#L54S52:1/53> The victims may have been dead, officials said, but they were pulled out anyway, laid face down on 
the ground and shot through the back of the head, execution style. 
<#L55S53:1/54> &O'Leary said the victims still had their wallets and cash, and he called the killings "cold blooded," 
"senseless" and baffling.  
<#L56S54:1/55> "Even the most heinous murders usually have some semblance of a motive, even if it's not a 
rational one," he said. 
<#L57S55:1/56> Eight shots were fired, seven from a .45 and one from a .22, all at close range, officials said.  
<#L58S56:1/57> Weapons of those calibers were found at Koskovich home.  
<#L59S57:1/58> Both [weapons] had been stolen in a burglary two weeks ago at a sporting goods shop in Franklin, 
they [officials] said. 
<#L60S58:1/59> After the arrests on Monday, O'Leary described the suspects as friends, but said he did not know 
how long they had known each other.  
<#L61S59:1/60> He also said that Vreeland may have known Giordano, but he said that was nothing more than a 
coincidence in a small community where most people know one another, and he said it had nothing to do with the 
shootings. 
<#L62S60:1/61> Buddy Duziak, 17, a junior at the vocational school, said Koskovich had quit school only two weeks 
ago, after a rough year during which he had brought a sawed off shotgun to school.  
<#L63S61:1/62> "He [Koskovich] would bring shotguns in all the time," Duziak said.  
<#L64S62:1/63> "We all thought he was trying to be tough." 
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Engagement and intensity 
<#L0S0:1/1> <h>  youths held in thrill killings of pizza deliverymen </h> 
<#L3S1:1/2> &NEW-YORK -- Two small town New-Jersey teenagers [teenagers_New-Jersey] were arrested on 
Monday and charged with what officials called the brutal, senseless and elaborately plotted murders of two pizza 
deliverymen, [pizza_deliverymen] who were lured to an abandoned house in a remote area of Sussex-County on 
Saturday night and shot to death when they drew up in a car. 
<#L4S2:1/3> The victims appeared to have been chosen randomly, their wallets and cash untouched. Officials said 
the slayers' motive -- if there was one -- may have been the thrill of killing. 
<#L5S3:1/4> "They [teenagers_New-Jersey] just wanted to see what it would be like to kill somebody," said one law 
enforcement official. 
<#L6S4:1/5> &Sussex-County investigators said the killers had called four pizza parlors before finding one willing to 
deliver to an isolated spot in Franklin, a hamlet in the northwest corner of New-Jersey where domestic trouble and 
shoplifting are the usual police blotter items.  
<#L7S5:1/6> The gunmen were waiting in the dark when the deliverymen arrived at the ramshackle house sometime 
after 10:30 p.m. 
<#L8S6:1/7> Reconstructing what happened from shell casings, bullet holes, shattered glass and other evidence at 
the scene, investigators said that the passenger side window of the car was apparently rolled down so two cheese 
pizzas could be handed over, and the assailants opened fire with .45  and .22 caliber pistols. 
<#L9S7:1/8> The victims were both shot repeatedly in the head and upper body.  
<#L10S8:1/9> Their [pizza-deliverymen] car then rolled 30 yards down the road and veered into the edge of a marsh.  
<#L11S9:1/10> There, officials said, the victims were both pulled from the blood spattered car, laid face down on the 
ground and each shot again in the back of the head. 
<#L12S10:1/11> The pizzas were not eaten, officials said.  
<#L13S11:1/12> Parts of them were found on the car's floor, and the rest in the bog near the victims. 
<#L14S12:1/13> The Sussex-County prosecutor, Dennis O'Leary, called the murders chilling and unlike anything in 
his experience.  
<#L15S13:1/14> "Any homicides I've been involved with, even as senseless as they appear, were rooted in some 
motive you could place some logic behind," he [O'Leary] said.  
<#L16S14:1/15> "This [homicides] appears to be a particularly senseless act.  
<#L17S15:1/16> There's nothing to indicate they [teenagers_New-Jersey] cared much who the deliverymen were." 
<#L18S16:1/17> The final shots were like an execution, said William Geffken, the chief of detectives for the 
prosecutor's office, even though the victims may already have been dead.  
<#L19S17:1/18> An hour after the shootings, a motorist saw the car nosed into the bog with its headlights on and 
called the police, who found the bodies of Georgio Gallara, 24, of Augusta, N.J., and Jeremy Giordano, 22, of 
Hardyston. 
<#L20S18:1/19> Investigators later traced calls made Saturday night to Tony's Pizza and Pasta Restaurant  --  
Gallara was the owner and Giordano his employee -- on Route 94 in Hamburg, just north of Franklin Borough, and to 
four other pizza shops in the area.  
<#L21S19:1/20> All [calls] had come from a pay phone at a Dunkin' Donuts shop in Franklin.  
<#L22S20:1/21> People who had been there Saturday night identified two youths who made a series of calls from 
the pay phone. 
<#L23S21:1/22> At 2:30 a.m. on Monday, the police arrested Thomas Koskovich, 18, at his home in Franklin, and 
three hours later a 17 year-old [Vreeland] was picked up at his home in nearby Vernon Township.  
<#L24S22:1/23> His name was withheld by officials because he is a juvenile, but neighbors and acquaintances 
identified him as Jay Vreeland.  
<#L25S23:1/24> Both were charged in the murders and with possession of .45- and .22 caliber handguns stolen in a 
recent burglary and found at Koskovich home. 
<#L26S24:1/25> &Koskovich was arraigned before Judge Lorraine Parker in Superior &Court in Newton and ordered 
held at the Sussex-County &Jail in $1 million bail.  
<#L27S25:1/26> His lawyer, [Koskovich] David Nufrio, a public defender, entered a plea of not guilty but did not 
contest the bail.  
<#L28S26:1/27> The 17 year-old appeared in a closed proceeding and was ordered held at a jail for juveniles.  
<#L29S27:1/28> Both suspects were described by acquaintances and the authorities as troubled youths: Koskovich, 
who brought guns to his vocational school before he dropped out two weeks ago and has lived with grandparents 
since his parents divorced; Vreeland, who has a record of arrests, including one for shooting pellet guns at people 
recently, who broke up with a girlfriend not long ago and, though still in vocational school, seemed to be leading an 
aimless existence. 
<#L30S28:1/29> The murders and arrests stunned residents of Franklin, Hamburg, Vernon and other small 
communities in the rolling hills of largely rural Sussex-County, where unemployment is high, opportunity limited and 
poverty present but largely hidden among the natural beauty of forests and lakes in northwest New-Jersey. 
<#L31S29:1/30> In sharp contrast to the profiles of the suspects, friends and relatives of Giordano and Gallara said 
that the victims were both unmarried, hard working, friendly young men whose lives could not be measured by 
money, academic achievement or business accomplishments, but were made meaningful by countless little things 
that they did every day for their neighbors. 
<#L32S30:1/31> " [Giordano] was always volunteering to help me, shoveling snow or chopping ice outside my store 
in winter," said Donna Rockafellow, the owner of Donna's Boutique, a few doors down from Tony's Pizza in a small 
strip mall called the Hardyston Mercantile on Route 94.  
<#L33S31:1/32> She [Rockafellow] said she went into Tony's every day for lunch.  
<#L34S32:1/33> She [Rockafellow] said of Gallara: "He walked with a bounce. He was a sweet man. He was always 
giving us extra treats, powdered pastries, appetizers, and never charged for them." 
<#L35S33:1/34> Just across the highway, Giordano lived with his father, Joseph, mother, Loretta, and two sisters.  
<#L36S34:1/35> He [Giordano] graduated from Walkill High School in 1994, and on the living room mantle was a 
plaque for wrestling.  
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<#L37S35:1/36> "He [Giordano] didn't do that well, but he tried like hell," said his father, eyes brimming with tears.  
<#L38S36:1/37> "Somehow this whole thing [homicide] has to impart a meaning, a lesson for people." 
<#L39S37:1/38> John Veltri, a wrecking company owner, said Gallara opened the pizzeria several years ago and, 
trying hard to build business, had been willing to deliver anytime, anywhere. That, apparently, was a factor in his 
death. 
<#L40S38:1/39> Investigators said Vreeland, a student at the Sussex County Vocational Technical School, and 
Koskovich, a recent dropout from that school, made a series of calls to pizzerias from the pay phone at the Dunkin' 
Donuts shop on Route 23 in Franklin between 10 and 10:30 p.m. on Saturday. 
<#L41S39:1/40> Three shops said they did not deliver, and a fourth, the Inn-Pasta Family Restaurant, declined to 
deliver because the caller sounded suspicious.  
<#L42S40:1/41> Tim Kiester, the manager, said the caller said he had just moved into his house and could not give a 
phone number, and was even vague about the address.  
<#L43S41:1/42> But Gallara agreed to deliver two cheese pizzas to 196 Scott Road, on a lonely rural lane west of 
Franklin. 
<#L44S42:1/43> He [Koskovich] and Giordano set out shortly before 10:30 p.m., driving south on Route 94 and east 
on Route 631, then turning onto Scott Road.  
<#L45S43:1/44> A sign there says: "road closed. bridge under repair."  
<#L46S44:1/45> After passing a cluster of homes, the road winds through an unpopulated and dreary landscape: a 
company that makes holding tanks for septic systems, a tumbledown farmhouse, a cemetery. 
<#L47S45:1/46> A mile up the road, in a depression out of sight of the surrounding countryside, they found 
[deliverymen_pizza] the place, a desolate old house with broken shingles on the roof and sides, shattered and 
boarded up windows, a sagging porch and an untended overgrown yard: a mausoleum out of Poe.  
<#L48S46:1/47> It [place] had been empty for a decade, people down the road would recall. 
<#L49S47:1/48> "The location was thought out in advance," O'Leary, the prosecutor, said of the ambush site.  
<#L50S48:1/49> He [O'Leary] said it had been chosen for its remoteness. 
<#L51S49:1/50> The assailants were waiting in the dark at the curb, investigators said, and when the passenger side 
window was rolled down, apparently to pass pizzas through, the gunmen opened fire through the window, striking 
both victims repeatedly in the head and upper body.  
<#L52S50:1/51> Most of the shell casings were found at the curbside. 
<#L53S51:1/52> The car, pointed north, rolled 30 yards beyond the house and veered off into a bog, officials said.  
<#L54S52:1/53> The victims may have been dead, officials said, but they were pulled out anyway, laid face down on 
the ground and shot through the back of the head, execution style. 
<#L55S53:1/54> &O'Leary said the victims still had their wallets and cash, and he called the killings "cold blooded," 
"senseless" and baffling.  
<#L56S54:1/55> "Even the most heinous murders usually have some semblance of a motive, even if it's not a 
rational one," he said. 
<#L57S55:1/56> Eight shots were fired, seven from a .45 and one from a .22, all at close range, officials said.  
<#L58S56:1/57> Weapons of those calibers were found at Koskovich home.  
<#L59S57:1/58> Both [weapons] had been stolen in a burglary two weeks ago at a sporting goods shop in Franklin, 
they [officials] said. 
<#L60S58:1/59> After the arrests on Monday, O'Leary described the suspects as friends, but said he did not know 
how long they had known each other.  
<#L61S59:1/60> He also said that Vreeland may have known Giordano, but he said that was nothing more than a 
coincidence in a small community where most people know one another, and he said it had nothing to do with the 
shootings. 
<#L62S60:1/61> Buddy Duziak, 17, a junior at the vocational school, said Koskovich had quit school only two weeks 
ago, after a rough year during which he had brought a sawed off shotgun to school.  
<#L63S61:1/62> "He [Koskovich] would bring shotguns in all the time," Duziak said.  
<#L64S62:1/63> "We all thought he was trying to be tough." 
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Appendix C: Statistical Accounts 
The following statistical accounts record ranges of frequencies of various APPRAISAL 
values across texts in the database. That is to say, the account indicates what was the 
lowest frequency of a given value for a particular voice grouping and what was the 
highest frequency for that value. Thus a set of results might show that frequencies for 
the value of hearsay ranged from 1.7 instances per 500 words to 5.6 instances per 500 
words for a given voice grouping. I have used ranges because I believe they give a 
better indication than means/medians etc of what is possible and what is likely within 
a given text and voice type.  

Please note – all results indicate frequencies per 500 words of text and are for values 
which occur in unattributed contexts – values in attributed utterances have been 
excluded from the analysis. 

A printout of the database records upon which this analysis relies is provided in 
Appendices F and G, below. 

Results A 
Results for FORCE:grade in unattributed contexts (authorial) – slightly, somewhat, very, 
really, completely etc: 
• Only 1 of the 10 reporter-voice texts contain values of FORCE :grade. It contained 

only one value – at a rate of 1.7 values per 500 words. 
• Four of the six correspondent-voice texts contained some FORCE:grade values. The 

frequency ranged from 1.7 per 500 words to 3.3 occurrences per 500 words. 
• All the 6 commentator-voice texts contained values of FORCE:grade – the frequency 

ranged from 1.1 to 5.0 values per 500 words. 

Results B 
Results for FORCE:repeat in unattributed contexts (authorial) – again and again, his 
own fault: 
• No values were found in the reporter-voice texts. 
• 2 of the 6 correspondent-voice texts feature values of FORCE:REPEAT – the range was 

from 0.8 to 1.0 occurrences per 500 words. 
• 2 of the 6 commentator-voice texts contained occurrences – the range was from 0.6 

to 1.1 occurrences per 500 words. 

Results C 
No values of FORCE:colour were found in unattributed contexts in any of the texts in 
the sample. 

Results D  
Results for FORCE:interpersonalise 
• 3 of the ten reporter voice texts had values: frequency 0.6 - 0.8 
• 4 of the 6 correspondent-voice texts had values: frequency 0.8 - 1.9 
• 4 of the 6 commentator voice texts had values: frequency 0.6 - 2.2 
•  
Results E 
Results for FORCE:metaphor (prices skyrocketed) 
• 4 of the 10 reporter voice-texts contained values – from 0.6 to 5.2 per 500 words. 
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• 5 of the 6 correspondent-voice texts contained values – from 0.7 to 3.3 per 500 
words. 

• 4 of the 6 commentator-voice texts contained values – from 1.1 to 3.8 per 500 
words. 

Results F 
Results for FORCE:quality (the car veered) 
• 7 of the 10 reporter-voice texts contained values – from 0.3 to 3.7 per 500 words. 
• 2 of the 6 correspondent-voice texts contained values – from 0.9 to 2.5 per 500 

words. 
• 2 of the 6 commentator-voice texts contained values – ratio at 1.1 per 500 words. 
Results G 
Results for FORCE:measure (small, large, few, many)  
• 4 or the 10 reporter-voice texts contained values – from 0.9 to 3.7 per 500 words. 
• 3 of the 7 correspondent-voice texts contained values – from 0.8. to 2.5 per 500 

words. 
• all six commentator-voice texts contained values – from 0.7 to 6.8 per 500 words. 
Results H 
Results for APPRECIATION:reaction: 
• 4 of the ten reporter-voice texts contained values – 1.3 to 1.8 per 500 words. 
• 3 of the 6 correspondent-voice texts contained values – 0.8 to 3.8. 
• 4 of the 6 commentator-voice texts contained values – 0.5 to 2.7. 
Results I 
Results for APPRECIATION:composition: 
• 1 of the 10 reporter-voice texts contained one value – 0.9 per 500 words. 
• 3 of the 6 correspondent-voice texts contained values – 0.8 to 1.9. 
• no values for commentator-voice. 
Results J 
Results for APPRECIATION:valuation: 
• 4 of the 10 reporter-voice texts contained values – 0.8 to 3.9 per 500 words. 
• all correspondent-voice texts contained values – 0.8 to 4.1. 
• all  commentator-voice texts contained values – 0.7 to 4.2. 
Results K 
Results for Probability/Appear in unattributed contexts: 
• reporter voice – 3 of the 10  texts contained values, from 0.9 to 2.6 per 500 words. 
• correspondent voice – all 6 texts contained values, from 0.8 to 4.9 . 
• commentator voice – all 6 texts contained values, from 3.4 to 8.0. 

Results M 
Results for Intra-textual Expect (causatives, because, therefore etc): 
• reporter voice – 3 of the 10  texts contained values, from 1.1 to 3.3 per 500 words. 
• correspondent voice – 5 of  6 texts contained values, from 0.9 to 3.3. 
• commentator voice – 4 of 6 texts contained values, from 2.5 to 7.6. 
Results N 
Results for Inter-textual Expect (of course, predictably): 
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• reporter voice – no values. 
• correspondent voice – 2 of  6 texts contained values, from 0.7 to 0.8.  
• commentator voice – 3 of 6 texts contained values, from 0.5 to 0.6. 

Results O 
Results for close:disclaim:deny (negation – no, not, never) in unattributed contexts: 
• reporter voice:  values in 3 of 10 texts – 0.6 to 1.2 per 500 words. 
• correspondent voice: values in 5 of 6 texts – 0.8 to 2.3. 
• all commentator-voice texts contained values, from 4.5 to 9.8. 
Results P 
Results for close:disclaim:inter-textual counter-expect – unattributed contexts 
(amazingly, only, just, still, even etc) 
• reporter voice: value in 1 of 10 texts – 0.9 per 500 words. 
• correspondent voice: values in 3 of 6 text –  0.9 to 3.3. 
• commentator voice : values in 5 of 6 texts – 1.1 to 6.5. 
Results for close:disclaim:intra-textual counter-expect – unattributed contexts 
(although, however, yet etc) 
• reporter voice – 17 of the 20 contained values, from 0.8 to 2.4 per 500 words. 
• correspondent voice – all texts contained values, from 0.8 to 4.1. 
• commentator voice – all texts contained values, from 1.8 to 3.3. 
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Appendix D: texts for lexical links analysis 
(For an example lexical chain analysis, see Appendix E, following) 
Text 1: Hurricane Report 
Million flee as hurricane pounds Florida coast  
MIAMI, Monday: Hurricane Andrew smashed ashore south of Miami early today 
with walls of water and the howling terror of 257 km/h winds, forcing a million 
people to flee and leaving at least 13 dead in the wake of what could be the biggest 
storm to hit the United States this century. 
Andrew blew off roofs, shattered windows, uprooted trees and lashed multi-million-
dollar beach front homes and high-rise apartments. In art-deco Miami Beach 
department store mannequins flew through the air and sand buried ocean-front 
boulevards. 
At least two people were reported dead, one of them hit by a falling tree, and in the 
Bahamas a government spokesman said there were reports of four deaths on either 
Abaco or Eleuthera, outlying eastern islands. 
In Washington, President Bush said he would declare Florida a disaster area later 
today and send the State emergency aid. 
By 8 am (local time), the storm had moved across Florida with the centre 89 
kilometres southeast of Naples heading into the Gulf of Mexico. 
More than 50,000 people jammed shelters and at least 400,000 were without power 
emergency officials said. Phone services were sporadic. Thousands fled inland while 
others huddled inside shuttered homes trying to ride out the storm. 
A radio reporter saw a couch flying through the air and the birds at the Miami Zoo 
were moved into toilets to keep them safe. 
At the car park at the Doral Resort Hotel and Country Club hundreds of car alarms 
triggered by the storm made a deafening noise. 
The Category IV hurricane began pummelling the Florida coast about 5 am. First 
reports revealed widespread damage and flooding on the island of Key Biscayne, 
where the hurricane first hit. 
In Fort Lauderdale, Red Cross officials said they urgently needed bread and water. 
In South Miami, Mr George Ramirez watched as his car was lifted off his driveway 
and blown through a window into his living room. He managed to get out of the way 
and was not hurt. 
The Category IV rating makes the storm as powerful as Hurricane Hugo, which 
devastated the Caribbean and the south-east United States in 1989, killing 26 people 
and causing about $10 billion in damage. 
A mass evacuation from barrier islands, high-rise flats and low-lying coastal 
neighbourhoods began yesterday to move out the estimated one million residents 
living in high-risk areas. 
Many shelters in Miami were overflowing by evening and emergency workers began 
transporting residents further inland by bus. 
Dade County officials sent four buses to try to gather scores of homeless people living 
under bridges in Miami. 
People in wheelchairs were helped onto buses and taken to shelters. Hardware stores 
and supermarkets were packed as shoppers stocked up on torches, batteries, bottled 
water and canned goods. 
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Florida's Governor, Mr Lawton Chiles, declared a state of emergency. (From The 
Sydney Morning Herald 25/8/92) 
 
Text 2: Death Jaunt Car Crash  Report 

SCHOOL JAUNT ENDS IN DEATH CRASH 
By Shelley-Anne Couch (Sydney Morning Herald 14/8/92) 
A 17-year-old boy was killed instantly when a car carrying eight school friends - two 
in the boot - skidded on a bend and slammed into a tree yesterday. 
A 16-year-old girl passenger was in critical condition last night -police said she might 
need to have her leg amputated -and a 17-year-old boy was in a serious but stable 
condition after the tree embedded itself in the car.  
Incredibly, the two girls in the boot of the V8 Holden Statesman and another girl 
escaped with only cuts and bruises.  
The eight friends, two boys and six girls from years 11 and 12, had left Trinity Senior 
High School in Wagga yesterday at lunchtime, cramming into one car to go to an 
interschool sports carnival. But a few kilometers later the car ploughed into a tree in 
Captain Cook Drive.  
Police believe the driver lost control on a bend, skidded on a gravel shoulder and 
slammed into a tree on a nearby reserve.  
Emergency crews said that when they arrived, the uprooted tree was embedded in the 
car.  
It had been raining heavily and police believe the car might have been going too fast.  
The driver, 17-year-old Nicholas Sampson, was killed instantly. Deanne McCaig, 16, 
from Ganmain, had massive leg injuries and was trapped for more than 90 minutes. 
She was in a critical condition last night at Wagga Base hospital, where police say she 
is in danger of having her leg amputated. Peter Morris, 17, from Coolamon, suffered 
multiple injuries and was in a serious but stable condition. Among the other students 
Paulette Scamell and Anita McRae were also in a stable condition, while Shannon 
Dunn, Catherine Galvin and Rochelle Little, all 16, suffered minor injuries.  
Police believe the friends from the Catholic high school were on their way to one of 
the student's homes before heading to the carnival. 
 
Text 3: Bombing Attack on Egypt's President 

Muslim militants step up attacks on Egyptian officials 
PM survives bomb blast  
CAIRO, Friday: Islamic militants stepped up their campaign of terror in Egypt 
yesterday, exploding a powerful car bomb that narrowly missed the Prime Minister, 
Mr Atef Sedki, and blasted a nearby school, killing a young girl and injuring at least 
nine others. 
Mr Sedki was the third senior Egyptian official targeted in recent months in a wave of 
fundamentalist attacks.  
The incidents have crippled Egypt's tourism industry and left the nation stunned by 
the pervasive violence and the massive police crackdown that, so far, has failed to halt 
it. 
The armoured car in which Mr Sedki was travelling escaped the explosion by only 
seconds.  
The Jihad organisation, the group that assassinated Egypt's President Anwar Sadat in 
1981, claimed responsibility for yesterday's attack. 
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It said it was avenging the Government's crackdown on Jihad and its sister 
organisation, the Gamaa al-lslamiya, whose spiritual leader, Sheikh Omar Abdel 
Rahman, is facing charges in New York in connection with the World Trade Centre 
bombing. 
The Egyptian Government has sentenced 38 Islamic militants to death in the past 
year, 18 of whom have been executed so far. 
In a statement faxed to an international news agency, the group also challenged the 
Government's claim to have halted Islamic militant activity in Egypt. 
"This operation is a sign of the lie of the regime when it claims to have finished the 
Jihad group," the organisation said.  
"With the will of God, Jihad will rain blow upon blow on the regime, continuing on 
the path of holy war until Egypt is freed from American and Jewish occupation." 
Islamic militants injured the Interior Minister, Mr Hassan Alfi, in an August bomb 
blast that killed five and injured about 20 others. 
The Information Minister Mr Safwat Sharif, was slightly injured in April when 
gunmen, posing as security guards, opened fire on him as he left his home. 
 Mr Sedki, 63, is the nominal head of the Cabinet in Egypt but wields little actual 
power in the Government of President Hosni Mubarak. 
Nonetheless, the attack against him demonstrated how far the Government was from 
controlling the Islamic militants,  
In yesterday's attack, a car which had been parked for days near Mr Sedki's home in 
the posh Cairo suburb of Heliopolis exploded shortly after noon as the Prime Minister 
and his motorcade left on their usual route to his office. 
The bomb blew the windows out of a nearby school killing a student, and demolished 
a nearby wall. 
 Mr Sedki, who went past the car only seconds before it exploded, probably escaped 
injury only because his vehicle was armoured, witnesses said.  
"They will not escape from us. They will never escape. These people are wicked, 
nothing but wicked," an enraged Mr Sedki told journalists later at his office. "The 
Government will continue its efforts to eradicate this phenomenon that is alien to the 
Egyptian people. Such acts do not show courage as much as they show cowardice." 
(Sydney Morning Herald 27/11/93) 
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Appendix E: example lexical chain analysis 
A lexical link analysis of the Sydney Morning Herald  ‘Death Jaunt’ report (see text 2 
Appendix D) is provided below by way of exemplification.  

A grid system (following Hoey 1991) is used to record lexical links operating 
between sentences. Column numbers indicate the number of the prior sentence in the 
text and row numbers indicate the number of the later sentence. For example, links 
listed in column 1, row 2 represent the links between sentence 1 and sentence 2. 

The following codes have been used to indicate link types. (See chapter 2, section 
II.4.(a).3 for a full discussion.) 
r = repetition 

s = synonymy 

ant = antonym 

hypo =  hyponymic (co-hyponyms, superordinates) 

mero = meronymic relationship (part-whole, typical membership etc) 

co = co-reference 
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 (1)     6 7 
S2 r year-old (year-old) - year-

old 
hypo  girl - boy 
co passenger (she) - friends 
r  boy - boy 
r  tree - tree 
r car - car 
<2,1> 

(2)      

S3 r  two girls - two 
hypo  girl  - boy 
r  boot - boot 
co  Statesman  - car 
<3,1> 

r   girls (girl) - girl (boy) 
co  Statesman - car 
<3,2> 

(3)     

S4 r   eight - eight 
r  friends - friends 
r   two - two 
r  boys (girls) - boy 
r  years - year 
r   School (Interschool) - 
school (School) 
r  yesterday - yesterday 
r  car - car 
<4,1> 

r   girls - girl 
r  boys - boy 
r  car - car 
<4,2> 

r   two - two 
r   girls (boys) - girls (girl) 
co  car - Statesman 
<4,3> 

(4)    

S5 r  car - car 
s  ploughed - slammed 
r  tree - tree 
<5,1> 

r  car - car 
r  tree - tree 
<5,2> 

co  car - Statesman 
<5,3> 

r  car - car 
<5,4> 

(5)   

S6 mero   driver - car 
r  skidded - skidded 
r  slammed - slammed 
r  tree - tree 
<6,1> 

r police - police 
mero   driver - car 
r  tree - tree 
<6,2> 

mero driver - Statesman 
<6,3> 

mero   driver - car 
<6,4> 

mero   driver - car 
s slammed - ploughed 
r  tree - tree 
<6,5> 

(6)  

S7 r  tree - tree 
r  car - car 
<7,1> 

r  tree - tree 
r  car - car 
r  embedded - embedded 
<7,2> 

r  car - Statesman 
<7,3> 

r  car - car 
<7,4> 

r  tree - tree 
mero   car  - driver 
<7,5> 

r  tree - tree 
mero   car  - driver 
<7,6> 

(7) 

S8 r  car - car 
<8,1> 

r  police - police 
r  car - car 
<8,2> 

co  car - Statesman 
<8,3> 

r  car - car 
<8,4> 

r  car - car 
<8,5> 

r  police - Police 
mero  car - driver 
<8,6> 

r  car - car 
<8,7> 

S9 co  driver - boy (car) 
r   17-year-old - 17-year-old 
r  killed - killed 

mero   driver - car 
<9,2> 

mero   driver - Statesman 
<9,3> 

mero   driver - car 
<9,4> 

mero   driver - car 
<9,5> 

r  driver - driver 
<9,6> 

mero   driver - car 
<9,7> 
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r   instantly - instantly 
<9,1> 

S10 co  McCaig - friends 
<10,1> 

r   leg - leg 
<10,2> 

hypo   injuries - cuts and 
bruises 
<10,3> 

co  McCaig - friends 
<10,4> 

<10,5> <10,6> <10,7> 

S11 co  She - friends 
<11,1> 

co  She (she) - passenger 
r   critical - critical 
r  condition - condition 
r  police - police 
r  leg - leg 
r  amputated - amputated 
<11,2> 

<11,3> co  She - friends 
<11,4> 

<11,5> r  police - Police 
<11,6> 

<11,7> 

 
 
 (8)       
S9 mero   driver - car 

<9,8> 
(9)      

S10 <10,8> <10,9> (10)     
S11 <11,8> <11,9> co  She (she) - McCaig 

r leg - leg 
<11,10> 

    

 
 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
S12 co  Morris - friends 

<12,1> 
co  Morris - boy 
r   serious - serious 
r   stable - stable 
r  condition - condition 
<12,2> 

hypo   injuries - cuts and 
bruises 
<12,3> 

co  Morris - friends 
<12,4> 

<12,5> <12,6> <12,7> 

S13 mero   students - school 
co  Scamell 
(McRae,Dunn,Galvin,Little) - 
friends 
<13,1> 

r   stable - stable 
r   condition - condition 
<13,2> 

hypo   injuries - cuts and 
bruises 
<13,3> 

mero   students - School 
co  Scamell 
(McRae,Dunn,Galvin,L
ittle) - friends 
<13,4> 

<13,5> <13,6> <13,7> 

S14 r  friends - friends (boy) 
r   school (students’)- school 
<14,1> 

r  Police - police 
co  friends - passenger (boy) 
<14,2> 

co  friends - girls (girl) 
<14,3> 

r  friends - friends  
r   high school 
(students) - High 
School 
r  carnival - carnival 
<14,4> 

<14,5> r  Police - Police 
co  friends - driver 
<14,6> 

<14,7> 
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 (8) (9) (10) (11)    
S12 <12,8> <12,9> r   injuries - injuries 

<12,10> 
r   condition - condition 
<12,11> 

(12)   

S13 <13,8> <13,9> r   16 - 16 
ant   minor - massive 
r   injuries - injuries 
<13,10> 

r   condition - condition 
<13,11> 

r   stable - stable 
r   condition - condition 
r   suffered - suffered 
r   injuries - injuries 
<13,12> 

(13)  

S14 <14,8> co  friends - Sampson 
<14,9> 

co  friends - McCraig 
<14,10> 

co  friends - She 
<14,11> 

co  friends - Morris 
<14,12> 

co  friends - Scamell 
(McRae,Dunn,Galvin,Littl
e) 
r   student's (school) - 
students 
<14,13> 
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Appendix F – Attitude analysis database 
output 
Data categories. 
Column 1. Text number. Identifies analysed texts given in full in Appendix B 
Column 2. Text ID. Links to database identification 
Column 3. Lexical item from text 
Column 4. Appraisal category 
Column 5. Appraisal sub-category 
Column 6. Indicates extra-vocalisation status – T = extra-vocalised; F = not extra-
vocalised 
Column 7. Indicates (where appropriate) whether token or inscription. 0 = token, –1 = 
inscription 

Column 5 key. 
The values in column 5 reference sub-categories of the various APPRAISAL systems set 
out in chapter 3. Most of the tags directly reference the terminology used in the 
discussion in chapter 3. Some abbreviations, however,  have been used and these are 
set out below. 

Social-V = valuation under APPRECIATION 
Social-S = ‘salience’ under APPRECIATION: valuation 
S-Authent = ‘authenticity’ under APPRECIATION: valuation 
S-Harm = ‘harm’ under APPRECIATION: valuation 
Happy = Martin’s category of UN/HAPPINESS, under AFFECT 
Secure = Martin’s category of IN/SECURITY, under AFFECT 
Satisfy = Martin’s category of DIS/SATISFACTION, under AFFECT 
Incline = Martin’ category of INCLINATION, under AFFECT 
 
1. # 2. TextID 3. Item 4. Appraisal  5.Value 6.Extra-

vocalised 
7.Inscribed/

token 
1 AF31c97a positive Appreciate Social-V T -1 
1 AF31c97a sleaze Judge Propriety T -1 
1 AF31c97a scandal Judge Propriety T -1 
1 AF31c97a positive Appreciate Social-V T -1 
1 AF31c97a sleaze Judge Propriety T -1 
1 AF31c97a get on to the issues of direct concern to the 

British people 
Judge Propriety T 0 

1 AF31c97a attempt Affect Incline T -1 
1 AF31c97a life Judge Tenacity T 0 
1 AF31c97a energy Judge Tenacity T 0 
1 AF31c97a hope Affect Satisfy T -1 
1 AF31c97a sleaze Judge Propriety T -1 
1 AF31c97a sleaze Judge Propriety T -1 
1 AF31c97a it hurts politics too. Judge Propriety T 0 
1 AF31c97a It hurts this election. Judge Propriety T 0 
1 AF31c97a It helps nobody." Judge Propriety T 0 
1 AF31c97a positive Appreciate Social-V T -1 
1 AF31c97a only negative advertising works in elections Judge Propriety T 0 
1 AF31c97a negative Appreciate Social-V T -1 
1 AF31c97a by scaring the voters about your opponents Judge Propriety T 0 
1 AF31c97a scaring Affect Secure T -1 
1 AF31c97a aim Affect Incline T  
1 AF31c97a positive Appreciate Social-V T -1 
1 AF31c97a run down Judge Propriety T 0 
1 AF31c97a personality politics. Judge Propriety T 0 
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1 AF31c97a make our country better, Judge Propriety T 0 
1 AF31c97a better Appreciate Social-V T -1 
1 AF31c97a cash-for-questions Judge Propriety T -1 
1 AF31c97a agony Affect Happy T -1 
1 AF31c97a talk about the real issues Judge Veracity T 0 
1 AF31c97a real Appreciate Social-V T -1 
1 AF31c97a doggedly Judge Tenacity T -1 
1 AF31c97a better Appreciate Social-V T -1 
1 AF31c97a interested Affect Satisfy T -1 
1 AF31c97a having an affair Judge Propriety T -1 
1 AF31c97a a fling with a 17-year-old nightclub hostess. Judge Propriety T 0 
1 AF31c97a scandals Judge Propriety T -1 
1 AF31c97a weak Judge Capacity T -1 
1 AF31c97a dithering Judge Tenacity T -1 
2 AF31c97b frowns upon Affect Happy F -1 
2 AF31c97b disapproval Affect Happy T -1 
2 AF31c97b create a regional climate that advances peace Judge Propriety T 0 
2 AF31c97b supportive of peacemaking Judge Propriety T 0 
2 AF31c97b promoting peace in the area, Judge Propriety T 0 
2 AF31c97b hope Affect Incline T -1 
2 AF31c97b infuriated Affect Satisfy F  
2 AF31c97b hope Affect Incline F -1 
2 AF31c97b prevent a further deterioration. Judge Propriety F 0 
2 AF31c97b conciliatory Judge Tenacity T -1 
2 AF31c97b helpful and useful Judge Propriety T 0 
2 AF31c97b facilitate progress Judge Propriety T 0 
2 AF31c97b a comprehensive peace Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c stormy Appreciate Quality F -1 
3 AF31c97c controversial Appreciate Social-V F -1 
3 AF31c97c rousing Appreciate Impact F -1 
3 AF31c97c protests which marred Judge Propriety F 0 
3 AF31c97c anti-immigrant Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c could seize up to 20 seats Judge Capacity T 0 
3 AF31c97c France first Judge Propriety F 0 
3 AF31c97c violence Judge Propriety F 0 
3 AF31c97c fault Judge Propriety T -1 
3 AF31c97c militants Judge Tenacity T -1 
3 AF31c97c fear Affect Incline T -1 
3 AF31c97c threat to public order Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c subsidized coach Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c intimidate Judge Propriety T -1 
3 AF31c97c threaten Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c historic Appreciate Social-S T -1 
3 AF31c97c mission to France, Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c anti-immigrant Judge Propriety F 0 
3 AF31c97c anger Affect Satisfy F -1 
3 AF31c97c police and hundreds of demonstrators fought 

a running battle 
Judge Propriety F 0 

3 AF31c97c demonstrators fought a running battle Judge Propriety F 0 
3 AF31c97c those arrested. Judge Propriety F 0 
3 AF31c97c French first Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c restoring the death penalty Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c tightening laws on gaining French nationality Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c a tax on employers hiring foreigners Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c could win between 10-20 National Assembly 

seats 
Judge Capacity T 0 

3 AF31c97c success Judge Capacity T -1 
3 AF31c97c building the modern face Judge Capacity T 0 
3 AF31c97c topped the poll Judge Capacity F 0 
3 AF31c97c main Appreciate Social-V T -1 
3 AF31c97c fears Affect Incline F -1 
3 AF31c97c major Appreciate Social-V T -1 
3 AF31c97c violence Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c fear Affect Incline F -1 
3 AF31c97c public order offences. Judge Propriety F 0 
3 AF31c97c arrested in unrest which saw some 20 shop 

windows smashed. 
Judge Propriety F 0 

3 AF31c97c unrest Judge Propriety F 0 
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3 AF31c97c 20 shop windows smashed Judge Propriety F 0 
3 AF31c97c unrest Judge Propriety T 0 
3 AF31c97c Red Judge Propriety T -1 
4 AF01d97a the economic argument works for Labour. Judge Capacity F -1 
4 AF01d97a sought Affect Incline F -1 
4 AF01d97a fears Affect Secure F -1 
4 AF01d97a inexperience Judge Capacity F -1 
4 AF01d97a failing to lay the foundations for long-term 

growth 
Judge Capacity T -1 

4 AF01d97a properly Judge Capacity T -1 
4 AF01d97a skills Judge Capacity T -1 
4 AF01d97a slipped as a country to 18th place Judge Capacity T -1 
4 AF01d97a slipped not only behind France and Germany 

but behind Italy ... Sweden, Hong Kong and 
Singapore. 

Judge Capacity T -1 

4 AF01d97a doubled the national debt Judge Capacity T 0 
4 AF01d97a without a wage-earner. Judge Capacity T 0 
4 AF01d97a excessive profits Appreciate Social-V T -1 
4 AF01d97a move people from welfare to work Judge Propriety T 0 
4 AF01d97a bid Affect Incline F -1 
4 AF01d97a tax-and-spend Judge Capacity F 0 
4 AF01d97a lost the last general election in 1992 Judge Capacity F 0 
4 AF01d97a said that Labour would "review the corporate 

and capital gains tax regimes to see how the 
tax system can promote greater long-term 
investment." 

Judge Propriety F 0 

5 AF08d97a not aid in the fight Judge Capacity T 0 
5 AF08d97a terrorism, Judge Propriety T -1 
5 AF08d97a right Judge Propriety T -1 
5 AF08d97a rogue Judge Propriety T -1 
5 AF08d97a deserve Judge Propriety F -1 
5 AF08d97a effective Judge Capacity F -1 
5 AF08d97a most nations do not care Judge Propriety T 0 
5 AF08d97a norms Judge Normality T -1 
5 AF08d97a reduce weapons arsenals in some countries Judge Propriety F 0 
5 AF08d97a reduce the chemical arsenals Judge Propriety T 0 
5 AF08d97a hostile Affect Happy F -1 
5 AF08d97a misleading Judge Veracity F -1 
5 AF08d97a reasonable Appreciate Social-V F -1 
5 AF08d97a convention cannot provide that assurance Judge Capacity T 0 
5 AF08d97a powerful Judge Capacity F -1 
5 AF08d97a verifiable Appreciate Social-V F -1 
5 AF08d97a constitutional Appreciate Social-V F -1 
5 AF08d97a will not work Judge Capacity F 0 
6 GU01c97c Bullying Judge Propriety T -1 
6 GU01c97c sharp Appreciate Impact F -1 
6 GU01c97c aimed Affect Incline T  
6 GU01c97c bullying Judge Propriety T -1 
6 GU01c97c conflict Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c governing for the whole nation Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c bullying Judge Propriety T -1 
6 GU01c97c threats Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c stand firm Judge Tenacity T 0 
6 GU01c97c good Judge Capacity T -1 
6 GU01c97c hated Affect Satisfy F -1 
6 GU01c97c in hock Judge Capacity T 0 
6 GU01c97c legitimate Judge Propriety T -1 
6 GU01c97c leaving children without a teacher Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c standards Judge Capacity T -1 
6 GU01c97c esteem Affect Happy T -1 
6 GU01c97c been confined to a few Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c important Appreciate Social-S T -1 
6 GU01c97c delivering the changes to improve the 

education system 
Judge Capacity T 0 

6 GU01c97c improve Appreciate Social-V T -1 
6 GU01c97c real Judge Veracity T -1 
6 GU01c97c Labour would reap what they have sown Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c impotent Judge Capacity T -1 
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6 GU01c97c safeguard the education of our children Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c upsetting Affect Happy T -1 
6 GU01c97c give them cash for favours Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c robust Appreciate Quality F -1 
6 GU01c97c a standing ovation Judge Capacity F 0 
6 GU01c97c passionate Appreciate Impact F -1 
6 GU01c97c personal commitment to improving education Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c improving Appreciate Social-V T -1 
6 GU01c97c six years he had spent at evening classes to 

secure qualifications for university admission 
Judge Tenacity T 0 

6 GU01c97c time spent teaching at the heart of the South 
Yorkshire coalfield to help youngsters who 
were too easily written off by the education 
system 

Judge Propriety T 0 

6 GU01c97c low academic standards Judge Capacity T -1 
6 GU01c97c liberate the children Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c dogma Judge Tenacity T -1 
6 GU01c97c fighting Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c the rest being written off Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c standards Judge Capacity T -1 
6 GU01c97c won applause Judge Capacity F 0 
6 GU01c97c matter Appreciate Social-V T -1 
6 GU01c97c bully Judge Propriety T -1 
6 GU01c97c threaten Judge Propriety T 0 
6 GU01c97c best Appreciate Social-V T -1 
6 GU01c97c traditional Judge Normality F -1 
6 GU01c97c key Appreciate Social-S T -1 
7 GU01d97d ousting chairman Judge Propriety T 0 
7 GU01d97d gay affair Judge Propriety T -1 
7 GU01d97d plot Judge Propriety T -1 
7 GU01d97d meltdown Judge Capacity F -1 
7 GU01d97d false pretences Judge Veracity T -1 
7 GU01d97d indiscretions Judge Propriety T -1 
7 GU01d97d falsely Judge Veracity T -1 
7 GU01d97d good Appreciate Social-V T -1 
7 GU01d97d duped Judge Veracity T -1 
7 GU01d97d organisational chaos Judge Capacity T 0 
7 GU01d97d outrageous Judge Veracity T -1 
7 GU01d97d formidable Judge Capacity F -1 
7 GU01d97d conspicuous Appreciate Social-V F -1 
7 GU01d97d disquiet Affect Secure F -1 
7 GU01d97d discomfort Affect Happy F -1 
7 GU01d97d anarchy Appreciate Balance T -1 
7 GU01d97d chaos Appreciate Balance F -1 
7 GU01d97d wanted Affect Incline T -1 
7 GU01d97d Gay Love Judge Propriety T -1 
7 GU01d97d affair Judge Propriety T -1 
7 GU01d97d frantic Affect Secure F -1 
8 GU01d97c split Judge Capacity F 0 
8 GU01d97c fudge Judge Tenacity F -1 
8 GU01d97c hamstrung Judge Capacity F -1 
8 GU01d97c rifts Judge Tenacity F 0 
8 GU01d97c confusion Judge Capacity F 0 
8 GU01d97c cash-for-questions Judge Propriety F 0 
8 GU01d97c affair Judge Propriety T -1 
8 GU01d97c decisively Judge Tenacity T -1 
8 GU01d97c fudge Judge Tenacity F -1 
8 GU01d97c under suspicion Judge Propriety T 0 
8 GU01d97c cash-for-questions. Judge Propriety T 0 
8 GU01d97c panic Affect Secure F -1 
8 GU01d97c panic Judge Capacity F 0 
8 GU01d97c Unsubstantiated Appreciate Social-V T -1 
8 GU01d97c cheat Judge Propriety T -1 
8 GU01d97c best suited Judge Capacity T -1 
8 GU01d97c in-fighting Judge Propriety F 0 
8 GU01d97c campaign wobble Judge Capacity F -1 
8 GU01d97c damaging Appreciate Social-V F -1 
8 GU01d97c muddled Judge Capacity F -1 
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8 GU01d97c bewilderment Affect Surprise T -1 
8 GU01d97c bewilderment Affect Surprise F -1 
8 GU01d97c aimed at Affect Incline F -1 
8 GU01d97c deliberately Affect Incline T -1 
8 GU01d97c avoid publication of the Downey report. Judge Propriety T 0 
8 GU01d97c indecisive Judge Tenacity T -1 
8 GU01d97c failing to force Judge Capacity T -1 
8 GU01d97c exonerate Judge Propriety T -1 
8 GU01d97c serious Appreciate Social-S T -1 
8 GU01d97c well and good Appreciate Social-V T  
8 GU01d97c unfavourable Appreciate Social-V T -1 
8 GU01d97c will put the interest of Parliament and its 

reputation above all other matters 
Judge Propriety T 0 

8 GU01d97c sleaze Judge Propriety T -1 
8 GU01d97c hopes Affect Incline F  
9 GU11c97a misses the point Judge Capacity T 0 
9 GU11c97a "falling apart at the seams" Judge Capacity T 0 
9 GU11c97a did not add up Judge Capacity T 0 
9 GU11c97a nasty Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
9 GU11c97a gaffe Judge Capacity F -1 
9 GU11c97a economic miracle Judge Capacity F -1 
9 GU11c97a accurate Judge Capacity F -1 
9 GU11c97a accurate Appreciate S-Authent F -1 
9 GU11c97a flummoxed Judge Capacity F -1 
9 GU11c97a credibility Judge Veracity F -1 
9 GU11c97a wants Affect Incline F -1 
9 GU11c97a it misses the point Judge Capacity T 0 
9 GU11c97a help people already stuck in long-term 

unemployment 
Judge Propriety T 0 

9 GU11c97a magic Appreciate Social-V F -1 
10 GU01d97b Hopes Affect Incline F -1 
10 GU01d97b surprise Appreciate Impact F -1 
10 GU01d97b key Appreciate Social-S F -1 
10 GU01d97b hopes Affect Incline F -1 
10 GU01d97b defensive Appreciate Social-V F -1 
10 GU01d97b internal battles Judge Tenacity F 0 
10 GU01d97b depleted Judge Capacity F -1 
10 GU01d97b stronger Judge Capacity F -1 
10 GU01d97b manpower to use them properly. Judge Capacity T 0 
10 GU01d97b properly Judge Capacity T -1 
10 GU01d97b disadvantage Appreciate Social-V T -1 
10 GU01d97b deficiencies Appreciate S-Harm T -1 
10 GU01d97b proud Affect Satisfy F -1 
10 GU01d97b main Appreciate Social-S F -1 
10 GU01d97b key Appreciate Social-S F -1 
10 GU01d97b advantage Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
10 GU01d97b organised Judge Capacity F -1 
10 GU01d97b impediment Judge Capacity F -1 
10 GU01d97b ambiguous Appreciate Complexity F -1 
10 GU01d97b legitimate Judge Propriety T -1 
11 GU13d97b humanity Judge Propriety F -1 
11 GU13d97b critical Appreciate Social-S F -1 
11 GU13d97b The bottom 25 per cent of our society have 

slipped off the political 
Judge Propriety F 0 

11 GU13d97b Conservatives and New Labour compete for 
the vote of the prosperous majority 

Judge Propriety F 0 

11 GU13d97b excellent Appreciate Quality F -1 
11 GU13d97b moral Judge Propriety F -1 
11 GU13d97b sullied Judge Propriety F -1 
11 GU13d97b colluding Judge Propriety F -1 
11 GU13d97b so many live in poverty and are effectively 

excluded from mainstream life 
Judge Propriety F 0 

11 GU13d97b humanity Judge Propriety F -1 
11 GU13d97b better-off Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b the poor are more likely to suffer from ill-health Judge Propriety F 0 
11 GU13d97b desperate Affect Secure F -1 
11 GU13d97b crucial Appreciate Social-S F -1 
11 GU13d97b skills Judge Capacity F -1 
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11 GU13d97b abilities Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b disenfranchised Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b competence Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b one hand tied behind our back Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b rightful Judge Propriety F -1 
11 GU13d97b revitalised Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b intelligent Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b standard-raising Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b quality Judge Capacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b citizenship Judge Propriety F -1 
11 GU13d97b humanity Judge Propriety F -1 
11 GU13d97b courage Judge Tenacity F -1 
11 GU13d97b vital Appreciate Social-S F -1 
11 GU13d97b truth Judge Veracity F -1 
12 GU02d97d Torn apart Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d cowardice Judge Tenacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d hatred Affect Happy F -1 
12 GU02d97d hatred Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d great Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d stinks in the public nostrils, Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d contempt Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d torn apart Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d traditional Judge Normality F -1 
12 GU02d97d devoured from within Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d parasite Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d cowardice Judge Tenacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d distrust Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d distrust Affect Secure F -1 
12 GU02d97d hatred Affect Happy F -1 
12 GU02d97d hatred Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d edifying Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
12 GU02d97d break every rule Judge Normality F -1 
12 GU02d97d indiscretion Judge Propriety T -1 
12 GU02d97d hypocrisy Judge Veracity F -1 
12 GU02d97d right Judge Propriety T -1 
12 GU02d97d political interference Judge Propriety T -1 
12 GU02d97d graceful Appreciate Quality F -1 
12 GU02d97d undue influence Judge Propriety T -1 
12 GU02d97d impudence Judge Tenacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d promiscuity Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d embarrassment Judge Capacity F 0 
12 GU02d97d embarrassment Affect Secure F -1 
12 GU02d97d pimple on the party Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d cancerous growth Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d offence Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d betrayal Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d dalliance Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d sleaze Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d blue-chip Appreciate Social-V F -1 
12 GU02d97d ill-judged. Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d embarrassment Affect Secure F -1 
12 GU02d97d presumptuous Judge Tenacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d anger Affect Satisfy F -1 
12 GU02d97d bear Affect Satisfy F -1 
12 GU02d97d civil war Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d rent the party Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d grubbiness Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d infighting Judge Propriety F 0 
12 GU02d97d disastrous Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d performance Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d confidence Affect Secure F -1 
12 GU02d97d traditionalist Judge Normality F -1 
12 GU02d97d cleanse the stable Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d fresh Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d young Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d appalled Affect Happy F -1 
12 GU02d97d breakdown of that trumpeted Tory virtue Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d loyalty Judge Propriety F -1 
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12 GU02d97d trust Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d moral McCarthyism Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d justice Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d scandal Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d attempting Affect Incline F -1 
12 GU02d97d cancer Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d peccadillo Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d perversely Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d malignance Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d sinners Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d panic Judge Capacity F 0 
12 GU02d97d panic Affect Secure F -1 
12 GU02d97d resourceful Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d natural Judge Normality F -1 
12 GU02d97d thrawness Judge Tenacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d cowardice Judge Tenacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d betrayal Judge Propriety F -1 
12 GU02d97d incompetence Judge Capacity F -1 
12 GU02d97d hypocrisy Judge Veracity F -1 
12 GU02d97d pig-headed Judge Tenacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c Silly Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c serious Appreciate Social-V F -1 
13 GU02d97c positive. Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
13 GU02d97c enticing Appreciate Impact F -1 
13 GU02d97c riveting Appreciate Impact F -1 
13 GU02d97c serious Appreciate Social-V F -1 
13 GU02d97c a glowing contribution pro bono publico. Judge Propriety F 0 
13 GU02d97c glowing Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c pro bono publico Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
13 GU02d97c littleness Judge Tenacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c their sole interest in positional advantage, Judge Propriety F 0 
13 GU02d97c their mistrust of anything they cannot 

absolutely control 
Judge Tenacity F 0 

13 GU02d97c mistrust Affect Secure F -1 
13 GU02d97c and let the bloody voters take the hindmost. Judge Propriety F 0 
13 GU02d97c genuine Appreciate Social-S F -1 
13 GU02d97c marginal cosmetics Judge Veracity F -1 
13 GU02d97c inept Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c sincere Judge Veracity F -1 
13 GU02d97c neither really meant it. Judge Veracity F 0 
13 GU02d97c What for the public was a high priority 

became, for the politicians, a low one. 
Judge Propriety F 0 

13 GU02d97c priority Affect Incline F -1 
13 GU02d97c proper Judge Propriety T -1 
13 GU02d97c sense of fairness Judge Propriety F -1 
13 GU02d97c fairness Judge Propriety F -1 
13 GU02d97c bedevilled Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c aptitude Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c refined Appreciate Quality F -1 
13 GU02d97c equipped Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c snarl Judge Tenacity F 0 
13 GU02d97c cheap point-scorer Judge Propriety F -1 
13 GU02d97c unfitted Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c dignified Appreciate Quality T -1 
13 GU02d97c pleased Affect Happy F -1 
13 GU02d97c zeal Affect Incline F -1 
13 GU02d97c egregious Appreciate Social-S F -1 
13 GU02d97c whose bile seems to be uncontrollable Judge Tenacity F 0 
13 GU02d97c bile Affect Satisfy F -1 
13 GU02d97c uncontrollable Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c chicken Judge Tenacity T -1 
13 GU02d97c wrong Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c interest Affect Incline F -1 
13 GU02d97c high-minded Judge Tenacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c umbrage Affect Happy F -1 
13 GU02d97c serious Appreciate Social-V F -1 
13 GU02d97c sonorously Appreciate Quality F -1 
13 GU02d97c want Affect Incline T -1 
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13 GU02d97c brilliant Judge Capacity T -1 
13 GU02d97c abuse Judge Propriety T -1 
13 GU02d97c master Judge Capacity T -1 
13 GU02d97c tactical tendentiousness Judge Veracity F -1 
13 GU02d97c the preposterous contention Judge Veracity F -1 
13 GU02d97c bear-pit ruderies Judge Propriety F -1 
13 GU02d97c deplore Affect Happy T -1 
13 GU02d97c fair Judge Propriety F -1 
13 GU02d97c to talk past each other Judge Veracity F 0 
13 GU02d97c frustration Affect Satisfy F -1 
13 GU02d97c attractive Appreciate Quality F -1 
13 GU02d97c minor Appreciate Social-S F -1 
13 GU02d97c blame Judge Propriety F -1 
13 GU02d97c failure Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c shrill Appreciate Quality F -1 
13 GU02d97c neurotic Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c ineptitude Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c blind Judge Capacity F -1 
13 GU02d97c accessories Judge Propriety F -1 
13 GU02d97c sincerity Judge Veracity F -1 
13 GU02d97c the public not at all. Judge Propriety F 0 
14 GU03d97a dare not speak its name Judge Propriety F 0 
14 GU03d97a clever Judge Capacity F -1 
14 GU03d97a trying Affect Incline F -1 
14 GU03d97a the Labour Party promised it would leave 

private education out with the dustbins. 
Judge Veracity F 0 

14 GU03d97a none of his priorities will be left outside. Judge Veracity F 0 
14 GU03d97a illogical Judge Capacity F -1 
14 GU03d97a unfairness Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a iniquity Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a moral chaser Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a champagne socialism Judge Veracity F -1 
14 GU03d97a notably Appreciate Social-S F -1 
14 GU03d97a engineering miracle Judge Capacity T -1 
14 GU03d97a recondite Appreciate Social-S T -1 
14 GU03d97a intolerance Judge Propriety T -1 
14 GU03d97a infestation Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a selflessness Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a martyrdom Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a interesting Appreciate Impact F -1 
14 GU03d97a superiority Judge Capacity F -1 
14 GU03d97a breeding ground Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a endlessly reproducing hierarchies. Judge Propriety F 0 
14 GU03d97a injustice Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a whizzkid Judge Capacity F -1 
14 GU03d97a rights Judge Propriety T -1 
14 GU03d97a British fear of sentiment Judge Tenacity F 0 
14 GU03d97a fear Affect Secure F -1 
14 GU03d97a depersonalised Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a biological connection beaten out of him Judge Propriety F 0 
14 GU03d97a social fitness beaten in at a fee-paying borstal Judge Propriety F 0 
14 GU03d97a fitness Judge Capacity F -1 
14 GU03d97a fee-paying borstal Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a expensive Appreciate Social-V F -1 
14 GU03d97a indulgence Judge Tenacity F -1 
14 GU03d97a best Appreciate Social-V T -1 
14 GU03d97a stock Judge Normality F -1 
14 GU03d97a pointless Appreciate Social-V F -1 
14 GU03d97a élitist Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a charitable Judge Propriety F -1 
14 GU03d97a desirability Appreciate Impact F -1 
14 GU03d97a clever Judge Capacity F -1 
14 GU03d97a swotty Judge Capacity F -1 
14 GU03d97a Only 14 per cent of pupils on the scheme have 

working-class or unemployed parents. 
Judge Propriety F 0 

14 GU03d97a we persist in separating ourselves, Judge Propriety F 0 
14 GU03d97a fear Affect Secure F -1 
14 GU03d97a deplore Affect Satisfy F -1 
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14 GU03d97a why consign 93 per cent of children to it Judge Propriety F 0 
15 SM18h92a glitzy Appreciate Quality F -1 
15 SM18h92a dowdy Appreciate Quality F -1 
15 SM18h92a pity Affect Happy F -1 
15 SM18h92a interesting Appreciate Impact F -1 
15 SM18h92a unsuccessfully Judge Capacity F -1 
15 SM18h92a their inner tensions and divisions Judge Tenacity F 0 
15 SM18h92a lively Appreciate Impact F -1 
15 SM18h92a harmony and unified support Judge Tenacity F 0 
15 SM18h92a great Judge Capacity T -1 
15 SM18h92a fought over what they wanted to say Judge Tenacity F 0 
15 SM18h92a contentious Appreciate Social-V F -1 
15 SM18h92a deft Judge Capacity F -1 
15 SM18h92a chagrin Affect Happy F -1 
15 SM18h92a mistake Judge Capacity T -1 
15 SM18h92a recessionary Appreciate S-Harm T -1 
15 SM18h92a trailing Mr Clinton by at least 17 percentage 

points 
Judge Capacity T 0 

15 SM18h92a key Appreciate Social-S F -1 
15 SM18h92a renegade Judge Normality F -1 
15 SM18h92a lying Judge Veracity T -1 
15 SM18h92a lying Judge Veracity T -1 
15 SM18h92a dismal Appreciate Impact T -1 
16 SM23e98a to help out your best friend Judge Propriety F 0 
16 SM23e98a a favour to your bosom buddy Judge Propriety F 0 
16 SM23e98a selfish Judge Propriety F -1 
16 SM23e98a she stretched the meaning of the friendship to 

breaking point 
Judge Propriety F 0 

16 SM23e98a a promise she could not keep Judge Veracity F 0 
16 SM23e98a She gave her friend a gift, then demanded it 

back 
Judge Propriety F 0 

16 SM23e98a who bore babies for each other Judge Propriety F 0 
16 SM23e98a attachment Affect Satisfy T -1 
16 SM23e98a giving the "gift of life" Judge Propriety F 0 
16 SM23e98a happy Affect Happy F -1 
16 SM23e98a altruism Judge Propriety F -1 
16 SM23e98a happy Affect Happy F -1 
16 SM23e98a famous Appreciate Social-S F -1 
16 SM23e98a losers Judge Capacity F -1 
16 SM23e98a barely seen them as human beings, let alone 

mothers 
Judge Propriety F 0 

16 SM23e98a Poorer Judge Capacity F -1 
16 SM23e98a less educated Judge Capacity F -1 
16 SM23e98a rented their wombs Judge Propriety F 0 
16 SM23e98a good Judge Propriety F -1 
16 SM23e98a regretted Affect Happy F -1 
16 SM23e98a beware Affect Secure F -1 
16 SM23e98a motives that have more to do with power than 

love. 
Judge Propriety F 0 

16 SM23e98a love Affect Satisfy F -1 
16 SM23e98a generous Judge Propriety F -1 
16 SM23e98a do anything for their best friend. Judge Propriety F 0 
16 SM23e98a altruistic Judge Propriety F -1 
17 ny28a98a Strong Judge Capacity F -1 
17 ny28a98a warm reception Affect Happy F 0 
17 ny28a98a troubles Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
17 ny28a98a soothing Appreciate Impact F -1 
17 ny28a98a thundering applause Judge Capacity F 0 
17 ny28a98a took command Judge Capacity F -1 
17 ny28a98a smooth Appreciate Quality F -1 
17 ny28a98a humiliation Affect Happy F -1 
17 ny28a98a danger Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
17 ny28a98a reigned over a close universe Judge Capacity F 0 
17 ny28a98a order Appreciate Balance F  
17 ny28a98a decorum Appreciate Balance F -1 
17 ny28a98a civility Judge Tenacity F -1 
17 ny28a98a brilliantly Judge Capacity F -1 
17 ny28a98a adversity Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
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17 ny28a98a dignity Appreciate Quality F -1 
17 ny28a98a sobriety Judge Tenacity F -1 
17 ny28a98a reassuring Appreciate Impact F -1 
17 ny28a98a problems Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
17 ny28a98a strength Judge Capacity T -1 
17 ny28a98a positive Appreciate Impact T -1 
17 ny28a98a disrespectful Judge Propriety T -1 
17 ny28a98a breach of etiquette Judge Propriety T -1 
17 ny28a98a ebullient Affect Happy T -1 
17 ny28a98a normality Judge Normality F -1 
17 ny28a98a morals Judge Propriety T -1 
17 ny28a98a right Judge Propriety T -1 
17 ny28a98a right Judge Propriety T -1 
17 ny28a98a Impeachment Judge Propriety T 0 
17 ny28a98a sex scandal Judge Propriety T -1 
17 ny28a98a integrity scandal Judge Propriety T -1 
17 ny28a98a scared Affect Secure T -1 
17 ny28a98a license to behave in any fashion Judge Propriety T 0 
18 NY05b98a can't keep his hands off the White House help Judge Propriety F 0 
18 NY05b98a the economy is in good shape Judge Capacity F 0 
18 NY05b98a good Appreciate Social-V F -1 
18 NY05b98a willful Judge Tenacity F -1 
18 NY05b98a ignorance Judge Capacity F -1 
18 NY05b98a lying Judge Veracity F -1 
18 NY05b98a abuses Judge Propriety F -1 
18 NY05b98a corrupt Judge Propriety F -1 
18 NY05b98a accepting money in return for government 

favors 
Judge Propriety F 0 

18 NY05b98a she was Mr. Clinton's mistress Judge Propriety T 0 
18 NY05b98a major Appreciate Social-S F -1 
18 NY05b98a dangerous Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
18 NY05b98a repellent Affect Satisfy F -1 
18 NY05b98a reckless Judge Tenacity F -1 
18 NY05b98a contemptuous Affect Satisfy F -1 
18 NY05b98a truth Judge Veracity F -1 
18 NY05b98a scandals Judge Propriety F -1 
18 NY05b98a deceit Judge Veracity F -1 
18 NY05b98a want Affect Incline F -1 
18 NY05b98a I did not have sexual relations with that 

woman 
Judge Propriety T 0 

18 NY05b98a the economy is doing well Judge Capacity F -1 
18 NY05b98a moral wreckage Judge Propriety F -1 
18 NY05b98a credibility Judge Veracity F -1 
18 NY05b98a great Appreciate Social-V F -1 
18 NY05b98a better Appreciate S-Harm F -1 
19 RE01l97a stabbing Judge Propriety F 0 
19 RE01l97a stabbed to death Judge Propriety T 0 
19 RE01l97a attack Judge Propriety T 0 
19 RE01l97a attacked Judge Propriety T 0 
19 RE01l97a attack Judge Propriety T -1 
19 RE01l97a murder Judge Propriety T -1 
19 RE01l97a murder Judge Propriety T -1 
19 RE01l97a stabbed Judge Propriety T 0 
19 RE01l97a stabbed Judge Propriety T 0 
20 AP04b98a plane was far too low Judge Propriety T 0 
20 AP04b98a violated Judge Propriety T -1 
20 AP04b98a angry Affect Satisfy F -1 
20 AP04b98a influential Appreciate Social-S F -1 
20 AP04b98a terrible act, Judge Propriety T -1 
20 AP04b98a beyond any limit allowed Judge Propriety T -1 
20 AP04b98a Startled Affect Surprise F -1 
20 AP04b98a fed up Affect Satisfy T -1 
20 AP04b98a picturesque Appreciate Quality F -1 
20 AP04b98a 'Top Gun' stuff Judge Tenacity T -1 
20 AP04b98a standard Judge Normality T -1 
20 AP04b98a harsher Appreciate Impact F -1 
20 AP04b98a mangled Appreciate Balance F -1 
20 AP04b98a saddened Affect Happy T -1 
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20 AP04b98a pain Affect Happy T -1 
21 TT01d97a worst Appreciate Social-V F -1 
21 TT01d97a worst Appreciate Social-V T -1 
21 TT01d97a horrible Affect Secure T -1 
21 TT01d97a Horrible Affect Secure T -1 
22 NY22d97a thrill Judge Propriety F 0 
22 NY22d97a thrill Affect Happy F -1 
22 NY22d97a brutal Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a senseless Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a elaborately Appreciate Complexity T -1 
22 NY22d97a murders Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a shot to death Judge Propriety F 0 
22 NY22d97a the thrill of killing Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a thrill Affect Happy T -1 
22 NY22d97a wanted Affect Incline T -1 
22 NY22d97a to see what it would be like to kill somebody Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a shoplifting Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a ramshackle Appreciate Quality F -1 
22 NY22d97a the assailants opened fire with .45  and .22 

caliber pistols 
Judge Propriety T 0 

22 NY22d97a The victims were both shot repeatedly Judge Propriety F 0 
22 NY22d97a shot again in the back of the head. Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a chilling Appreciate Impact T -1 
22 NY22d97a homicides Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a senseless Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a senseless act. Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a like an execution Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a murders Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a stolen Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a burglary Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a guilty Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a troubled Affect Secure T -1 
22 NY22d97a shooting pellet guns at people Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a aimless Judge Tenacity F 0 
22 NY22d97a stunned Affect Surprise F -1 
22 NY22d97a unemployment is high, opportunity limited and 

poverty present 
Judge Capacity F 0 

22 NY22d97a beauty Appreciate Quality F -1 
22 NY22d97a hard working Judge Tenacity T -1 
22 NY22d97a achievement Judge Capacity T -1 
22 NY22d97a accomplishments Judge Capacity T -1 
22 NY22d97a countless little things that they did every day 

for their neighbors 
Judge Propriety T 0 

22 NY22d97a was always volunteering to help me Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a sweet Appreciate Quality T -1 
22 NY22d97a He was always giving us extra treats, Judge Propriety T 0 
22 NY22d97a well Judge Capacity T -1 
22 NY22d97a he tried like hell Judge Tenacity T 0 
22 NY22d97a dropout Judge Capacity T -1 
22 NY22d97a dreary Appreciate Impact F -1 
22 NY22d97a desolate Appreciate Impact F -1 
22 NY22d97a a mausoleum out of Poe Affect Secure F 0 
22 NY22d97a the gunmen opened fire through the window Judge Propriety F 0 
22 NY22d97a shot through the back of the head, execution 

style 
Judge Propriety F 0 

22 NY22d97a cold blooded Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a heinous Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a rational Judge Capacity T -1 
22 NY22d97a stolen Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a burglary Judge Propriety T -1 
22 NY22d97a tough Judge Capacity T -1 
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Appendix G – ENGAGEMENT and GRADUATION 
(intensity) analysis database output 
Data categories. 
Column 1. Text number. Identifies analysed texts given in full in Appendix B 
Column 2. Text ID. Links to database identification 
Column 3. Lexical item from text 
Column 4. ENGAGEMENT or GRADUATION: force (Intensity) 
Column 5. Indicates EXTRA-VOCALISATION status of context of the item – T = under 
EXTRA-VOCALISATION, F = not under EXTRA-VOCALISATION 

The labels in Column 4 reference categories discussed in chapter 3. 

Key to column 4 labels: 
Source = EXTRA-VOCALISATION 
Offer = interactional value (offer of goods-&-services) 
Demand = interactional value (demand for goods-&-services) 
Intensity = GRADUATION: force 
Focus = GRADUATION: focus 
Probable = ENGAGEMENT: probabilise 
Appear = ENGAGEMENT: appearance 
Hearsay = ENGAGEMENT: hearsay 
Concess = ENGAGEMENT: counter-expect 
Condition = ENGAGEMENT: expect 
Deny = ENGAGEMENT: deny 
Proclaim = ENGAGEMENT: proclaim: pronounce 
 

1 
Number 

2 TextID 3 Item 4 Value 5 Extra-
vocalised 

status 
1 AF31c97a promises Source F 
1 AF31c97a promises Offer F 
1 AF31c97a to rise above Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a sleaze Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a promised Offer F 
1 AF31c97a promised Source F 
1 AF31c97a tide Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a scandal Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a It is time Demand T 
1 AF31c97a sleaze Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a direct Focus T 
1 AF31c97a will Offer T 
1 AF31c97a said Source F 
1 AF31c97a mired Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a sleaze Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a said Source F 
1 AF31c97a said Source F 
1 AF31c97a sleaze Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a may Probable T 
1 AF31c97a but Concess T 
1 AF31c97a nobody Deny T 
1 AF31c97a said Source F 
1 AF31c97a biggest Intensity F 
1 AF31c97a would Offer T 
1 AF31c97a conventional 

wisdom 
Hearsay T 

1 AF31c97a conventional 
wisdom 

Source T 
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1 AF31c97a only Concess T 
1 AF31c97a only Concess T 
1 AF31c97a scaring Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a aim Offer T 
1 AF31c97a prove Source T 
1 AF31c97a not Deny T 
1 AF31c97a instructions Demand T 
1 AF31c97a instructions Source T 
1 AF31c97a said Source F 
1 AF31c97a would Offer T 
1 AF31c97a not Deny T 
1 AF31c97a saying Source T 
1 AF31c97a said Source F 
1 AF31c97a no Deny F 
1 AF31c97a mention Source F 
1 AF31c97a so-called Hearsay F 
1 AF31c97a so-called Source F 
1 AF31c97a said Source F 
1 AF31c97a no Deny T 
1 AF31c97a despite Concess F 
1 AF31c97a growing Intensity F 
1 AF31c97a calls Demand F 
1 AF31c97a calls Source F 
1 AF31c97a to Condition T 
1 AF31c97a agony Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a seemed Appear F 
1 AF31c97a resigned Source F 
1 AF31c97a called on Demand F 
1 AF31c97a called on Source F 
1 AF31c97a real Focus T 
1 AF31c97a doggedly Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a far Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a far Intensity T 
1 AF31c97a said Source F 
1 AF31c97a allegations Source T 
1 AF31c97a But Concess F 
1 AF31c97a kept the focus on Source F 
2 AF31c97b decision Source F 
2 AF31c97b freeze Intensity T 
2 AF31c97b voiced Source F 
2 AF31c97b decision Source F 
2 AF31c97b freeze Intensity T 
2 AF31c97b saying Source F 
2 AF31c97b should Demand T 
2 AF31c97b our view is quite 

clear 
Proclaim T 

2 AF31c97b quite Intensity T 
2 AF31c97b clear Appear T 
2 AF31c97b an essential part Demand T 
2 AF31c97b said Source F 
2 AF31c97b hope Demand T 
2 AF31c97b recognizes Source T 
2 AF31c97b responsibility Demand T 
2 AF31c97b added Source F 
2 AF31c97b called for Demand F 
2 AF31c97b called for Source F 
2 AF31c97b freeze Intensity T 
2 AF31c97b to Condition F 
2 AF31c97b decision Source F 
2 AF31c97b infuriated Intensity F 
2 AF31c97b hope Source F 
2 AF31c97b blows Intensity F 
2 AF31c97b prompted Condition F 
2 AF31c97b consider Source F 
2 AF31c97b briefed Source F 
2 AF31c97b Speculation Hearsay F 
2 AF31c97b Speculation Source F 
2 AF31c97b rife Intensity F 
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2 AF31c97b planning Source T 
2 AF31c97b to Condition T 
2 AF31c97b willing and ready Offer T 
2 AF31c97b said Source F 
2 AF31c97b believes Source T 
2 AF31c97b enhanced Intensity T 
2 AF31c97b comprehensive Intensity T 
2 AF31c97b said Source F 
3 AF31c97c stormy Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c controversial Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c rousing Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c call to arms Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c saying Source F 
3 AF31c97c could Probable T 
3 AF31c97c real Focus T 
3 AF31c97c brushing aside Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c said Source F 
3 AF31c97c could Probable T 
3 AF31c97c seize Intensity T 
3 AF31c97c since Condition T 
3 AF31c97c think Source T 
3 AF31c97c if Condition T 
3 AF31c97c only Concess T 
3 AF31c97c said Source F 
3 AF31c97c proposal Offer F 
3 AF31c97c said Source F 
3 AF31c97c erupted Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c not Deny T 
3 AF31c97c whipped up Intensity T 
3 AF31c97c fear Source T 
3 AF31c97c fear Intensity T 
3 AF31c97c if Condition T 
3 AF31c97c because of Condition T 
3 AF31c97c to Condition T 
3 AF31c97c said Source F 
3 AF31c97c added Source F 
3 AF31c97c declaring Source F 
3 AF31c97c huge Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c riding a wave Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c anger Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c woes Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c running Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c nevertheless Concess F 
3 AF31c97c proposal Offer F 
3 AF31c97c proposal Source F 
3 AF31c97c " Source F 
3 AF31c97c amount effectively 

to 
Focus F 

3 AF31c97c policies include Source F 
3 AF31c97c accused Source F 
3 AF31c97c redoubling Intensity T 
3 AF31c97c offensive Intensity T 
3 AF31c97c said Source F 
3 AF31c97c could Probable T 
3 AF31c97c if Condition T 
3 AF31c97c no Deny F 
3 AF31c97c noted Source F 
3 AF31c97c credited with Hearsay F 
3 AF31c97c credited with Source F 
3 AF31c97c seen Hearsay F 
3 AF31c97c seen Source F 
3 AF31c97c main Intensity T 
3 AF31c97c battle Intensity T 
3 AF31c97c fears Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c fears Source F 
3 AF31c97c major Intensity T 
3 AF31c97c fear Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c fear Source F 
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3 AF31c97c smashed Intensity F 
3 AF31c97c blame Source F 
3 AF31c97c called Source F 
4 AF01d97a pulls Intensity F 
4 AF01d97a bandwagon Intensity F 
4 AF01d97a hot Intensity F 
4 AF01d97a favorites Probable F 
4 AF01d97a pulled Intensity F 
4 AF01d97a assured Intensity F 
4 AF01d97a to Condition F 
4 AF01d97a fears Intensity F 
4 AF01d97a chided Source F 
4 AF01d97a chided Intensity F 
4 AF01d97a failing Deny T 
4 AF01d97a haven't Deny T 
4 AF01d97a said Source F 
4 AF01d97a pointing Source F 
4 AF01d97a would Offer T 
4 AF01d97a told Source F 
4 AF01d97a said Source F 
4 AF01d97a not Deny T 
4 AF01d97a said Source F 
4 AF01d97a predicted Source F 
4 AF01d97a without Deny T 
4 AF01d97a said Source F 
4 AF01d97a " Source T 
4 AF01d97a said Source F 
4 AF01d97a committed Offer F 
4 AF01d97a committed Source F 
4 AF01d97a ditch Intensity F 
4 AF01d97a image Appear F 
4 AF01d97a expected Hearsay F 
4 AF01d97a expected Source F 
4 AF01d97a promised Offer F 
4 AF01d97a promised Source F 
4 AF01d97a not Deny T 
4 AF01d97a saying Source F 
4 AF01d97a would Offer T 
4 AF01d97a Despite Concess F 
4 AF01d97a pledge Source F 
4 AF01d97a pledge Offer F 
4 AF01d97a not Deny T 
4 AF01d97a said Source F 
4 AF01d97a would Offer T 
4 AF01d97a to Condition T 
5 AF08d97a ask Demand F 
5 AF08d97a ask Source F 
5 AF08d97a urged Demand F 
5 AF08d97a urged Intensity F 
5 AF08d97a urged Source F 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a saying Source F 
5 AF08d97a little Intensity T 
5 AF08d97a any Deny T 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a banish Intensity T 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a said Source F 
5 AF08d97a pressing for Source F 
5 AF08d97a pressing for Demand F 
5 AF08d97a pressing for Intensity F 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a obvious Intensity T 
5 AF08d97a obvious Appear T 
5 AF08d97a If Condition T 
5 AF08d97a if Condition T 
5 AF08d97a don't Deny T 
5 AF08d97a told Source F 
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5 AF08d97a But Concess F 
5 AF08d97a told Source F 
5 AF08d97a only Concess T 
5 AF08d97a as Condition T 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a a fig Intensity T 
5 AF08d97a said Source F 
5 AF08d97a might Probable T 
5 AF08d97a debatable Deny T 
5 AF08d97a debatable Probable T 
5 AF08d97a however Concess T 
5 AF08d97a potentially Probable T 
5 AF08d97a said Source F 
5 AF08d97a if Condition T 
5 AF08d97a believing Source T 
5 AF08d97a despite Concess T 
5 AF08d97a certainty Intensity T 
5 AF08d97a certainty Probable T 
5 AF08d97a cannot Deny T 
5 AF08d97a suggested Source F 
5 AF08d97a since Condition T 
5 AF08d97a asked Demand T 
5 AF08d97a asked Source T 
5 AF08d97a should Demand T 
5 AF08d97a even if Concess T 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a restated Source F 
5 AF08d97a pointing Source F 
5 AF08d97a neither Deny T 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a not Deny T 
5 AF08d97a said Source F 
6 GU01c97c tells Source F 
6 GU01c97c sharp Intensity F 
6 GU01c97c warning Source F 
6 GU01c97c bullying Condition T 
6 GU01c97c convinced Source T 
6 GU01c97c launched a head-

on offensive 
Intensity F 

6 GU01c97c drive Intensity F 
6 GU01c97c said Source F 
6 GU01c97c insisted Source F 
6 GU01c97c warning Source F 
6 GU01c97c say Source T 
6 GU01c97c told Source F 
6 GU01c97c threatening Source F 
6 GU01c97c to Condition T 
6 GU01c97c much Intensity F 
6 GU01c97c but Concess F 
6 GU01c97c wider Intensity F 
6 GU01c97c determination Source F 
6 GU01c97c determination Offer F 
6 GU01c97c said Source F 
6 GU01c97c to Condition T 
6 GU01c97c But Condition T 
6 GU01c97c said Source F 
6 GU01c97c However Concess T 
6 GU01c97c think Source T 
6 GU01c97c said Source F 
6 GU01c97c if Condition T 
6 GU01c97c said Source F 
6 GU01c97c shows Source T 
6 GU01c97c if Condition T 
6 GU01c97c said Source F 
6 GU01c97c In spite of Concess F 
6 GU01c97c more Intensity F 
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6 GU01c97c no Deny F 
6 GU01c97c due Condition F 
6 GU01c97c defied Source F 
6 GU01c97c commitment Offer T 
6 GU01c97c commitment Source T 
6 GU01c97c pointed to Source F 
6 GU01c97c to Condition T 
6 GU01c97c doubts Source T 
6 GU01c97c commitment Offer T 
6 GU01c97c commitment Source T 
6 GU01c97c pledges Offer F 
6 GU01c97c pledges Source F 
6 GU01c97c recognition Source T 
6 GU01c97c said Source F 
6 GU01c97c but Concess F 
6 GU01c97c warned Source F 
6 GU01c97c to Condition T 
6 GU01c97c believe Source T 
6 GU01c97c said Source F 
6 GU01c97c recommended Demand F 
6 GU01c97c recommended Source F 
6 GU01c97c must Demand T 
6 GU01c97c must Demand T 
6 GU01c97c understand Source T 
7 GU01d97d accused Source F 
7 GU01d97d say Source F 
7 GU01d97d told Demand T 
7 GU01d97d told Source T 
7 GU01d97d " Source T 
7 GU01d97d not Deny T 
7 GU01d97d Claims Source F 
7 GU01d97d coup Intensity T 
7 GU01d97d virtual Focus F 
7 GU01d97d meltdown Intensity F 
7 GU01d97d accused Source F 
7 GU01d97d rumours Source F 
7 GU01d97d coup Intensity T 
7 GU01d97d admitting Source F 
7 GU01d97d claimed Source F 
7 GU01d97d told Source T 
7 GU01d97d should Demand T 
7 GU01d97d no Deny T 
7 GU01d97d said Source F 
7 GU01d97d picture Source F 
7 GU01d97d urging Demand F 
7 GU01d97d urging Source F 
7 GU01d97d But Concess F 
7 GU01d97d appeared Appear F 
7 GU01d97d little Intensity F 
7 GU01d97d will Condition F 
7 GU01d97d Explanations Source F 
7 GU01d97d failed Deny F 
7 GU01d97d ferocious Intensity F 
7 GU01d97d insisting Source F 
7 GU01d97d insisting Source T 
7 GU01d97d seized Source F 
7 GU01d97d If Condition T 
7 GU01d97d have to Demand T 
7 GU01d97d said Source F 
7 GU01d97d has its roots in Condition F 
7 GU01d97d announcement Source F 
7 GU01d97d making it clear Source F 
7 GU01d97d rumours Source F 
7 GU01d97d according Source F 
7 GU01d97d agreed Source F 
7 GU01d97d should Demand T 
7 GU01d97d headlined Source F 
7 GU01d97d detailed Source F 
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7 GU01d97d alleged Source T 
7 GU01d97d but Concess F 
7 GU01d97d not Deny F 
7 GU01d97d not Deny F 
7 GU01d97d need Condition F 
7 GU01d97d frantic Intensity F 
7 GU01d97d find out Source F 
7 GU01d97d the fact was Concess F 
7 GU01d97d telling Source T 
7 GU01d97d will Condition T 
7 GU01d97d said Source F 
8 GU01d97c split Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c forced Condition F 
8 GU01d97c orders Source F 
8 GU01d97c orders Demand F 
8 GU01d97c hamstrung Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c rifts Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c deep Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c the heart of Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c scotch Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c plan Source F 
8 GU01d97c plan Offer F 
8 GU01d97c warning Source F 
8 GU01d97c if Condition T 
8 GU01d97c said Source F 
8 GU01d97c if Condition T 
8 GU01d97c But Concess F 
8 GU01d97c neither Deny F 
8 GU01d97c panic Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c panic Source F 
8 GU01d97c said Source F 
8 GU01d97c still Concess T 
8 GU01d97c handful Intensity T 
8 GU01d97c should Demand T 
8 GU01d97c best Intensity T 
8 GU01d97c according Hearsay F 
8 GU01d97c according Source F 
8 GU01d97c planned Offer T 
8 GU01d97c planned Source T 
8 GU01d97c clean Focus T 
8 GU01d97c But Condition F 
8 GU01d97c fiercely Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c according Hearsay F 
8 GU01d97c according Source F 
8 GU01d97c but Concess T 
8 GU01d97c refused Deny T 
8 GU01d97c to Condition F 
8 GU01d97c prise Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c battle Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c briefed Source F 
8 GU01d97c wanted Demand T 
8 GU01d97c wanted Source T 
8 GU01d97c message Source F 
8 GU01d97c expressed Source F 
8 GU01d97c bewilderment Intensity T 
8 GU01d97c will Probable F 
8 GU01d97c bewilderment Intensity F 
8 GU01d97c letter Source F 
8 GU01d97c denied Deny T 
8 GU01d97c accusations Source T 
8 GU01d97c to Condition T 
8 GU01d97c rejected Deny F 
8 GU01d97c charge Source F 
8 GU01d97c failing Deny T 
8 GU01d97c " Source F 
8 GU01d97c " Source T 
8 GU01d97c suggested Source T 
8 GU01d97c but Concess T 
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8 GU01d97c decision Source T 
8 GU01d97c added Source F 
8 GU01d97c may Probable T 
8 GU01d97c If Condition T 
8 GU01d97c if Condition T 
8 GU01d97c certain Probable F 
8 GU01d97c questioning Source F 
8 GU01d97c hopes Source F 
8 GU01d97c if Condition F 
8 GU01d97c could Probable F 
9 GU11c97a hits Intensity F 
9 GU11c97a claim Source T 
9 GU11c97a says Source F 
9 GU11c97a claimed Source F 
9 GU11c97a promised Offer F 
9 GU11c97a promised Source F 
9 GU11c97a said Source F 
9 GU11c97a said Source F 
9 GU11c97a claimed Source F 
9 GU11c97a looked Appear F 
9 GU11c97a very Intensity F 
9 GU11c97a indeed Proclaim F 
9 GU11c97a according Source F 
9 GU11c97a but Concess F 
9 GU11c97a so Condition F 
9 GU11c97a strictly Focus F 
9 GU11c97a quote Source F 
9 GU11c97a however Concess F 
9 GU11c97a not Deny F 
9 GU11c97a pointed out Source F 
9 GU11c97a no Deny F 
9 GU11c97a promise Source F 
9 GU11c97a promise Demand F 
9 GU11c97a wants Offer F 
9 GU11c97a wants Source F 
9 GU11c97a according to Source F 
9 GU11c97a says Source F 
9 GU11c97a said Source F 
9 GU11c97a therefore Condition F 
9 GU11c97a although Concess F 
9 GU11c97a seems Appear F 
9 GU11c97a according Source F 
9 GU11c97a shows Source F 
9 GU11c97a points out Source F 
9 GU11c97a muses Source F 
9 GU11c97a of course Condition F 

10 GU01d97b plans Source F 
10 GU01d97b most Intensity T 
10 GU01d97b best Intensity T 
10 GU01d97b surprise Concess F 
10 GU01d97b to Condition F 
10 GU01d97b hopes Source F 
10 GU01d97b of course Condition F 
10 GU01d97b highly Intensity F 
10 GU01d97b however Concess F 
10 GU01d97b even Concess F 
10 GU01d97b can be expected Probable F 
10 GU01d97b simple Intensity F 
10 GU01d97b despite Concess F 
10 GU01d97b although Concess F 
10 GU01d97b will Probable F 
10 GU01d97b probably Probable F 
10 GU01d97b still Concess F 
10 GU01d97b reported Hearsay F 
10 GU01d97b reported Source F 
10 GU01d97b haemorrhage Intensity T 
10 GU01d97b may Probable F 
10 GU01d97b but Condition F 
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10 GU01d97b but Concess F 
10 GU01d97b put Source F 
10 GU01d97b But Concess T 
10 GU01d97b hadn't Deny T 
10 GU01d97b I'd say Proclaim T 
10 GU01d97b Certainly Intensity T 
10 GU01d97b Certainly Probable T 
10 GU01d97b serious Intensity T 
10 GU01d97b Despite Concess F 
10 GU01d97b proud Intensity F 
10 GU01d97b " Hearsay F 
10 GU01d97b " Source F 
10 GU01d97b ever Intensity F 
10 GU01d97b enabled Condition F 
10 GU01d97b " Hearsay F 
10 GU01d97b hit Intensity T 
10 GU01d97b warning Source F 
10 GU01d97b key Intensity F 
10 GU01d97b perfect Intensity F 
10 GU01d97b highly Intensity F 
10 GU01d97b not Deny F 
10 GU01d97b seem Appear F 
10 GU01d97b highly Intensity F 
10 GU01d97b ambiguous Source F 
10 GU01d97b already Concess F 
10 GU01d97b letters Source F 
10 GU01d97b whether Probable F 
11 GU13d97b hardly Deny F 
11 GU13d97b slipped Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b enormous Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b so Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b many Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b effectively Focus F 
11 GU13d97b very Focus F 
11 GU13d97b acute Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b may Appear F 
11 GU13d97b but Concess F 
11 GU13d97b mushrooming Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b large-scale Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b mass Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b likely Probable F 
11 GU13d97b growing Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b simply Proclaim F 
11 GU13d97b higher Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b larger Intensity F 
11 GU13d97b but Concess F 
11 GU13d97b just Concess F 
11 GU13d97b what is needed Demand F 
11 GU13d97b not Deny F 
11 GU13d97b rather Deny F 
11 GU13d97b real Focus F 
11 GU13d97b needs Demand F 
11 GU13d97b will do Demand F 
11 GU13d97b but Concess F 
11 GU13d97b should Demand F 
11 GU13d97b only Concess F 
11 GU13d97b chance Probable F 
11 GU13d97b no Deny F 
12 GU02d97d torn apart Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d hatred Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d you can say Proclaim F 
12 GU02d97d great Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d stinks Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d almost Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d universal Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d even Concess F 
12 GU02d97d yet Concess F 
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12 GU02d97d that would be true Proclaim F 
12 GU02d97d torn apart Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d foes Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d devoured Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d parasite Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d hatred Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d rather than Deny F 
12 GU02d97d makes Condition F 
12 GU02d97d so Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d makes Condition F 
12 GU02d97d wipeout Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d real Focus F 
12 GU02d97d possibility Probable F 
12 GU02d97d rather than Deny F 
12 GU02d97d if Condition F 
12 GU02d97d can Probable F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d just Concess F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d just Concess F 
12 GU02d97d admitted Source F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d can Probable F 
12 GU02d97d claimed Source F 
12 GU02d97d rebuke Source F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d even Concess F 
12 GU02d97d " Source F 
12 GU02d97d " Hearsay F 
12 GU02d97d said Hearsay F 
12 GU02d97d said Source F 
12 GU02d97d is not in doubt. Probable F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d but Concess F 
12 GU02d97d rather than Deny F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d though Concess F 
12 GU02d97d let us allow Proclaim F 
12 GU02d97d even Concess F 
12 GU02d97d heightened Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d could Probable F 
12 GU02d97d caused Condition F 
12 GU02d97d might Probable F 
12 GU02d97d caused Condition F 
12 GU02d97d even Concess F 
12 GU02d97d if Condition F 
12 GU02d97d it should be 

acknowledged 
Proclaim F 

12 GU02d97d should Demand F 
12 GU02d97d genuine Focus F 
12 GU02d97d front Source F 
12 GU02d97d though Concess F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d genuine Focus F 
12 GU02d97d anger Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d even Concess F 
12 GU02d97d making it a 

condition 
Demand F 

12 GU02d97d making it a 
condition 

Source F 

12 GU02d97d should Demand T 
12 GU02d97d un Deny T 
12 GU02d97d statement Source F 
12 GU02d97d reminding Source F 
12 GU02d97d thought Hearsay F 
12 GU02d97d thought Source F 
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12 GU02d97d might Probable T 
12 GU02d97d safest Intensity T 
12 GU02d97d teetered Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d too much Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d of course Condition F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d civil war Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d rent Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d un paralleled. Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d bitter Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d disastrous Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d complete Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d to Condition F 
12 GU02d97d heads rolled. Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d appalled Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d to Condition F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d would Probable F 
12 GU02d97d not Deny F 
12 GU02d97d bounced out Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d himself Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d complete Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d trumpeted Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d if Condition F 
12 GU02d97d hadn't Deny F 
12 GU02d97d but Concess F 
12 GU02d97d if Condition F 
12 GU02d97d still Concess F 
12 GU02d97d of sorts. Focus F 
12 GU02d97d cancer Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d magnified Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d malignance Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d had Condition F 
12 GU02d97d should Demand F 
12 GU02d97d blind Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d panic Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d bushwhacked Condition F 
12 GU02d97d bushwhacked Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d thinking Source F 
12 GU02d97d hadn't Deny F 
12 GU02d97d itself Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d even Concess F 
12 GU02d97d still Concess F 
12 GU02d97d just Concess F 
12 GU02d97d i have always 

thought 
Probable F 

12 GU02d97d always Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d would Condition F 
12 GU02d97d may Probable F 
12 GU02d97d make Condition F 
12 GU02d97d yet Concess F 
12 GU02d97d surely Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d surely Probable F 
12 GU02d97d too much Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d too much Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d too much Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d too much Intensity F 
12 GU02d97d even Concess F 
12 GU02d97d most Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c stand-off Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c showdown Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c say Hearsay F 
13 GU02d97c say Source F 
13 GU02d97c must Demand T 
13 GU02d97c must Demand F 
13 GU02d97c say all of us. Proclaim F 
13 GU02d97c yet Concess F 
13 GU02d97c most Intensity F 
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13 GU02d97c might Probable F 
13 GU02d97c short Condition F 
13 GU02d97c no Deny F 
13 GU02d97c could Probable F 
13 GU02d97c most Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c unpredictable Concess F 
13 GU02d97c unpredictable Condition F 
13 GU02d97c instead Deny F 
13 GU02d97c won't Deny T 
13 GU02d97c cannot Deny F 
13 GU02d97c only Concess F 
13 GU02d97c genuine Focus F 
13 GU02d97c if Condition F 
13 GU02d97c expressions Source F 
13 GU02d97c however Concess F 
13 GU02d97c not Deny F 
13 GU02d97c reason Condition F 
13 GU02d97c let Condition F 
13 GU02d97c while Condition F 
13 GU02d97c neither Deny F 
13 GU02d97c really Proclaim F 
13 GU02d97c high Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c low Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c required Source F 
13 GU02d97c required Demand F 
13 GU02d97c said Source F 
13 GU02d97c should Demand T 
13 GU02d97c not Deny T 
13 GU02d97c shouldn't Demand F 
13 GU02d97c shouldn't Deny F 
13 GU02d97c able Condition F 
13 GU02d97c plainly Probable F 
13 GU02d97c needed Demand F 
13 GU02d97c close Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Demand F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Source F 
13 GU02d97c wouldn't Deny F 
13 GU02d97c exposed Condition F 
13 GU02d97c possibility Probable F 
13 GU02d97c however Concess F 
13 GU02d97c bedevilled Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c many Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c entirely Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c closer Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c snarl Source F 
13 GU02d97c plainly Probable T 
13 GU02d97c want Demand T 
13 GU02d97c want Source T 
13 GU02d97c wasn't Deny F 
13 GU02d97c consummately Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c plainly Probable F 
13 GU02d97c very Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c keen Demand F 
13 GU02d97c keen Source F 
13 GU02d97c as long as Condition F 
13 GU02d97c chance Probable F 
13 GU02d97c miles Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c nothing Deny F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Demand F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Source F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Demand F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Source F 
13 GU02d97c came round to Source F 
13 GU02d97c so long as Condition F 
13 GU02d97c " Source F 
13 GU02d97c wasn't Deny F 
13 GU02d97c too Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c seemed Appear F 
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13 GU02d97c close Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c seems Probable F 
13 GU02d97c know Source F 
13 GU02d97c " Source T 
13 GU02d97c of course Condition F 
13 GU02d97c precisely Focus F 
13 GU02d97c must Probable F 
13 GU02d97c interest Demand F 
13 GU02d97c interest Source F 
13 GU02d97c ensuring Condition T 
13 GU02d97c doubt Probable F 
13 GU02d97c insisted on Demand F 
13 GU02d97c insisted on Source F 
13 GU02d97c only Concess T 
13 GU02d97c wanted Demand F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Source F 
13 GU02d97c only Concess T 
13 GU02d97c one must suppose Probable F 
13 GU02d97c must Demand F 
13 GU02d97c although Concess F 
13 GU02d97c prepared Source F 
13 GU02d97c prepared Offer F 
13 GU02d97c declared Source F 
13 GU02d97c not Deny T 
13 GU02d97c not Deny T 
13 GU02d97c so Intensity T 
13 GU02d97c long Intensity T 
13 GU02d97c said Source F 
13 GU02d97c must Demand T 
13 GU02d97c no Deny T 
13 GU02d97c on the grounds 

that 
Condition T 

13 GU02d97c naturally Condition T 
13 GU02d97c didn't Deny T 
13 GU02d97c this strikes me Appear F 
13 GU02d97c increased Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c contention Source F 
13 GU02d97c wouldn't Deny T 
13 GU02d97c long Intensity T 
13 GU02d97c the fact is Proclaim F 
13 GU02d97c not Deny F 
13 GU02d97c seriously Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c make Condition F 
13 GU02d97c quite Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c even Concess F 
13 GU02d97c if Condition F 
13 GU02d97c which i doubt Probable F 
13 GU02d97c profess Source F 
13 GU02d97c chance Probable F 
13 GU02d97c quasi-presidential Focus F 
13 GU02d97c directly Focus F 
13 GU02d97c will Condition F 
13 GU02d97c intense Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c large Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c possibility Probable F 
13 GU02d97c should Demand F 
13 GU02d97c little Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c had Demand F 
13 GU02d97c needed Demand F 
13 GU02d97c admittedly Condition F 
13 GU02d97c little Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c less than Deny F 
13 GU02d97c rendered Condition F 
13 GU02d97c if Condition F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Demand F 
13 GU02d97c wanted Source F 
13 GU02d97c nicely Intensity F 
13 GU02d97c not Deny F 
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13 GU02d97c at all Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a don't Deny F 
14 GU03d97a don't Demand F 
14 GU03d97a not Deny F 
14 GU03d97a said Source F 
14 GU03d97a a bit of Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a will Condition F 
14 GU03d97a even though Concess F 
14 GU03d97a only Concess F 
14 GU03d97a promised Offer F 
14 GU03d97a promised Source F 
14 GU03d97a were Condition F 
14 GU03d97a pointed out Source F 
14 GU03d97a even Concess T 
14 GU03d97a isn't Deny T 
14 GU03d97a wide Intensity T 
14 GU03d97a we can be assured Proclaim F 
14 GU03d97a still Concess F 
14 GU03d97a none Deny F 
14 GU03d97a though Concess F 
14 GU03d97a might Probable F 
14 GU03d97a seem Appear F 
14 GU03d97a just Proclaim F 
14 GU03d97a have Demand F 
14 GU03d97a seems Appear F 
14 GU03d97a itself Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a rather Deny F 
14 GU03d97a may Probable F 
14 GU03d97a no Deny F 
14 GU03d97a but Concess F 
14 GU03d97a don't forget Proclaim F 
14 GU03d97a great Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a big Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a pointed out Source F 
14 GU03d97a most Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a perhaps Probable F 
14 GU03d97a believe Probable F 
14 GU03d97a small Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a but Concess F 
14 GU03d97a nothing Deny F 
14 GU03d97a felt Source F 
14 GU03d97a idea Source T 
14 GU03d97a already Concess F 
14 GU03d97a regarded Source F 
14 GU03d97a missionary Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a full Focus F 
14 GU03d97a talk Source F 
14 GU03d97a intend Source T 
14 GU03d97a merely Concess F 
14 GU03d97a chasm Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a nothing Deny F 
14 GU03d97a indeed Proclaim F 
14 GU03d97a ought Demand F 
14 GU03d97a ought Demand F 
14 GU03d97a endlessly Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a ought Demand F 
14 GU03d97a mildly Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a that Condition F 
14 GU03d97a protects Condition F 
14 GU03d97a grasp Source F 
14 GU03d97a merely Concess F 
14 GU03d97a if Condition F 
14 GU03d97a didn't Deny F 
14 GU03d97a no one Deny F 
14 GU03d97a to Condition F 
14 GU03d97a NullV Source F 
14 GU03d97a only Concess T 
14 GU03d97a NullV Source F 
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14 GU03d97a tell Demand F 
14 GU03d97a slim Intensity F 
14 GU03d97a chances Probable F 
14 GU03d97a relatively Focus F 
14 GU03d97a would Condition F 
14 GU03d97a merely Concess F 
14 GU03d97a make Condition F 
14 GU03d97a hence Condition F 
14 GU03d97a actually Concess F 
14 GU03d97a the same can be 

said 
Proclaim F 

14 GU03d97a commitment Source F 
14 GU03d97a commitment Offer F 
14 GU03d97a will Condition F 
14 GU03d97a perceived Appear F 
14 GU03d97a found Source F 
14 GU03d97a only Concess F 
14 GU03d97a not Deny F 
14 GU03d97a but Concess F 
14 GU03d97a need Demand F 
14 GU03d97a if Condition F 
14 GU03d97a if Condition F 
14 GU03d97a don't Deny F 
14 GU03d97a only Proclaim F 
14 GU03d97a gives rise to Condition F 
14 GU03d97a rumours Source F 
14 GU03d97a after all Condition F 
15 SM18h92a looked Appear F 
15 SM18h92a rather Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a small Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a showdown Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a most Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a long Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a desperately Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a appear Appear F 
15 SM18h92a described Source F 
15 SM18h92a sharp Focus F 
15 SM18h92a pledging Offer F 
15 SM18h92a pledging Source F 
15 SM18h92a " Source F 
15 SM18h92a eventually Concess F 
15 SM18h92a " Source F 
15 SM18h92a but Concess F 
15 SM18h92a evidence Appear F 
15 SM18h92a greatest Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a clashed Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a showing Source F 
15 SM18h92a battle Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a hence Condition F 
15 SM18h92a widely Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a mooted Hearsay F 
15 SM18h92a mooted Source F 
15 SM18h92a keenly Intensity F 
15 SM18h92a said Source F 
15 SM18h92a told Source F 
15 SM18h92a suggest Source F 
15 SM18h92a should Demand T 
15 SM18h92a tell Demand T 
15 SM18h92a tell Source T 
15 SM18h92a perceived Source F 
16 SM23e98a no Deny F 
16 SM23e98a worst Intensity F 
16 SM23e98a maybe Probable F 
16 SM23e98a just Proclaim F 
16 SM23e98a promised Offer F 
16 SM23e98a promised Source F 
16 SM23e98a intended Source F 
16 SM23e98a instead Deny F 
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16 SM23e98a ordered Source F 
16 SM23e98a ordered Demand F 
16 SM23e98a utterly Intensity F 
16 SM23e98a predictable Probable F 
16 SM23e98a bound Probable F 
16 SM23e98a claimed Source F 
16 SM23e98a " Source F 
16 SM23e98a seemed Appear F 
16 SM23e98a strong Intensity F 
16 SM23e98a calling for Demand F 
16 SM23e98a calling for Source F 
16 SM23e98a should Demand F 
16 SM23e98a absolute Focus F 
16 SM23e98a i think Probable F 
16 SM23e98a should Demand F 
16 SM23e98a not Deny F 
16 SM23e98a big Intensity F 
16 SM23e98a barely Focus F 
16 SM23e98a seen Source F 
16 SM23e98a promises Offer F 
16 SM23e98a promises Source F 
16 SM23e98a may Probable F 
16 SM23e98a surely Probable F 
16 SM23e98a but Concess F 
16 SM23e98a call for Demand F 
16 SM23e98a call for Source F 
16 SM23e98a not Deny F 
16 SM23e98a no Deny F 
16 SM23e98a calls Demand F 
16 SM23e98a calls Source F 
16 SM23e98a may Probable F 
16 SM23e98a should Demand F 
16 SM23e98a i don't think Probable F 
16 SM23e98a should Demand F 
16 SM23e98a should Demand F 
16 SM23e98a surely Probable F 
16 SM23e98a could Demand F 
16 SM23e98a enormously Intensity F 
16 SM23e98a but Concess F 
16 SM23e98a i also accept Proclaim F 
16 SM23e98a though Concess F 
16 SM23e98a i know Proclaim F 
16 SM23e98a seems Appear F 
16 SM23e98a a good reason Demand F 
17 ny28a98a strong Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a gladiator's arena Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a instead Deny F 
17 ny28a98a thundering Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a little Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a humiliation Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a ever Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a erupted Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a brilliantly Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a extraordinary Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a unstinting Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a but Concess F 
17 ny28a98a even Concess F 
17 ny28a98a decision Source F 
17 ny28a98a could Probable F 
17 ny28a98a asked Demand F 
17 ny28a98a asked Source F 
17 ny28a98a really Proclaim T 
17 ny28a98a said Source F 
17 ny28a98a doesn't Deny T 
17 ny28a98a said Source F 
17 ny28a98a noting Source F 
17 ny28a98a not Deny T 
17 ny28a98a really Proclaim T 
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17 ny28a98a much Intensity T 
17 ny28a98a if Condition T 
17 ny28a98a egregious Intensity T 
17 ny28a98a asked Source F 
17 ny28a98a said Source F 
17 ny28a98a no Deny T 
17 ny28a98a seemed Appear F 
17 ny28a98a many Intensity F 
17 ny28a98a complained Source F 
17 ny28a98a length Intensity T 
17 ny28a98a instead of Deny T 
17 ny28a98a wrote Source F 
17 ny28a98a advising Source T 
17 ny28a98a advising Demand T 
17 ny28a98a stay away Deny T 
17 ny28a98a morass Intensity T 
17 ny28a98a advising Demand F 
17 ny28a98a advising Source F 
17 ny28a98a i think Probable T 
17 ny28a98a not Deny T 
17 ny28a98a not Deny T 
17 ny28a98a but Concess T 
17 ny28a98a if Condition T 
17 ny28a98a said Source F 
17 ny28a98a if Condition T 
17 ny28a98a may Appear T 
17 ny28a98a not Deny T 
17 ny28a98a added Source F 
17 ny28a98a if Condition T 
18 NY05b98a large Intensity F 
18 NY05b98a counseling Demand F 
18 NY05b98a counseling Source F 
18 NY05b98a if Condition F 
18 NY05b98a at least Concess F 
18 NY05b98a but Concess F 
18 NY05b98a never Deny F 
18 NY05b98a if Condition F 
18 NY05b98a would have 

realized 
Proclaim F 

18 NY05b98a not Deny F 
18 NY05b98a just Concess F 
18 NY05b98a asked Demand F 
18 NY05b98a asked Source F 
18 NY05b98a not Deny F 
18 NY05b98a suggesting Source F 
18 NY05b98a wrote Source F 
18 NY05b98a very Intensity F 
18 NY05b98a claimed Source F 
18 NY05b98a lots of Intensity F 
18 NY05b98a but Concess F 
18 NY05b98a didn't Deny F 
18 NY05b98a didn't Deny F 
18 NY05b98a seem Appear F 
18 NY05b98a denied Source F 
18 NY05b98a potentially Probable F 
18 NY05b98a all but inevitable Probable F 
18 NY05b98a may Probable F 
18 NY05b98a but Concess F 
18 NY05b98a right Demand F 
18 NY05b98a said Source F 
18 NY05b98a show Source F 
18 NY05b98a not Deny F 
18 NY05b98a even Concess F 
18 NY05b98a but Concess F 
18 NY05b98a so Condition F 
18 NY05b98a supposed Demand F 
18 NY05b98a might Probable F 
18 NY05b98a you would think Proclaim F 
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18 NY05b98a deserve Demand F 
19 RE01l97a seriously Intensity T 
19 RE01l97a said Source F 
19 RE01l97a said Source F 
19 RE01l97a believe Probable T 
19 RE01l97a believe Source T 
19 RE01l97a said Source F 
19 RE01l97a charged Source F 
19 RE01l97a according to Source F 
19 RE01l97a said Source F 
19 RE01l97a said Source F 
19 RE01l97a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a : Source F 
20 AP04b98a far Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a plunging Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a earth-shaving Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a should Demand T 
20 AP04b98a should Demand T 
20 AP04b98a terrible Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a earth-shaving Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a told Source F 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a swooped Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a " Source F 
20 AP04b98a incredible Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a lots of Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a completely Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a far Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a long Intensity F 
20 AP04b98a complained Source F 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a has got to Demand T 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a supposed Demand T 
20 AP04b98a dramatically Intensity F 
20 AP04b98a but Concess F 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a demanding Demand F 
20 AP04b98a demanding Source F 
20 AP04b98a quoted Source F 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
20 AP04b98a plunged Intensity F 
20 AP04b98a just Concess F 
20 AP04b98a saying Source F 
20 AP04b98a deeply Intensity T 
20 AP04b98a expressing Source F 
20 AP04b98a said Source F 
21 TT01d97a full Intensity F 
21 TT01d97a many Intensity F 
21 TT01d97a NullV Intensity F 
21 TT01d97a feared Source F 
21 TT01d97a ordered Demand F 
21 TT01d97a ordered Source F 
21 TT01d97a said Source F 
21 TT01d97a collided Intensity F 
21 TT01d97a said Source F 
21 TT01d97a tumbled Intensity T 
21 TT01d97a thrown Intensity T 
21 TT01d97a everything Intensity T 
21 TT01d97a horrible Intensity T 
21 TT01d97a said Source F 
21 TT01d97a might Probable T 
21 TT01d97a said Source F 
21 TT01d97a caused Condition T 
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21 TT01d97a expressed Source F 
22 NY22d97a thrill Intensity F 
22 NY22d97a called Source F 
22 NY22d97a brutal Intensity T 
22 NY22d97a elaborately Intensity T 
22 NY22d97a appeared Appear F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a may Probable T 
22 NY22d97a thrill Intensity T 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a police blotter items Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a veered Intensity F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a called Source F 
22 NY22d97a chilling Intensity T 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a particularly Intensity T 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a charged Source F 
22 NY22d97a ordered Source F 
22 NY22d97a ordered Demand F 
22 NY22d97a plea Source F 
22 NY22d97a ordered Demand F 
22 NY22d97a ordered Source F 
22 NY22d97a described Source F 
22 NY22d97a record Source F 
22 NY22d97a seemed Appear F 
22 NY22d97a stunned Intensity F 
22 NY22d97a sharp Focus F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a apparently Appear F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a but Concess F 
22 NY22d97a shortly Intensity F 
22 NY22d97a says Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a called Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a described Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
22 NY22d97a said Source F 
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